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Abstract 

Flavins are redox-active chromophores in blue light activated enzymes and hence play crucial 

roles in several photobiological processes. Photophysics of flavin compounds has been the 

subject of intense research due to the involvement of its electronic excited states in those 

photochemical and photobiological processes. In majority of the published literature, the excited 

states corresponding to absorption at 450 and 375 nm of flavins have been investigated to deduce 

the underlying molecular mechanism of these photoinduced processes. However, the 

photodynamics in the excited state associated with 266 nm absorption band has not been 

investigated. These highly absorbing singlet excited states are important because solar flux 

contains a considerable amount of UV light along with low energetic visible photons. Through a 

comprehensive resonance Raman experiments, theoretical calculations and classical wave-packet 

dynamics simulations, we have determined the sub-100 femtosecond structural dynamics of 

flavins upon photoexcitation to their 266 nm excited state. We have also determined the mode-

specific reorganization energies along each observed vibrational modes. Our simulation method 

can partition the total spectral broadening into homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening 

components contributing to both absorption and Raman line shapes. We find upon excitation, the 

first solvation shell inertially responds with an ultrafast timescale of ~ 30 fs for all of the flavins. 

Initial excited state parameters obtained from our simulation will impact studies on flavin 

containing proteins that utilize flavin as a probe of protein dynamics.   
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Synopsis 

Introduction 

Flavins belong to a broad class of bioactive cofactors found in several redox enzymes and 

photoreceptors. In blue-light photoreceptors, absorption of blue-light by the flavin chromophore 

initiates the signaling processes detected in plants and other organisms. These processes include 

light-induced DNA-repair, regulation of circadian rhythm and control of the photosynthetic 

movement of plants and microorganisms. Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin 

mononucleotide (FMN) are found to be the key redox cofactors in photoreceptor enzymes. 

Riboflavin (RF) is the component of vitamin B2 complex, and is the precursor of biologically 

important cofactors, FAD and FMN. Furthermore, RF is an essential component in our everyday 

diet and it acts as an effective photosensitizer in various foods and beverages. Another 

compound of flavin family is Lumiflavin which is the main photoproduct formed by the UV-Vis 

photolysis of other three flavins.  All of the flavins have the same chromophoric ring known as 

isoalloxazine ring which has electron transfer capability. In addition to that RF and FMN contain 

a ribityl side chain that also plays important biological roles. FAD constitutes an adenine moiety 

together with a ribityl chain.   

Due to the involvement of excited states of flavin cofactors in several blue light activated 

processes, the excited state photophysics of flavin molecules have become the topic of intense 

research over the decades. Photophysics of flavins in its oxidized and reduced forms has been 

extensively studied following photoexcitation to their long wavelength absorption bands at 

around 450 and 375 nm. Time-resolved spectroscopic techniques having time resolution from 

femtoseconds (fs) to nanoseconds (ns) have been applied to examine excited state properties of 

flavins in solution and inside the protein core in the lowest energy singlet (S1) excite state at ~ 

445 nm. All of the flavins show excited state lifetime of several ns in the S1 state, except FAD 

which decays in a faster picosecond (ps) timescale. Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopies, 

such as femtosecond mid-IR and stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) in conjunction with 

quantum chemical calculations are also routinely applied to deduce the structural changes in 

flavins following photoexcitation to the S1 excited state.  
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Apart from the S1 state (~ 445 nm), flavins have strong ππ* transitions in the ultraviolet 

(UV) region of the absorption spectrum. A number of reports investigating photophysics of these 

heavily absorbing electronic states are limited. As we know that the harmful UV radiations are 

always reaching the earth surface, it is important to determine the effect of these radiations on 

the highly absorbing singlet excited states of flavins. One of the methodologies to study excited 

state structural dynamics of a photoexcited chromophore is through analysis of experimental 

resonance Raman (RR) excitation profiles. RR intensities of a chromophore are sensitive to 

structural changes that happen within 100 fs of photon absorption and interaction with the local 

environment. Modeling of Raman excitation profiles (REP) using the time-dependent 

formulation of RR intensities has been applied to extract ultrafast structural dynamics of several 

natural and modified nucleobases.  

 I have employed RR intensity analysis to extract the excited state structural dynamics of 

lumiflavin (LF), riboflavin (RF), flavin mononucleotide (FMN), flavin adenine dinucleotide 

(FAD) and lumichrome (LC) following photoexcitation to their excited state centered at around 

266 nm. The structural distortions were determined in terms of changes in internal coordinates of 

the electronic ground state and were compared. Total internal reorganization energies measured 

was distributed into each specific Raman active modes. Additionally, through modeling of 

solute-solvent interaction within the Brownian oscillator spectral density model, the time scale 

and amplitude of the inertial component of solvation were also extracted for all the flavin 

compounds and were compared with those reported dynamics of different molecules. 

Key findings 

Chapter 3: Initial Excited State Structural Dynamics of Lumiflavin upon 

Ultraviolet Excitation 

A quantitative measurement of the resonance Raman cross-section across the 264 nm absorption 

band (257-275 nm) of LF is performed, and REPs of all RR active modes are constructed. I have 

simulated the REPs and absorption cross-section using time dependent wave packet propagation 

(TDWP) formalism to extract initial excited state dynamics of LF within 50 fs after 

photoexcitation. We find that structural changes happen all along the isoalloxazine ring modes 

following photoexcitation to the 264 nm excited state. The amount of distortions of the excited 
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state structure from that of the ground state is reflected in total internal reorganization energy 

that is determined at 469 cm
-1

. By comparing the excited state structural changes between S1 

state and 264 nm excited state, we found that different molecular distortions occur following 

photoexcitation to those two different states. The contribution of inertial component of solvent 

response towards the total reorganization energy was obtained at 1070 cm
-1

. Additionally, our 

simulation also yields an instantaneous response of the first solvation shell within an ultrafast 

timescale, τ ~ 30 fs, following photoexcitation. It is worthy to note here that, though theoretically 

predicted, the inertial component of solvation that occurs within few tens of fs has been detected 

in very few experimental reports. 

Chapter 4: Deep UV Initiated Excited State Dynamics of Riboflavin (RF) and 

Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) 

Excited state structural dynamics of RF and FMN were studied using RR intensity analysis 

following photoexcitation to their 266 nm excited state. Here also we find that structural changes 

happen along all over the isoalloxazine ring with a contraction in most of the isoalloxazine ring 

coordinates. Similar to LF, it has been found for RF and FMN that the Raman band at 1583 cm
-1

 

contributes maximum to the total internal reorganization energy. Deduced structural changes of 

the isoalloxazine ring of RF are compared with those obtained for LF and we find that excitation 

to similar excited states, these two flavins show different molecular distortions. We have also 

measured an ultrafast inertial water response timescale at ~ 30 fs for both the molecules. Despite 

the addition of ribityl chain in RF and FMN, the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening 

values obtained for these two molecules are observed to be in the same order as that obtained for 

LF. 

Chapter 5: Is the photophysics of Flavin and adenine rings of FAD coupled? 

Contributions of both flavin and adenine rings were observed in the UVRR spectra of FAD, 

because both can absorb UV radiations. We have observed significant Raman hypochroism in 

FAD, consistent with stacking interaction between flavin and adenine rings. It was found that 

excited state structural dynamics of FAD lie along both flavin and adenine ring coordinates. 

Here, we found a little higher solvent reorganization energy for FAD as compared to RF and 

FMN and it suggests that existence of AMP moiety in FAD structure leads to a stronger dipole 
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interaction with the surrounding water molecules than photoexcited RF and FMN. Similar to 

other three flavins, we also determined for FAD that upon excitation the first solvation shell 

inertially responds with an ultrafast timescale of around ~ 30 fs. 

Chapter 6: Initial Excited state dynamics of Lumichrome (LC) upon Ultraviolet 

Excitation 

Initial excited state structural dynamics of LC was determined following photoexcitation within 

the absorption band centered at around 260 nm. Upon photoexcitation, it has been found that 

major structural distortions happen in ring II and ring III of the alloxazine structure. The 

structural changes obtained for LC are completely different than that determined for flavins. We 

found a lower homogeneous broadening linewidth for alloxazine structure in comparison to the 

isoalloxazine structures, whereas the inhomogeneous broadening values obtained are 

comparable. The fastest response of dynamic water solvation was detected within 23.1 fs 

timescale due to the inertial response of water.  
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  Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Flavins 

Flavin chemistry has drawn much scientific attention over the past decades due to the discovery 

of a large number of flavoenzymes, which play significant roles in many important biological 

processes.
1,2

 The yellow coloured compounds with the basic structure of 7,8-

dimethylisoalloxazine, or to be precise 7,8-dimethylbenzo[g]pteridine-2,4(3H,lOH)-dione, (Fig. 

1.1(a)) are ubiquitously recognized as Flavins. Flavins act as a cofactor in flavoenzymes and 

involves in various biochemical reactions in the context of redox reactions.
3
 The structurally very 

similar alloxazine derivatives are not generally regarded as flavins (see Fig 1.1(b)).
4
    

 

Fig. 1.1 Structures of (a) 7,8-dimethylisoalloxazine with conventional atom numbering and (b) 7,8-

dimethylalloxazine (lumichrome). The rings are also numbered with Roman numbers.  

1.2 History of flavins and flavoenzymes  

It was about a century ago, when an English chemist by the name of A. Wynter Blyth isolated a 

bright yellow pigment in cow’s milk and he named it as lactochrome.
3,5

 Then, in the late 1920s 

and early 1930s, the yellow pigment with a bright greenish fluorescence was isolated from a 

large variety of sources.
3
 Much interest on these pigments was evolved when they were 

identified to be a constituent of the vitamin B complex. In the subsequent years, the two foremost 

chemists, Richard Kuhn in Heidelberg and Paul Karrer in Zurich determined the structure of the 

pigment and also proved it by chemical synthesis.
3,6,7

 They named the yellow pigment as 

riboflavin (RF) in replace of other previous names such as lactoflavin and ovoflavin. After the 

discovery of flavin structure, Hugo Theorell, a Swedish biochemist discovered the catalytic 

activity of flavin as a cofactor in enzymes while working on the catalytic oxidation of NADPH 

by yeast using oxygen as a substrate.
8
 Ever since, the finding of Hugo Theorell’s work, which 
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established the role of flavin as a cofactor in enzyme catalysis, stimulated to the discovery and 

characterization of more than a hundred of flavoenzymes. 

1.3 Structures of flavins  

The three biologically important flavin molecules are riboflavin (RF), flavin adenine 

dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin mononucleotide (FMN). In flavoproteins, flavins are found in the 

form of FAD and FMN.
5
 The structures of different flavin compounds are shown in Fig. 1.2. 

Flavin compounds are different by the respective substituents at the N10 position of the 

isoalloxazine ring structure. RF, FMN and FAD have substituents such as a ribityl chain, a ribityl 

chain plus phosphate group and a ribityl chain plus phosphate group plus adenine 5’-

monophosphate nucleotide respectively. Other derivatives of flavin, lumiflavin (LF) and 

lumichrome (LC) are the photoproducts formed by the photodegradation of RF, FMN and FAD. 

 

Fig. 1.2 Chemical structures of riboflavin (RF), flavin mononucleotide (FMN), flavin adenine 

dinucleotide (FAD) and lumiflavin (LF). 

1.4 Properties of flavins 

Flavins have the unique ability to accept or donate one or two electrons due to their versatile 

redox active properties.
4
 They can exist in three different redox states; oxidized, radical 

semiquinone (by one electron reduction) and fully reduced hydroquinone (by two electron 
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reduction). Each redox state can undergo in different protonation forms depending upon the 

change in pH of the solution (shown in Fig. 1.3).
9
 The radical semiquinone form is not stable in 

solution because two semiquinones can undergo disproportionation to form one oxidized and one 

fully reduced flavin.
10

 Semiquinone forms can be stabilized inside the protein core and 

micelles
11–13

 and also by chemical modification.
14

 

 

Fig. 1.3 Redox and acid-base equilibria of flavins. 

1.5 Flavins in biology 

The main photoactive chromophores in living organisms which use blue light to carry out 

biological activities are carotenoids, billins, chlorophylls, flavins and pterins. Among them 

flavins have become the important cofactors in biology in the last few decades due to the 

discovery of a large number of flavoenzymes. Flavoenzymes participate in a wide range of 

chemical reactions as a catalyst in the presence or absence of light.
15

 FAD and FMN are found to 

be the key redox active cofactors in these enzymes and functions as an intermediary in either one 

or two electron transfer processes. Most of the flavoenzymes discovered are light 

independent,
3,16,17

 and a few of them are photoactive.
2,18

 

 It has been established that sensing the blue light is crucial for a diverse range of 

organisms. For example plants, algae and photosynthetic microorganisms all depend on blue 
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light to control growth, development and optimization for photosynthesis, whereas organisms 

like drosophila and mice use blue light in mediating circadian rhythms.
19

 Flavin containing 

photoreceptors are found to involve in these light activated processes. Until today, four different 

kinds of blue-light sensing flavoprotein families are identified, namely, DNA photolyase, 

cryptochromes, blue-light-using FAD (BLUF) family and phototropins.
18,20,21

 Here we have 

discussed some of the functions of photoactive flavoenzymes and the role of flavins as a cofactor 

in those photoreceptors.    

1.5.1 DNA photolyase 

The most popular light-driven flavoenzyme is the DNA photolyase which uses blue or near UV 

light of 360 to 500 nm as the energy source to repair the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) 

lesions in DNA.
18,22–24

 These repair enzymes are abundant in plants, microorganisms and some 

higher organisms like wood frogs and Australian Kangaroos.
23

 Humans and other mammals lack 

of this enzyme.  All of the photolyases identified contain a noncovalently bound cofactor FAD in 

the active site and a noncovalently bound second cofactor methenyltetrahydrofolate (MTHF). In 

the active site, the catalytic cofactor, FAD exists in the fully reduced form (FADH
-
) which 

carries out the repair process upon excitation by resonance energy transfer from MTHF which 

Fig. 1.4 (a) Crystal structure of E. coli photolyase containing the cofactors, (b) DNA-repair mechanism 

by photolyase adapted from A. Sancar. (ref. 18)   
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acts as a light harvesting cofactor.
25

 The repair mechanism (Fig. 1.4 (b)) starts with the binding 

of photolyase enzyme to the damage site of DNA in dark state.
26–28

 Then FADH
-
 anion upon 

photoexcitation transfers an electron to the CPD lesion to split the cyclobutane ring.
18,29,30

 The 

radical anion formed in this process then transfers back one electron to the radical semiquinone 

FADH
•
 cofactor to complete the cycle.

27
 

1.5.2 Cryptochromes 

The second one in the light-driven flavoenzyme family is cryptochromes, which are structurally 

very similar to photolyases and they have same cofactors, FAD and MTHF noncovalently bound 

to the enzyme.
18,31

 Cryptochromes are discovered to function as photoreceptors in plants, animals 

and also in humans.
31,32

 They regulate the circadian rhythm in animals, growth and development 

in plants supposedly by photoinduced electron transfer.
18,31–34

 

1.5.3 The BLUF domain 

Another class of FAD containing light activated flavoenzyme is the BLUF domain family 

detected in microorganisms such as cyanobacteria and flagellate algae.
35

 These proteins absorb 

blue light to trigger the photosynthetic movement of microorganisms in order to locate the 

minimum light conditions for photosynthesis.
35,36

 The conformational change in the protein 

active site influenced by coupled proton and electron transfer between FAD and protein residues 

initiates the photomovement.
37

 

1.5.4 Phototropins 

Phototropins are the fourth kind of photoreceptors in the class of light triggered flavoenzymes 

which use FMN as its light sensitive chormophore.
38,39

 They are found in plants and involves in 

mediating phototropism, chloroplast relocation, rapid inhibition of stem growth and stomata 

opening.
38

 The phototropins consist of two domains known as LOV1 and LOV2, each binding 

FMN as a chromophore.
39

 The LOV photochemistry that regulates kinase activation and signal 

transduction is based on the formation of a covalent adduct between the flavin atom and 

conserved cysteine upon blue light illumination.
38,40

 

1.6 Absorption and emission properties of flavins and alloxazines 
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Fig. 1.5 Experimental absorption spectra of FAD (2 X 10-5 M), FMN (2.2 X 10-5 M), RF (2.2 X 10-5 M) 

and LF (2.2 X 10-5 M) in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution. Absorption bands are labeled with λmax (in nm) 

values. 

The photophysical and photochemical properties of flavins are mainly dominated by the 

isoalloxazine core ring. All of the flavins show similar experimental absorption and emission 

characteristics. The absorption spectra of flavins in aqueous solution (Fig. 1.5) extended in 

visible and ultraviolet (UV) regions of spectrum show four structureless absorption bands 

centered at around 446, 375, 266 and 222 nm. The absorption band of flavins at 222 nm is 

blueshifted to 213 nm for FAD may be due to the presence of adenine nucleotide. All four 

absorption bands exhibit high molar extinction coefficients
41

 which indicate of ππ* type 

transitions. Various quantum chemical calculations using CASPT2,
42

 DFT/MRCI,
43,44

 SAC-CI
45

 

and TDDFT
44,46–54

 methods precisely assign the two long wavelength absorption bands to ππ* 

transitions. 

 Although the first absorption band centered at 446 nm is structureless in aqueous 

solution, it shows vibronic structure with three peaks in less polar solvents such as ethanol 

(EtOH), acetonitrile (ACN) and 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF).
55,56

 Apart from showing the 

vibronic structures due to the reduction in solvent-solute interactions, the position of this band is 

practically unaffected upon moving from water to less polar solvents. In opposite to that, the 
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second absorption band shows a prominent solvatochromism.
51,56,57

 In less polar solvents like 

dioxane (DX)
51

 and MTHF,
56

 a noticeable blueshift (around 40 nm) is observed for this band. 

Experiments hereby have revealed that the influence of solvent polarity on the position of this 

band might be due to hydrogen bonding between the flavin and solvent.
51,58

 

The third experimentally observed band (maxima at 264-267 nm) in the UV region is the 

most intense band in the absorption spectra of flavins (Fig. 1.5). This band also experiences a 

little influence upon changing the solvent polarity, similar to the first absorption band.
59

 

Theoretical calculations and experimental results on different isoalloxazine molecules concluded 

that this band is a combination of more than one ππ* transitions. PPP-CI calculations
60

 and 

circular dichromism experiments
59

 on various RF derivatives have shown two weak ππ* 

transitions to the both sides of the strong ππ* transition centered at around 265 nm. Two strong 

ππ* transitions at 4.57 and 4.96 eV were computed contributing to the 266 nm absorption band 

for LF using SAC-CI method,
45

 whereas CASPT2
42

 (at 4.69 eV, 5.00 eV and 5.37 eV) and 

TDDFT
44,47,48,51–54

   calculations assign three ππ* transitions within this absorption band. The 

fourth absorption band at 222 nm is also close in intensity to the 266 nm absorption band. 

Theoretical assignment for this band is scarce. 

 Oxidized flavin compounds exhibit a bright yellow fluorescence emission with a peak 

maximum at around 530-545 nm in aqueous solution.
52,61

 The position of the peak is mostly 

unaffected by different solvent environments, whereas the fluorescence quantum yield (ФF) 

increases in non-polar, aprotic solvents.
51,57

 The fluorescence quantum yield observed for LF in 

aqueous solution ranges within 0.14 to 0.29 depending upon the pH (ФF = 0.16 at pH 2.2,
61

 ФF = 

0.14 at pH ≈ 6,
51

 ФF = 0.25 at pH 7,
57

 ФF = 0.29 at pH 7
61

). For, RF and FMN almost identical 

fluorescence properties are obtained, while the quantum yield found for FAD in neutral aqueous 

solution (ФF = 0.038)
61

 is ten times weaker than the other three flavins. It has been reported that 

the intramolecular electron transfer with a stacked conformation between the isoalloxazine ring 

and the adenine moiety is the reason behind the quenching of FAD fluorescence.
62–65

 For all of 

the flavins, the strongest competition for the spin-allowed radiative relaxation arises due to triplet 

formation. Quantum yields (ФT) found for triplet formation ranges between 0.4
66,67

 and 0.6
68,69

. 

 Despite the structural similarity to isoalloxazine compounds, alloxazines exhibit very 

distinct absorption and fluorescence properties as compare to isoalloxazine compounds. All 
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alloxazines absorb in the near UV and UV regions of the spectrum. The experimental absorption 

spectrum of lumichrome (LC), a derivative of alloxazine family, is shown in Fig. 1.6. In aqueous 

solution, the absorption spectrum of LC shows an absorption band at around 353 nm with a 

shoulder near 385 nm in the near UV region. 

These two absorption bands are assigned to 

two independent ππ* transitions by various 

quantum chemical calculations.
51,52,70–74

 

Calculations predicted optically dark nπ* 

states closely spaced to each of those ππ* 

transitions. The positions of both the bands 

are found to depend on solvent polarity and 

show blueshift with decreasing polarity and 

hydrogen bonding ability of solvent.
51,75

 In 

the UV region, the absorption spectrum is 

dominated by two bands analogues to the 

flavin spectra containing peak maxima at 

around 260 and 219 nm. Both the UV absorption bands possess high molar extinction 

coefficients indicating to ππ* transitions, though assignments for these bands are not available 

yet by quantum chemical calculations. It is found that the absorption band at 260 nm splits into 

two with a new band at around 250 nm in less polar solvents such as EtOH and DX.
41

 

The maximum of fluorescence emission spectrum of LC in aqueous solution is reported 

to shift to the short wavelengths about 50 nm (near 475 nm), relative to that of flavins which 

exhibit much broader fluorescence band than alloxazines.
51,52,76

 The fluorescence quantum yield 

(ФF = 0.088 in water) found for LC is one order smaller than that of flavins due to the lower non-

radiative decay rates in the latter compounds.
51,71,73,76

 The position of the fluorescence maximum 

blueshifts and quantum yield decreases in polar aprotic solvents (ФF = 0.028 in ACN, 0.032 in 

methanol, 0.027 in DX),
51

 if compared to LC in polar protic solvents.
51,74,77

 The quantum yield 

for triplet formation (ФT) is found to be 0.71 and 0.45 for LC and alloxazine respectively in 

aqueous solution.
68

  

Fig. 1.6 Experimental absorption spectrum of LC (4.8 

X 10-5 M) in phosphate buffer solution at pH 7. 

Absorption bands are labeled with λmax (in nm) values. 
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1.7 Ultrafast excited state photophysics of flavins and motivation of this work 

The primary photoactivation step for some light sensitive chromophores such as 

phytochromobilin, retinal and coumarin involves E/Z isomerization, whereas flavin structure 

restrains to strong conformational changes.
78

 Nonetheless, flavins are extremely versatile redox 

cofactors, whose activation mechanism is aided by protein environment. It is established that the 

signaling state formation in LOV domain involves intersystem crossing of FMN singlet excited 

state in picosecond (ps) timescale upon blue light illumination, followed by a covalent adduct 

formation between flavin and nearby cysteine in microsecond timescale.
40,79–83

 In BLUF 

proteins, the signaling state formation is characterized by a 20 cm
-1

 red shifted IR absorption in 

carbonyl stretching frequencies concomitant with the red shifted absorption spectrum.
36,37,84–87

 A 

hydrogen bonding rearrangement around the chromophore happens involving the hydrogen bond 

formation with flavin C4=O carbonyl group to form the BLUF light state.
36,37,84–93

 Femtosecond 

(fs) resolved infrared and transient absorption studies proposed that the signaling state formation 

appears in 100 ps (picosecond) timescale in the singlet state manifold involving electron and 

proton transfers.
37,84–86

 The mechanism also includes the change in the orientation of tryptophan 

and glutamine residues.
37,84

 In cryptochromes, a conformational change in the protein occurs 

following photoreduction of flavin to its semiquinone form, but the complete mechanism is still 

under debate.
30,33,34,94,95

 

 In blue light photoreceptors, it is often become complicated in the measurement of 

spectroscopic properties due to the spectral overlap from different contributions. Here we 

concentrate on the excited state photophysics of flavin, free in solution instead of inside the 

photoreceptors. If we can accurately measure its electronic and structural properties including the 

response to the solvents, then this information can be applied to deconvolve the inhomogeneity 

in proteins. That’s why, flavin photophysics is studied by using several spectroscopic techniques 

including fs stimulated Raman, absorption and fluorescence techniques having time resolution 

from femtosecond (fs) to nanosecond (ns) timescales.  

 The photochemistry of flavin depends on its different redox forms (oxidized, 

semireduecd and fully reduced) which again can undergo in different protonation states 

depending on pH. In the thesis work, we focus on the neutral oxidized form of flavin that exists 

in the pH range 2-8 in polar solvents.  The lowest singlet (S1) and triplet excited (T1) states of 
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flavin are assigned to ππ* symmetry.
43,46,96

 Following excitation to the S1 state all of the flavins 

decays to the ground state in nanosecond (ns) timescale except FAD which exhibits an ultrafast 

decay in picosecond (ps) timescale.
13

 In polar solvents, FAD favors a stacked conformation 

between the adenine and the isoalloxazine ring and an intramolecular electron transfer from 

adenine to the isoalloxazine ring is proposed.
13,64,97–99

 Transient absorption, fluorescence and 

infrared studies find a timescale of 5-10 ps for charge transfer and subsequently charge 

recombination in 30-40 ps.
13,97–99

 Although this mechanism is unarguably accepted, 

spectroscopic measurements are unable to capture the intermediates in the charge transfer 

process. Theoretical calculations predicted a dark nπ* state in close proximity to the S1 (ππ*) 

state.
43,50,96

 The vibronic coupling strength between these two states is found to be dependent on 

dynamic polar solvation and temperature.
50,99

 The solvation dynamics in S1  excited state is 

observed as a dynamic Stokes shift of the emission band.
99

 

 Time resolved vibrational spectroscopies (fs transient mid-IR to visible and stimulated 

Raman spectroscopy) have been applied on flavin molecules to determine the structural changes 

following excitation to S1 state by observing shifts in the normal modes of the 

chromophore.
100,101

 Major change is observed in the loss of double bond character between C4a 

and N5 atoms in the isoalloxazine ring.
100–102

 It is found that the double bond stretching 

frequencies (C=O, C=C and C=N) in the flavin ring downshifts upon excitation from S0 to S1. In 

addition, several quantum chemical calculations also predicted similar changes in the structure of 

flavin upon excitation to lowest energy singlet state.
45,50,53,103,104

 In S1 state, TD-B3LYP/TZVP 

calculations find a maximum change of ~ 0.05 Å bond elongations and contractions in the 

isoalloxazine ring.
50,103

 

 All of the above studies demonstrate the photophysics of flavins upon excitation to 

the lowest energy, ππ* electronic state, while to our knowledge there has been no study as 

yet on the excited state photodynamics within their UV regions of absorption. Flavin 

absorbs more efficiently in the UV regions (see Fig. 1.4) comprising two absorption bands 

at 260 and 223 nm, compared to the visible and near visible regions. Nonetheless, Copeland 

and Spiro
105

 reported the Resonance Raman (RR) spectra of FAD and FMN molecule with 

visible as well as UV excitations at 488, 355, 266, 240, 218 and 200 nm. Distinct change in the 

relative intensity of RR bands varying excitation wavelengths suggest different distortions 
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occurring at the Franck-Condon (FC) region to the corresponding excited states. In this work, 

we determine the excited state photophysics of flavins following photoexcitation to their 

most intense UV absorption band having a maximum at around 266 nm.   

As we know that harmful UV radiations (ranging 100-400 nm) from the sun are always 

reaching in the earth surface, which has many hazardous effects such as causing depletion in the 

DNA nucleobases.
106–108

 This harmful radiation can be classified into three categories, long 

wavelength UVA (400-320 nm), medium wavelength UVB (320-280) and short wavelength 

UVC (280- 100 nm).
106

 However, the ozone layer of about 3 mm thick above the earth surface 

shields and absorbs most of the UV radiations of the solar spectrum upto 310 nm from reaching 

the earth surface.
107

 But, in the modern era, as the stratospheric ozone layer is experiencing 

continuous depletion due to increase in many pollutants, an increased amount of UV radiations 

containing UVB and even UVC is also reaching in the earth surface.
107,108

 So, to understand the 

effects of UVB and UVC radiations on blue light photoreceptors, it is important to 

understand the excited state photophysics of flavin cofactors within their strong ππ* 

electronic states in the UV region of absorption. 

1.8 Goals of this project 

Photoexcitation induces a change in the structure of a molecule in solution as well as on the 

surrounding environments. Upon optical excitation there is an excess vibrational energy of a 

solute molecule which dissipates via the specific vibrational modes in a radiationless manner. 

The energy released in this process is known as vibrational reorganization energy. In addition, 

initially the surrounding solvent molecules remain in equilibrium with the ground state dipole 

moment of the solute. The solvent molecules then have to reorient themselves in response to the 

change in the direction of the excited state dipole moment of the solute. Solvent releases energy 

in this reorientation process known as solvent reorganization process. Fig. 1.7 shows the various 

processes involved after the optical excitation of a solute.  

So, here our aim is to determine the reorganization energies and structural changes 

for different flavin molecules following excitation to their 266 nm excited state. As we know 

that flavin molecules differ by the respective substituents at N10 position. So, we also want 

to know that how the substituents affect the reorganization energies in different flavins. 
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Nowadays, the crystal structures of several flavoproteins are reported, which reveals that the 

majority of flavin-protein interaction involves with the ribityl chain of FMN and FAD.
109–113

 So, 

the effect of the ribityl chain in the excited state dynamics for RF and FMN is to be 

investigated as compare to the LF which contains a methyl group as a substituent. This 

study is also extended in FAD where we want to understand the effect of adenine moiety on 

flavin dynamics.  

 

Fig. 1.7 Schematic representation of the ground and excited state potential energy surfaces as function of 

the (a) normal mode and (b) solvent coordinates. EL and ES are the incident and scattered photon energies, 

E0-0 is the 0-0 transition energy, λint and λs are the internal reorganization energy of the solute and the 

reorganization energy of the solvent respectively. The arrows represent the permanent dipole moment of 

the solute and solvent molecules. 

1.9 Measuring the photophysics in the UV region of absorption 

Apart from the time-resolved RR spectroscopy which can monitor the ultrafast response of 

structural changes in a solute and solvation dynamics in real time, there is another indirect 

approach which has been employed for the same purpose. In this case, the information of the 

excited state dynamics contains within the intensity of RR spectrum itself.
114

 RR intensity 

analysis has been successfully applied to probe the excited state structural dynamics for several 

natural and modified Nucleobases within their lowest energy (~ 260 nm) ππ* electronic 

states.
115,116,116–123
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 The wavenumbers of bands in the Raman spectrum of a molecule report the structure in 

the ground electronic state. Additionally, in RR spectroscopy in which the Raman excitation lies 

within the electronic absorption of a molecule, the intensity of a band encodes the information of 

the resonant excited state. Intensity of a RR band is proportional to the slope at the potential 

energy surface (PES) of the resonant excited state along that normal coordinate. Thus greater the 

structural distortion in the excited state compared to that in the ground state along the normal 

coordinate, higher the intensity of the resulting RR band. From experimentally measured RR 

cross-section, the structural distortions in the excited state with respect to that in the ground state 

molecular structure can be determined. Resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy is the only 

experimental technique that can determine vibrational mode-specific instantaneous structural 

distortions of a molecule, subsequent to photoexcitation to an electronic state.  

Moreover, the line shape analysis of the Raman excitation profile (REP), i.e., the 

excitation wavelength dependence of RR cross sections can reveal the response of the effect of 

solvent environments through line broadening. This approach has the advantage of being able to 

differentiate between the contributions of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening 

effects to the absorption spectral lineshape. The contributions of the long time scale dynamics 

will be manifested in the inhomogeneous broadening linewidth which also provides a 

quantitative estimate of the different ground state structural conformations of the chromophore. 

Through measurement and modeling of experimental REP and absorption spectrum, it is possible 

to extract the parameters corresponding to the initial excited state structural dynamics of flavin 

within tens of femtoseconds of excitation. 

1.10 Organization of the thesis 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. In chapter 2, a detailed description of the theoretical 

and experimental methodologies is given. In chapter 3, the initial excited state structural 

dynamics of LF in water upon excitation within the 265 nm absorption band is studied by using 

time-dependent wave packet propagation theory and a Brownian oscillator model to account for 

the solute-solvent interaction. The contribution of the solute and solvent to the total 

reorganization energy as well as the inhomogeneous broadening linewidth are determined. 

Specifically, an estimated value of the inertial solvent response and the change in internal 

coordinates has been obtained.  In the subsequent chapters, the initial excited state structural 
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dynamics of RF, FMN (chapter 4), FAD (chapter 5) and LC (chapter 6) are studied using the 

same methodology as that used for LF. We find very similar reorganization energies and 

broadening parameters for RF, FMN and FAD, while the internal coordinate changes found in 

the isoalloxazine ring in those molecules are different. The excited state dynamics of LC 

determine lower internal reorganization energy for alloxazine structure than flavins. At the end 

we have added the conclusion of all chapters. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental and Theoretical Methods 
 

The Raman effect is a scattering phenomena of light, which was first discovered by Sir C. V. 

Raman and K. S. Krishnan in 1928.
1,2

 It is a two photon process in which a photon with energy 

of ħω0 interacts with a molecule to produce a scattered photon of higher or lower in energy 

relative to the incident radiation. The difference in energy between the incident and scattered 

photons exhibits the energy gap between the two vibrational energy levels, ħωv, in the ground 

electronic state (shown in Fig. 2. 1). In scattering process, upon interaction with a photon, the 

molecule excites to a virtual energy level and then returns back to the same or different 

vibrational energy level in the ground state. As such there can be three outcomes: (i) when there 

is no difference between the incident and scattered photon energies, i.e.; elastic scattering, the 

process is known as Rayleigh scattering (Fig. 2.1 (a)), (ii) if the scattered photon is lower in 

energy than the incident photon, the process is known as Stokes scattering (ħωs=ħω0-ħωv) (Fig. 

2.1 (b)), and (iii) when the scattered photon is higher in energy than the incident one, it is known 

as anti-Stokes scattering (ħωas=ħω0+ħωv) (Fig. 2.1 (c)). The last two inelastic scattering 

processes (Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering) constitute Raman spectroscopy. So, the fact that the 

energy difference between the incident and scattered photons corresponds to the energy gap 

between the ground vibrational levels allows the use of Raman spectroscopy to monitor the 

vibrational modes of a molecule. 

 If the energy of the incident photon is such that it can excite the molecule to an electronic 

excited state, then the process is called resonance Raman effect and it was initially discovered by 

Shorygin on 1947.
3
 A schematic for the case of the Stokes resonance Raman scattering is 

depicted in Fig. 2.1 (d). Under resonance conditions, the Raman intensity can usually be 

enhanced by a factor of 10
2
-10

6
 as compared to the normal Raman intensity, and in some cases, 

even by a factor of 10
8
.
4
 Thus, by tuning the energy of the incident photon to match the 

electronic excitation of a molecule, RR spectroscopy can be used to selectively study a particular 

molecule in an environment of several other molecules. So, we can study the structure of a 

chromophore when it is in the protein core without the interference from surrounding residues. 

The other advantage of Raman spectroscopy in the study of biological systems is that the Raman 
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scattering of water is quite weak as compared to using infrared spectroscopy. This feature makes 

it convenient to study the vibrational modes of biomolecules in their native, aqueous 

environment. RR spectroscopy has been successfully applied to study the structure and hydrogen 

bonding environment of different flavin derivatives in solution and inside the protein core.
5–16

 

   

Fig. 2.1 Jablonski diagram of (a) Rayleigh scattering, (b) Stokes Raman, (c) anti-Stokes Raman and d) 

resonance Raman scattering (Stokes). S0 and SN correspond to the ground and Nth excited electronic states 

respectively. The dash lines represent virtual states. | ⟩ and | ⟩ are the initial and final vibrational energy 

levels ( ) respectively. ΔE is the energy difference between two vibrational energy levels. 

When the wavelength of the incident radiation (i.e., the excitation wavelength) falls into 

the UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum, the technique is known as ultraviolet RR 

spectroscopy. The advantage of using the excitation wavelength in the UV region is the absence 

of interference from strong fluorescence emission which can mask the Raman spectrum. For 

example, aromatic amino acids such as Trp, Tyr, Phe and the amide backbone exhibit 

enhancement of the Raman signal if the excitation wavelength is in the deep-UV region (< 230 

nm) rather than the 260 nm excitation.
17,18

 Flavin possesses strong fluorescence emission by 

excitations within its first two absorption bands at 450 and 375 nm. So, by tuning the excitation 

wavelength in the UV region of absorption, we can obtain fluorescence background free Raman 

spectrum of flavin.  

Spiro and coworkers have pioneered RR spectroscopy with ultraviolet excitation 

(Ultraviolet resonance Raman or UVRR) to study structure and conformations of nucleobases,
19–
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22
 heme chromophores present in hemoglobin and cytochrome,

23–26
 and aromatic amino 

acids.
27,28

 In the year 1986, they have reported the UVRR spectra of FAD and FMN using UV 

excitation wavelengths at 266, 240, 218 and 200 nm and observed the significant difference in 

relative Raman intensity by varying excitations.
7
 At the same time, Asher and coworkers have 

also demonstrated the applicability of UVRR spectroscopy to study nucleobases, proteins and 

their constituents.
29,30

 Since then, the number of studies that use UVRR spectroscopy on 

biomolecules has increased tremendously and several reviews have been published which 

describe the advances in this field, over time.
31–41

 The versatility of resonance Raman 

spectroscopy has allowed for the development of several Raman-related techniques to study the 

structure and dynamics of biomolecules, spanning timescales in the range of femtoseconds to 

several hundreds of nanoseconds.
41–57

  

One of such methodologies is the analysis of modulation of RR intensity with respect to 

the change of excitation energies. The band positions of the normal Raman spectrum of a 

molecule provide structural details of the ground electronic state. However, the intensity of the 

RR spectrum carries information on the initial excited state structural dynamics upon 

photoexcitation of the molecule.
50,58–66

 The plot of RR cross sections of a Raman mode as a 

function of excitation wavelengths is known as Raman excitation profile (REP). REPs are 

sensitive to the change in structure of the molecule upon electronic excitation. Similarly than to 

the absorption spectrum the REP lineshape are also influenced by the homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous broadening mechanism. However, by analyzing only the absorption spectrum it 

is not possible in general to differentiate the contribution of the homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms as both mechanisms have a similar effect.
50,60,67

 On the 

other hand, the two broadening mechanisms have different effects on the REP.
60

 The amplitude 

of the REP strongly decreases with the increase in the homogeneous broadening linewidth, while 

the inhomogeneous broadening mechanism affects the REP similar to its effect on the absorption 

spectrum while keeping its integrated intensity unchanged. Thus, the analysis of the REPs 

provides a convenient approach to quantitatively determine the contribution of the homogeneous 

and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms to the absorption spectrum linewidth. 

Though qualitative details of the excited state structural dynamics can be obtained directly 

from the analysis of the experimental REP, more quantitative information requires the use of 
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theories which predict the RR intensity. These theories include parameters that describe the 

difference in structure of the ground and excited state as well as the contribution of broadening 

mechanisms. Different approaches have been successfully developed to achieve this goal. The 

introduction of models that describe the interactions between solute and its local environment 

has made it possible to characterize quantitatively, the response of the local environment to the 

change in the charge distribution of the solute upon excitation.
66,68–73

 In the next section, two of 

the theories which have been applied to simulate the RR intensity of molecules are described. 

2.1 Theoretical methods 

2.1.1 Quantum mechanical description of the resonance Raman intensity 

A theoretical description of RR intensity can be obtained from the general expression of the 

cartesian transition polarizability tensor derived first by Kramers, Heisenberg
74

 in 1925, and later 

modified by Dirac
75

 in 1927 by using second order time dependent perturbation theory. For a 

Raman transition from initial state | ⟩ to final state | ⟩,  the expression for the   th component of 

the transition polarizability tensor is given by, 

(   )   
  ∑

⟨ |  | ⟩⟨ |  | ⟩

            
 

⟨ |  | ⟩⟨ |  | ⟩

           
     (2. 1) 

Here | ⟩, | ⟩ and | ⟩ are the initial, intermediate and final vibronic states and   ,    and 

   are their energies. EL and ES are the incident and scattered photon energies.   is the dipole 

moment operator and   is the homogeneous linewidth. The Eq. 2.1 is known as KHD equation of 

transition polarizability tensor. 

Now, under resonance condition with a strongly allowed electronic state, we can simplify 

the Eq. 2.1 by applying Born-Oppenheimer approximation to write vibronic states as a product of 

electronic and vibrational states. According to Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the vibronic 

states become, 

| ⟩ = |  (    )⟩| ( )⟩       (2.2a) 

| ⟩ = |  (   ⟩| ( )⟩        (2.2b) 
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| ⟩ = |  (   ⟩| ( )⟩        (2.2c) 

where, | ⟩ and | ⟩ are the ground and excited electronic states and | ⟩, | ⟩, | ⟩ are the vibrational 

states. r and Q denote the electronic and nuclear coordinates respectively. Electronic 

wavefunctions depend parametrically on the nuclear coordinates. Thus, the elements of the 

transition dipole moment can be evaluated first with respect to the electronic part. So, the 

transition dipole length matrix element becomes,  

⟨ |  | ⟩ = ⟨ |⟨ |  | ⟩| ⟩ = ⟨ |  ( )| ⟩     (2.3) 

 The electronic transition length matrix element,    ( ) is a function of nuclear 

coordinates according to Born-Oppenheimer approximation. We can expand the transition length 

matrix element by Taylor series expansion around ground state equilibrium geometry Q0. 

  ( )    (  )  ∑
   

   
              (2.4) 

Now using Condon approximation, only the first term   (  ) is considerable and the 

other terms with explicit nuclear coordinate dependence can be ignored. Assuming the resonance 

condition with a single excited electronic state, we can choose a set of vector so that only one of 

the transition length vector is nonzero and sum over the   and   indices can be eliminated. 

Finally, considering the vibrational levels of the resonant electronic state contribute 

significantly to the sum over virtual states and dropping the non-resonant term (second term of 

Eq. 2.1), the transition polarizability tensor becomes, 

        ∑
⟨ | ⟩⟨ | ⟩

              
       (2.5) 

Here, M is the transition dipole moment length.    and    are the energies of the 

vibrational states   and  . E0 is the energy difference between two vibrational states of the 

resonant electronic states. The Eq. 2.5 is the Albrecht’s A term
76

 expression between two 

allowed electronic states. 
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Substituting Eq. 2.5 in the expression for the Raman cross-section
76

 we obtain, 

      
        

    

     
|∑ (   )    |

 
  

            
        

    

     
|∑

⟨ | ⟩⟨ | ⟩

              
 |

 
    (2.6) 

This is known as the sum-over-state expression for the Raman cross-section. In the same way, 

the expression for absorption cross section can be obtained and is given by, 

   
         

    
∑

 

 

|⟨ | ⟩| 

             
         (2.7) 

where n is the refractive index of solution. 

The Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 have the disadvantage that for the convergence of the expression, 

the sum has to be evaluated for a very large number of vibrational levels of the electronic excited 

state. This becomes particularly challenging for large polyatomic molecules. In this next section, 

the sum-over-states approach will be used as a starting point to derive the theoretical approach 

that has been employed in this thesis, namely, the time-dependent wave packet propagation 

(TDWP) theory of the RR intensity. 

2.1.2 Time-dependent wave packet propagation (TDWP) theory 

There are other methods also, such as transform theory,
62,77–79

 which can describe the RR 

intensity, but our focus in this chapter will be on TDWP theory.
59,71

 The time-dependent picture 

of Resonance Raman cross section was first developed by Lee and Heller
59

 using time-dependent 

perturbation theory and since then it has been used to determine the RR intensity and initial 

excited state structural dynamics of molecules.
80,45,50,51,58,60,61,63–65,81–97

 By applying time-

dependent approach, we can interpret the Raman excitation profile and also the absorption and 

emission spectra.  

The expressions obtained for the Raman and absorption cross-sections using the sum-

over-state approach can be converted into the time domain by writing the denominator of the 
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Raman polarizability expression from Eq. 2.6 as a half-Fourier transform.
60,66,98

 The 

polarizability tensor now transforms into the following expression, 

      
   

 
∫ ∑ ⟨ | ⟩⟨ | ⟩  
 

 
    *

  (              ) 

 
+    (2.8) 

Since, | ⟩ is an eigenket of the excited electronic state, we can get the following expression, 

⟨ |   (     )     ⟨ |              (2.9)  

where H is vibrational Hamiltonian of the excited state. Now, combining the Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.9, 

the expression becomes, 

      
   

 
∫ ∑ ⟨ | ⟩⟨ |      ⁄ | ⟩  
 

 
    *

 (        ) 

 
+    (2.10) 

By using the advantage of the identity and the time evolution of operators we can get, 

∑ ⟨ | ⟩⟨ |      ⁄ | ⟩   ⟨ |  ( )⟩      (2.11) 

The Eq. 2.10 now changes into the following expression by using closure theorem, 

      
   

 
∫ ⟨ |  ( )⟩ 
 

 
    *

 (     ) 

 
+             (2.12) 

The expression for Raman cross section (Eq. 2.6) transforms into the following, 

      
        

    

     
|∫ ⟨ |  ( )⟩ 

 

 
    *

 (     ) 

 
+         |

 

  (2.13a) 

Similarly, we can also get the absorption cross section by taking the full-Fourier 

transform of the denominator of Eq. 2.7. 

   
         

    
∫ ⟨ |  ( )⟩ 
 

  
    *

 (     ) 

 
+   

  

       (2.13b) 
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Now we can interpret the Eq. 2.13a and 2.13b as depicted in Fig. 2.2. As, the electronic 

transition moment, eM interacts with the incident electric field, the vertical excitation of the 

ground vibrational wave function, | ⟩ places itself to the Franck Condon region of the excited 

state potential surface of S1. There, it associates with a different Hamiltonian H of the excited 

electronic state and evolves in time as |  ( )⟩. It goes back and forth along the vibrational state of 

the excited potential energy surface of S1. The absorption cross section can be determined by 

taking the overlap between this propagating wave-packet
99

, |  ( )⟩, with the ground vibrational 

wave function | ⟩ multiplied by a damping factor exp(-Γt/ћ) at time zero (t = 0) and taking the 

full-Fourier transform of it. Upon electronic transition at time, t = 0, the ground vibrational state 

does not get chance to evolve with time and the overlap ⟨ |  ( )⟩ is unity. As time proceeds, 

|  ( )⟩ moves away from the ground vibrational function |  ⟩ and the overlap between these two 

states decreases. It again increases when |  ( )⟩ completes its one full cycle of harmonic motion 

and comes back to the previous position to again start the propagation. The time dependence of  

the overlap ⟨ |  ( )⟩ determines the shape of the absorption spectra. The absorption spectrum 

becomes broad for short timescale of the event. 

Raman cross section is determined by the half-Fourier transform of the overlap between 

the final ground vibrational wave function, | ⟩, and the propagating wave-packet |  ( )⟩. At time 

zero, there is no overlap between those two states. As time progresses, |  ( )⟩ moves to the right 

and makes a significant overlap with the one lobe of vibrational state | ⟩ and Raman overlap 

rapidly increases. The band shape of Raman excitation profile also was determined from the time 

dependence of ⟨ |  ( )⟩ overlap. Now, if the excited electronic state is not displaced from the 

ground electronic state, |  ( )⟩ does not get chance to move far for a significant overlap with | ⟩, 

the Raman amplitude falls off. So the enhancement of the Albrecht A-term results for those 

vibrations for which the large electronic distortion happens following excitation.  
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Fig. 2.2 The pictorial representation of time-dependent wave-packet propagation theory of Resonance 

Raman scattering. EL and ES are the excitation and scattered energies respectively. E0-0 is the energy 

between two zero vibrational states of ground (S0) and excited (S1) electronic states. ∆ is the 

dimensionless displacement between S0 and S1 state along nuclear coordinate. |  ( )⟩ is the vibrational 

wave function of S0 state. |  ( )⟩ is independent of time, but goes to excited electronic state after 

excitation and evolves in time, |  ( )⟩, and propagates on the vibrational state of S1 state. 

To determine the Raman and absorption cross-section, it is necessary to compute the 

multidimensional overlaps ⟨ |  ( )⟩ and ⟨ |  ( )⟩. This is a difficult task especially for polyatomic 

molecules. However, it is possible to obtain a simplified expression for these overlaps by using 

different approximations. By considering the harmonicity and equality of the potential energy 

surfaces of ground and excited electronic states, and by neglecting Duschinsky rotation,
98

 the 

multidimensional overlaps can be calculated as products of N one-dimensional overlaps: 

⟨ | ( )⟩  ⟨  |  ( )⟩⟨  |  ( )⟩ ⟨  |  ( )⟩      (2.14) 

With the assumption that, only one of the mode undergoes a vibronic transition from the ground 

vibrational state to the first vibrational state Eq. 2.14 becomes,  

⟨ | ( )⟩  ⟨  |  ( )⟩∏ ⟨  |  ( )⟩
 
             (2.15a) 
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and 

⟨ | ( )⟩  ∏ ⟨  |  ( )⟩
 
              (2.15b) 

Considering equalities of ground and excited states vibrational frequencies, the one-dimensional 

overlaps can be explicitly written as following analytic expressions,
9860100

  

⟨  |  ( )⟩     [ 
  
 

 
(            

    

 
)]        (2.16a) 

and using the recursion formulae, 

⟨  |  ( )⟩  
  

√  
 [          ]⟨  |  ( )⟩        (2.16b) 

⟨  |  ( )⟩    
 

 
  

√  
 [          ]

 
⟨  |  ( )⟩         (2.16c) 

where Δj is the dimensionless displacement of the j
th

 normal mode. The time-dependent Raman 

overlap is linearly dependent on the dimensionless displacement Δ.  

Now, inserting the products of the one-dimensional overlaps into Eq. 2.13a and 2.13b, the cross-

sections can be written as explicitly multidimensional forms, 
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Comparison of Eqs. 2.17a and 2.17b, it is readily observed that, the magnitude of RR cross-

section is independent of the sign of Δ, unlike the one-dimensional overlap itself. 
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2.1.3 Contribution of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings to the total 

spectral linewidth 

Here, the above equations assume only isolated molecules. In this case, there is only one way 

that the excited molecule can relax is radiatively. The homogeneous linewidth   then exhibits the 

natural radiative width, which is a fraction of a wavenumber. But, there are also environmental 

molecules (solvent) which are not in resonance with the incident light but they perturb the 

chromophore system upon excitation.  In solution environments, a faster radiationless decay is 

possible due to the interactions with the solvent molecules. 

To see the effect of the homogeneous broadening linewidth on the absorption and Raman 

overlaps and cross-sections, a hypothetical example has been considered. Let us assume that 

there is a single resonance enhanced mode with the following parameters:  E0=44000 cm
-1

; M=1 

Å; Δ=1; ω=1000 cm
-1

. Fig. 2.3 (a) and (b) show the damped absorption and Raman overlaps for 

two values of the homogeneous broadening linewidth. An increase in the homogeneous 

linewidth from 50 cm
-1

 to 100 cm
-1 

decreases the amplitude of both overlaps with time. However, 

the effects on the cross-sections are different: in the case of absorption (c), increasing the 

homogeneous linewidth produces a broadening in the spectra but no prominent changes in the 

integrated intensity. On the other hand, in the case of the Raman cross-section (d) it broadens the 

REP but also decreases the integrated intensity. 

Inhomogeneous broadening can occur due to the different local environments or 

conformations of the molecule, or also from dynamics that take place on time scales longer than 

the Raman scattering processes. Here, the inhomogeneous broadening has been considered as 

“static” and its contribution to the absorption spectrum and REP has been introduced by using a 

normalized Gaussian distribution of the ground-state energy (E0) energies with θ standard 

deviation. In this thesis, the effect of the inhomogeneous broadening on the absorption and RR 

cross-sections has been introduced by using a normalized Gaussian distribution of the zero-zero 

energies (E0) with θ as its standard deviation or 2θ  being the full line width, and the eqns. 2.17a 

and 2.17b become,  
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Fig. 2.3 (a) and (b): Single-mode time-dependent damped absorption and Raman overlaps for two 

different values of the homogeneous broadening linewidth respectively: Г= 50 cm-1 (black) and Г= 100 

cm-1 (blue). (c) and (d): Effect of the homogeneous broadening linewidth in the absorption and Raman 

cross-section without contribution from inhomogeneous broadening. (e) and (f): Effect of the 

inhomogeneous broadening linewidth in the absorption and Raman cross-section: Г= 100 cm-1; θ=0 cm-1 

(black) and θ= 300 cm-1 (blue). Other parameters used in the calculation: E0=44000 cm-1, M=1 Å, ω=1000 

cm
-1
, Δ=1. 
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Fig. 2.3 (e) and (f) show the dependence of the absorption and Raman cross-section for 

two different values of the inhomogeneous broadening linewidth. Increasing the inhomogeneous 

broadening linewidth broaden the absorption spectrum as well as the REP, but does not affect the 

integrated intensity to a significant extent. 

The differences between the effects of the two broadening mechanisms on the absorption 

and REP were discussed above. These differences reveal (and because of the sensitivity of the 

Raman intensity to the homogenous broadening) that the analysis of the REPs along with the 

absorption spectrum, can help to quantify the contribution of the homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms to the absorption spectrum.
50,61,67,101

 This is important 

because both types of broadening produce similar effects on the absorption spectrum and thus, 

the contributions from mechanisms cannot be determined by analyzing the absorption spectrum 

alone. 

2.1.4 Model for solute-solvent bath interaction    

A more general expression is obtained by adding the solute-solvent bath interaction in the 

damping term because in solution this term has dominating contribution to the line-shape 

function. This can be done by introducing a line-shape function,       ( ) in the damping terms 

of Eqs. 2.18a and 2.18b and after using them Raman and absorption cross sections 

become,
66,68,72,102,103
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Different models have been developed to account for solute and solvent bath interactions. 

Here we have used a general expression for the term,       ( ), which was developed by 

Mukamel and co-workers using stochastic theory and Brownian oscillator model.
68,70,72,102

 Unlike 

stochastic theory which only takes the effect of solvent on solute into account, a more general 

Brownian oscillator model considers effect of a change in solute dipole moment upon optical 

excitation on solvent degrees of freedoms.
68,70,102

 In the Brownian oscillator model, the solvent 

coordinates are considered as vibrational modes coupled to the electronic excitation of solute. If 

the collective movements of all the solvent molecules are considered as a single-mode strongly 

overdamped Brownian oscillator, the line shape function can be written as,
68,70

 

       ( )    ( )      ( )       (2.20a) 

where the real and imaginary parts are given by the following Eqs., 
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         ⁄   ,         (2.20d)    

where    and  are the solvent reorganization energy and inverse solvent correlation time scale 

(        ) respectively.        , where    is the Boltzmann’s constant.    is known as 

Matsubara frequencies and m is a positive integer. By incorporating these terms into time 

dependent formulas provide us to probe the solvation dynamics within few tens of femtoseconds 
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upon photoexcitation.
69

 This model has been successfully applied to extract the quantitative 

information of solvation dynamics for a number of photoexcited chromophores in solution and 

inside the protein core.
50,51,66,82,86,88–91,95–97,104–106

 

2.1.5 Total reorganization energy  

The total reorganization energy of the system has contribution from the solvent response as well 

as from the excess of vibrational energy of the solute upon optical excitation: 

                                                                                                                          (     ) 

where      is the total internal reorganization energy summed over all vibrational degrees of 

freedom. In the case of the harmonic approximation for potential energy surfaces, it can be 

estimated from: 

      ∑
(  

    )

 

    

   

                                                                                                   (     ) 

here ωj is the mode frequency in the ground and excited state and Δj is the corresponding 

“dimensionless” displacement. 

2.1.6 Conversion from normal mode to internal coordinates 

To determine the changes in the internal coordinates upon optical excitation, it is necessary to 

relate the “dimensionless” coordinates with the normal mode coordinates. If the matrix that 

relates the internal coordinates with the normal mode coordinates is known, then it is possible to 

estimate the changes in the internal coordinates upon optical excitation. The internal (r) and 

normal mode (Q) coordinates are related by, 

    ∑     

 

                                                                                                                      (    ) 

where,     is the ji
th

 element of the pseudo inverse of the matrix S which transforms internal 

coordinates to the normal mode coordinates. The matrix S was determined from the frequency 

calculation using GAUSSIAN09 described in later section.  
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Normal mode coordinates (Q) are related to dimensionless coordinate (q) through the 

transformation,  

    (
 

  
)

 
 
 

            
 

 
 
                                                                                      (    ) 

where ωj is the frequency of the j
th

 normal mode in cm
-1

. 

Combining Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23 the internal and dimensionless coordinates can be related as,  

           ∑   
 

 
 

 
 
                                                                                                   (    ) 

Eqn. 2.24 clearly shows that internal coordinate r (expressed in Å) is linearly dependent on q 

(dimensionless), and therefore, changes in these two coordinates can be related,  

     
             ∑   

 

 
 

 
 
 (     

 )  

          ∑   
 

 
 

 
 
                                                                           (    ) 

 

2.2 Experimental Methods 

2.2.1 Experimental set-up for UVRR experiments 

The excitation source was a ns pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser of 1 kHz repetition rate pumped by a 

frequency doubled output (527 nm) of a ns pulsed Nd: YLF laser (Evolution, Coherent Inc.). The 

IR light from a Ti:Sapphire crystal was doubled in frequency with a beta Barium borate (BBO) 

crystal to produce the second-harmonic frequency that is in the visible region. Further, the IR 

and visible frequencies were mixed in another BBO crystal to obtain third-harmonic UV light at 

257-280 nm.  

Samples (300µL) held in NMR tubes were illuminated by the UV light of power less than 

500 µW. The sample tubes were attached with device for rotation of the tube along its axis 

during recording to minimize the photodamage to samples. Self-absorption of scattered light was 
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reduced by employing backscattering collection configuration. The scattered light was collected 

with a 135º backscattering geometry and focused using a pair of fused-silica lenses into a single 

grating (3600 grooves/mm) monochromator (JobinYvon) which is assembled with a liquid 

nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector containing 1024×256 pixels. The optical 

diagram of experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.4.  

The Raman spectra obtained were calibrated using known standard solvent bands 

(dimethyl formamide (DMF), dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), cyclohexane, indene, isopropanol 

and acetonitrile (ACN)). Spectra were fitted by Lorentzian functions using Synergy software 

(JobinYvon). Area under the curve was taken as a measure of the intensity of the bands. Flavin 

molecules are very prone to photodegradation. Thus, spectra were recorded in less than 500 µW 

power exposure and the absence of any photodamage is ensured by comparing the first and last 

cycles recorded and ensuring that there was no loss of Raman intensity. 

 

Fig.2.4 Optical diagram for UVRR experimental set-up 
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2.2.2 Depolarization ratio measurement 

Raman depolarization ratio is given by, 

   
  

  
       (2.26) 

where I  and I‖ are the intensity of scattered radiation perpendicular and parallel to the direction 

of incident light. Spectra were recorded at 266 nm excitation for flavin molecules by using a 

Glan-laser α-BBO polarizer (ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) and placed in front of the slit. A scrambler 

was introduced behind the polarizer to avoid the loss of intensity for the polarization dependence 

of the detector. The scattered radiation parallel to the direction of polarization of incident light 

and scattered radiation perpendicular to the direction of the polarization to the incident light was 

recorded by changing the angle of the polarizer. The ratios of these two intensities give the 

depolarization ratio of Raman modes of the sample. 

In order to verify the Raman depolarization ratios of flavin molecules, the depolarization 

ratios of Raman bands of cyclohexane and carbon tetrachloride solvents were measured and 

compared with the literature values (Table 2.1)
107,108

 and they were found to agree well the 

within the experimental error value.  

 

Fig. 2.5 Diagram of the experimental setup used for the measurement of the depolarization ratio. The 

scattered light is passed through a two collecting lenses and is incident in a Glan-laser prism to filter out 

the parallel and perpendicular components of the scattered light. A scrambler placed between the prism 

and the spectrometer slit reduce the polarization dependence of the spectrometer. 
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Table 2.1 Depolarization ratios of solvent Raman bands  

Solvent 
Raman 

Band (cm-1) 

aDepolarization 

Ratio 

bExcitation at 251 

nm 

Cyclohexane 802 0.098 0.1 ±0.02 

 1026 0.83 0.71 ± 0.07 

 1265 0.79 0.74 ± 0.07 

 1445 0.74 0.74 ± 0.09 

   
cExcitation at 632.8 

nm 

Carbon 

tetrachloride 
218 0.77 0.758+0.006 

 314 0.78 0.751+0.005 

aIn this work; bfrom ref. 107; cfrom ref. 108. 

2.2.3 Spectrometer and detector efficiency 

The spectrometer can’t detect scattered light intensity in all wavelengths with same efficiency. 

To overcome the wavelength dependence of the spectrometer, we have corrected the scattered 

spectra by using the spectral correction factor  ( ) which is given by, 

 ( )   
 ( )

 ( )
         (2.27) 

where,  ( ) is the spectrum from a calibrated D2O lamp (Ocean Optics Inc, Dunedin, FL) and 

 ( ) is the calibrated output of the lamp.  ( ) has been recorded at the same grating position as 

the actual spectrum for each excitation  wavelength. We have to multiply the whole spectra by 

this factor  ( )for intensity correction. The calibrated output of the lamp was not available for all 

values of wavelengths in the region of interest. Thus, a linear extrapolation procedure was used 

to determine these values and was carried out as shown in Fig. 2.6.  A representative example of 

S(λ) used to correct the spectrum obtained at 262.9 nm excitation wavelength, is shown in Fig. 

2.7. 
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Fig 2.6 (points) Calibrated output of the D2O lamp. (line) Linear extrapolation to the calibrated output to 

estimate the values in the wavelength range of interest.  

 

 

Fig. 2.7 Spectral sensitivity S (λ) of the spectrometer recorded using the standard D2O lamp. This function 

was used to correct the spectrum of flavins obtained at 262.9 nm excitation. 
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2.2.4 Self-absorption correction 

The intensity of Raman bands are corrected from the self-absorption of sample by introducing 

the term  (     ), and it is calculated using the formula
109

 given below, 

 (     )   
      
       

                                                                                                (    ) 

where εN and εS are the extinction coefficients at the wavelength position of the Raman band of 

the sample and internal standard respectively. ε0 is the extinction coefficient at the excitation 

wavelength.  is given by the following formula, 

      [     (
  
  

    )]                                                                                        (    ) 

where, n1 and n2 are the values of the refractive index corresponding to air and the sample 

solution, assumed here to be 1.0 and 1.33 respectively. φ=45° is the angle between the direction 

of the excitation light and the tube. To minimize the intensity loss from self- absorption, the 

NMR tube was placed such that the laser beam was focused near the surface of the tube which 

allows minimizing the path length of the scattering light inside the sample and then maximizes 

the intensity of the Raman spectrum. 

2.2.5 UVRR cross section determination 

The experimental absolute Raman cross section of each Raman band was estimated from the 

known Raman cross sections of the internal standard sodium sulfate
110

 using the formula
61

 given 

below, 

   
  

 
(
    

   
)
 

(
  
  
) (

  
  

) (
   
  

)
   

 (  )

 (  )
 (     )                                     (    )      

where   and   stand for sample and internal standard respectively. The intensities (  ) of the 

 th mode of the sample and the intensity (  ) of the internal standard were determined from the 

area of the Lorentzian fit of that particular Raman band.    and    are the concentrations of 

internal standard and sample solutions respectively. (
   

  
)
   

 is the total differential cross section 

of the internal standard.   is the depolarization ratio of the Raman band of the solute. 
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2.2.6 Total differential Raman cross-section of the internal standard 

The values of the absolute Raman differential cross sections of internal standard at different 

excitation wavelengths is given by the Albrecht A term expression
110

 as written below, 

(
   

  
)
   

     (      )
 *

  
    

 

  
    

 +
 

        (2.31) 

where K2 is a constant.  0 is the excitation frequency and  e is the frequency of transition to the 

resonant excited state. 
110

For SO4
2-

 (981 cm
-1

 band), K2 = 2.75 X 10
-26

 cm
2
/molecule and  e = 

137000 cm
-1

. The Raman cross section of internal standard (SO4
2-

) for 981 cm
-1

 band at 260 nm 

excitation calculated using Albrecht A term to be 255.4 X 10
-30

 cm
2
/molecule. 

2.2.7 Experimental absorption cross-section 

The absolute absorption cross-sections (Å
2
/molecule) were determined from,   

    
             

  
                                                                                       (    )   

where ε is the extinction coefficient of the solute in cm
-1

 M
-1

 and NA is the Avogadro’s number. 

2.3 Quantum chemical calculations  

Since its discovery in 1964, density functional theory (DFT) has been extensively used by 

physicists and chemists to determine the properties of isolated molecule and their clusters, solids, 

and mechanism of chemical reactions. DFT method derives properties of the molecule based on 

a determination of the electron density of the molecule. While the wavefunction (which is basis 

of traditional quantum chemistry methods), is not a physical reality but a mathematical construct, 

electron density is a physical characteristic of all molecules.  

In this thesis, quantum chemical calculations were done using DFT as implemented in the 

Gaussian09 program suite. To optimize the ground state structure and frequency calculations for 

flavin molecules, we employed B3LYP functional
111,112

 in combination with 6-31G(d), 6-

31G(d,p) and TZVP
113

 basis sets. But we have observed that the agreement between theoretical 

and experimental frequencies is better by using TZVP basis set, compared to the other basis sets. 

Quantum chemical calculations on flavin derivatives using various methods applied previously 

using TZVP basis set.
55,114–116

 So in all of our DFT calculations, we have used this basis set. 
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Solvent environment was included using polarizable continuum model (PCM).
117

 Dielectric 

constant of ε = 80.35 for water was chosen. 

To calculate the properties of singlet excited states such as electronic absorption 

spectrum, gradient on excited PES, time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) was 

applied. This method has been a popular choice for small molecules, such as, aromatic amino 

acids
118–120

, and DNA bases
121–126

 to very large molecular systems, such as, chromophore 

embedded in a protein,
127–129

 aromatic
130–132

 and polymethine
133

 dye and organic molecules.
134

 I 

have employed this method in conjunction with B3LYP functional to compute electronic 

excitation spectra and nature of molecular orbitals involved in electronic transitions. 
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Chapter 3: Initial Excited State Structural Dynamics of 

Lumiflavin upon Ultraviolet Excitation 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Flavins, being blue-light photoreceptors are known to play key role in the redox cofactors in 

photoreceptor enzymes.
1–3

 Lumiflavin (LF) is the parent molecule of the huge class of flavin 

family that includes the important biological chromophores such as riboflavin (RF), flavin 

mononucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD).
4
 LF is the dominant 

photoproduct obtained from UV-Vis photolysis of RF, FMN and FAD in alkaline solution (pH > 

9).
5–7

 It acts as a photosensitizer of organic and biological molecules by producing radical 

intermediates and reactive oxygen species.
8–13

 The central component of flavin structure is the 7, 

8-dimethylisoalloxazine ring (or isoalloxazine ring) which displays the electron transfer 

capability (Fig. 3.1(a)). Flavin compounds differ by the respective substituents at N10 position.  

 

Fig. 3.1 (a) Structure of lumiflavin (LF) with conventional atom numbering. (b) Experimental absorption 

spectrum of LF in pH7 phosphate buffer labeled with the 
max 

values. 

 Since photoexcitation of flavin molecules initiates the biological processes in blue light 

photoreceptors, the study of the excited state photophysics of flavins is of utmost importance 

from various point of view. The photophysics and photochemistry of flavin molecules is mainly 

dependent on the isoalloxazine core ring. So, LF being the simplest one has been studied both in 

vitro experiments and in theoretical calculations as a representative of other flavin molecules. 

Flavins have four electronic absorption bands centered at around 445, 373, 266 and 222 nm 
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which are theoretically proven due to ππ* transitions.
14,15

 Several studies have been done on the 

excited state photophysics of flavins involving both experimental spectroscopy research and 

theoretical calculations following excitation within their first singlet excited state at around 445 

nm. The photophysical behavior of LF is documented in several reports.
4–6,9,16–21

 The 

characterization of the first singlet and triplet excited states of LF was done using absorption 

spectroscopy,
5,6,12,16,19

 fluorescence spectroscopy
9,18,19

 and laser flash photolysis studies.
9,18,19,22

 

Fluorescence behavior of LF upon the change of pH of solution was also carried out 

extensively.
23,24

 The investigation on the photostability of LF was done in aqueous solutions,
5,6,16

 

organic solvents
5,16,25

 and in biological environments.
8,9

 LF was found to be thermally unstable in 

alkaline solution at elevated temperatures through hydrolysis reaction.
26

  

Quantum chemical calculations were also performed on LF using various methods and 

basis sets to determine the electronic structure, molecular properties and spectroscopic 

parameters.
14,27–32

 Upon excitation to the lowest energy S1 state, the geometry of LF and 

isoalloxazine ring was observed to show small changes using SAC-CI
31

, CASPT2
33

 and 

TDDFT
14

 calculations. The change in bond lengths was found a maximum of ~ 0.05 Å along the 

isoalloxazine ring system in the S1 state. In S1 state, C=O and some of the C=N stretching 

modes show elongation in the bond length by losing their double bond characters. Non-adiabatic 

molecular dynamics simulations
34

 and TDDFT
35

 calculation on RF molecule also predicted the 

similar structural changes in S1 state. Wolf et al.
29

 directly determined the vibrational response 

of RF in DMSO following photoexcitation to S1 state using fs time-resolved infrared (IR) 

spectroscopy. A vibrational cooling time of about 4 ps corroborating the downshift of vibrational 

modes by 10-15 cm
-1

 in the S1 state was reported. The major change upon photoexcitation was 

observed in the loss of double bond character between C4a and N5 atoms.  

 Though there was an overwhelming research report about the excited state dynamics in 

the S1 state, the study regarding that in ultraviolet (UV) region of absorption of flavins is 

scarcely reported. Herein, we have employed Ultraviolet Resonance Raman (UVRR) 

spectroscopy to measure the excited state structural dynamics of LF following excitation within 

their most intense absorption band centered at around 265 nm. RR spectroscopy can probe the 

vibrational mode specific excited state structural distortions after photoexcitation. At these 
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shorter excitation wavelengths, light induced damage of the flavin molecules is possible and the 

work is therefore potentially useful for understanding radiation damage in biological systems. 

In RR spectroscopy, the intensity of a Raman band increases to a manifold by choosing 

the excitation wavelength within the absorption band. Raman frequencies determine the ground 

state structure of the molecule, whereas Raman intensities have the information of the resonant 

excited state. RR intensities are proportional to the slope at the potential energy surface (PES) of 

excited state along the normal mode coordinates which are coupled through the resonant 

electronic excitation. So, the RR intensity is proportional to the extent of structural distortions 

happening in the resonant excited state. The excited state structural distortions determined along 

normal mode coordinates are expressed as dimensionless displacements (Δ) which is the 

displacements between the minima of the PES’s of resonant excited state and the ground 

electronic state. RR intensities are proportional to the square of the dimensionless displacements. 

Moreover, the lineshape analysis of Raman excitation profile (REP), i.e. excitation wavelength 

dependence of RR cross sections, can extract the information on the dynamical response of the 

environment. Now, through a comprehensive measurement and modeling of experimental 

Raman excitation profile (REP), it is possible to measure the excited state structural distortions 

take place within tens of femtoseconds (Raman process timescale) following photoexcitation. 

 In this work, we have measured the short time excited state structural dynamics of LF 

within the most intense absorption band at 264 nm. Self-consistent simulation of the 

experimental REPs and absorption spectrum was done by employing Lee and Heller’s time-

dependent wave packet theory.
36

 We have determined excited state structural distortions in terms 

of change in internal coordinates of the ground state. Internal reorganization energies obtained in 

short time scale was partitioned into each specific vibrational modes. In condensed phase, the 

surrounding solvent molecules determine line shape of the REP on the ultrafast timescale. 

Brownian oscillator model
37

 was applied to account for the effect of the solvent dynamics 

(homogeneous broadening) and a simple Gaussian broadening function for inhomogeneous 

broadening originates from static microenvironments of the solute. Simultaneous modeling of the 

line shape of REP and the absorption spectrum allows us to separate the solvent contribution into 

homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. 
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3.2 Experimental and Theoretical Methods  

3.2.1 Sample Preparation 

LF (≥97% HPLC pure) was purchased from Sigma Chemicals Co. and used as supplied. The 

sample solution which was used for Raman experiments contained 100 LF in 50 mM 

phosphate buffer at pH7. Concentrations of LF sample solutions were determined 

spectrophotometrically from the published molar extinction coefficients.
16

 250 mM sodium 

sulfate (Na2SO4) was added in the sample solution as internal standard. UV/Vis absorption 

spectra were measured using Perkin-Elmer (lambda 45) absorption spectrometer at pH 7 in 

phosphate buffer. 

3.2.2 UVRR Spectroscopy  

UVRR Spectra of LF were obtained by using a tunable Ti: sapphire laser with Raman excitations 

between 257 to 275 nm. The details of UVRR experimental set up for measuring REP have been 

given in chapter 2.  

3.2.3 UVRR Cross-section Determination 

The detailed method of UVRR cross section determination has been described in experimental 

and theoretical method chapter. The depolarization ratio of Raman bands of LF was measured 

using the same method as shown in the previous chapter. The value of depolarization ratios of 

Raman bands of LF are depicted in Table 3.1. 

 

Fig. 3.2 (a) Polarized and (b) depolarized spectra of 100 μM LF in low (left) and high (right) frequency 

regions obtained at 260 nm excitation wavelength. 

The depolarization ratio of all the Raman bands was obtained to be one-third (0.33). The 

depolarization ratios for low intense modes of LF are difficult to measure due to the weak signal 
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of the depolarized spectrum. So, it was assumed that the depolarization ratios for these bands are 

also one third. 

Table 3.1 Depolarization Ratios of UVRR bands of LF obtained at 260 nm excitation 

Raman Band 

(cm-1) 

Depolarization 

ratio 

607 0.37 

684 0.41 

739 0.40 

1086 0.33 

1149 0.32 

1182 0.41 

1243 0.31 

1288 0.31 

1355 0.34 

1374 0.33 

1466 0.31 

1504 0.25 

1555 0.33 

1585 0.27 

1632 0.30 

   

3.2.4 Computational Method - Simulation of Experimental REP and Absorption 

Spectrum 

We have used time-dependent wave propagation theory
36,38

 to simulate the experimental REP 

and absorption spectrum in a self-consistent manner and detailed method is described in the 

previous chapter. The initial relative  's  for simulation were calculated from the intensity of the 

UVRR bands relative to the that of the band at 1585 cm
-1

 band in the spectrum recorded with 

271.1 nm excitation assuming that the intensity of a RR band is proportional to   .    was 

estimated so that the red edge of simulated absorption spectrum matches well with the 

experimental spectrum. The transition dipole moment ( ) was taken 1.12 Å and derived from 

the constrained deconvolution of the experimental absorption spectrum. An initial guess for the 

ultrafast solvent relaxation time scale (50 fs) was taken from the fluorescence up-conversion 

measurement on coumarin by Jimmenez et al.
39

 These initial guess parameters were iteratively 

optimized in a self-consistent manner using MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) 

until a best agreement was achieved between the calculated and experimental REPs and 
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absorption spectrum. Then the best fit parameter values were allowed to change after increasing 

and decreasing the best fit   values by 20% to check the robustness of the fit. 

3.2.5 Deconvolution of Absorption Spectrum 

Theoretical calculations (TDDFT
15

, SAC-CI
31

, CASPT2/CASSCF,
33

 PPP-CI
19

) and circular 

dichroism (CD) experiments
40

 revealed that the absorption band of isoalloxazine derivatives 

centered at around 266 nm is composed of more than one ππ* transitions.  CD spectra of RF and 

FMN and PPP-CI calculations predicted a weak ππ* transition at around 245 nm which is at the 

red-energy site of the strong ππ* transition at 265 nm. SAC-CI
31

 and DFT/MRCI
14

 calculations 

on LF indicated that two strong ππ* transition can contribute to the 265 nm absorption band, 

whereas other methods using CASPT2
33

 and TDDFT
15

 computed three ππ* transitions within 

this absorption band. So, we deconvoluted the absorption band centered at 264 nm with three 

Gaussians. The unconstrained fit of the absorption band yields a transition dipole of 0.91 Å for 

the band centered at 264 nm. This value was further refined with simultaneous, self-consistent fit 

to the REP and the absorption cross section to a transition dipole length of 1.12 Å. Consistent 

with this, our TDDFT calculations also show the existence of weak ππ* transitions to the both 

sides of the strong central ππ* electronic state inside the broad experimental absorption band at 

264 nm.  

3.2.6 DFT Calculations 

All quantum chemical calculations on LF molecule were carried out using density functional 

theory (DFT) using the software Gaussian09. The ground state structure of the molecule was 

optimized using B3LYP hybrid functional
41,42

 and TZVP
43

 basis set. Polarizable continuum 

model (PCM)
44

 was applied to take into account the dielectric environment of bulk water. The 

frequency calculation was done on the optimized structure. The coordinates of optimized 

structure in the ground state are given in Table 3.2. To assign the experimental UVRR modes the 

deuterium exchange calculation was also performed after replacing the N3-H proton by the mass 

of deuterium (D). No scaling factor was used for the calculated frequencies.   

To calculate the excitation energies and molecular orbitals (MOs) involved in electronic 

transitions, TD-B3LYP calculation was done on the previously optimized structure using the 

same basis set and in PCM solvent model. The absorption spectrum was calculated from the 

vertical excitation energies obtained from TDDFT calculation and by taking the fixed Gaussian 
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band width of 2500 cm
-1

. The visualization of the optimized structure, molecular orbitals (MOs) 

and vibrational modes were performed using Chemcraft v 1.6 software. 

                               Table 3.2 Coordinates of the ground state optimized structure of LF 

Atom 

number 
X Y Z 

Atom 

number 
X Y Z 

1 C -3.746468000 -0.629317000 0.000031000 16 N 4.697537000 -1.315193000 0.000107000 

2 C -1.430349000 -0.622493000 0.000047000 17 C 5.296649000 -1.057407000 -0.877188000 

3 C -1.337446000 0.825160000 -0.000019000 18 H 5.296799000 -1.057018000 0.877181000 

4 C -2.616891000 1.589076000 0.000124000 19 H 4.538555000 -2.392271000 0.000352000 

5 C 0.947197000 0.794279000 -0.000074000 20 H 4.666081000 1.638005000 -0.000062000 

6 C 0.966795000 -0.623909000 -0.000019000 21 C 5.273976000 1.406560000 0.878305000 

7 C 2.203051000 -1.281476000 0.000044000 22 H 5.274152000 1.406259000 -0.878226000 

8 H 2.245087000 -2.360008000 0.000133000 23 H 4.467044000 2.708852000 -0.000261000 

9 C 3.393253000 -0.570447000 0.000038000 24 H -0.242717000 -2.773151000 -0.000093000 

10 C 3.381170000 0.855581000 -0.000050000 25 C 0.265529000 -3.138680000 -0.891120000 

11 C 2.166411000 1.501204000 -0.000094000 26 H 0.264684000 -3.138786000 0.891382000 

12 H 2.109938000 2.582448000 -0.000143000 27 H -1.272570000 -3.104886000 -0.000585000 

13 N -2.558324000 -1.297675000 0.000118000 28 H -4.834333000 -1.192550000 0.000170000 

14 N -3.725300000  0.780108000  0.000084000 29 O -4.628870000 1.237694000 0.000010000 

15 N -0.239214000 -1.301865000 -0.000032000 30 H -2.693065000 2.806003000 -0.000206000 

16 N -0.219668000  1.487387000 -0.000088000 
     

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Electronic Structure 

The experimental absorption spectrum of LF shows four strong absorption bands similar to other 

flavin molecules having maxima at around 221, 264, 368 and 442 nm (Fig 3.1(b)). The 

absorption band at 264 nm is the most intense one amongst all. We have applied TD-

B3LYP/TZVP calculations with continuum PCM solvent model to determine the excitation 

energies and the MOs involved in electronic transitions. The vertical transition energies, nature 

of the electronic transitions involved and corresponding MO contributions with the published 

literature values are compiled in Table 3.3. The MOs involved at around 264 nm transition 

confirms that it is a ππ* transition (see Fig 3.3(a)). 
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Computed orbitals of LF involved in the electronic transition observed in excitation within the 

264 nm excited state. H and L stand for HOMO and LUMO respectively; (b) theoretical absorption 

spectrum (above) was computed using TD-B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method on LF molecule. Computed band 

positions are depicted with a Gaussian line shape of fixed line width (2500 cm
-1

) and deconvoluted 

experimental absorption (below) of LF labeled with the 
max

. 

 The first ππ* electronic transition was found to be at 2.93 eV with an oscillator strength 

of 0.234. This transition can be assigned with the first experimentally observed band in LF 

absorption spectrum. The calculated transition energy is very similar to the reported transition 

energy (2.94 eV) using DFT/MRCI(TZVP).
14

 Our finding also matches with other TDDFT 

calculations by Zenichowski et al.
32

 In contrast; the vertical SAC-CI transition energy
31

 for the 

lowest energy absorption band of LF is lower by 0.51 eV. The second visible band in the 

absorption spectrum can be assigned with the second ππ* transition (S3) in our calculation with 

an excitation energy of 3.57 eV. The oscillator strength for this transition is 0.26. The calculated 

vertical transition energy for this transition agrees well with the vertical SAC-CI and TDDFT 

energies. The DFT/MRCI calculations on LF in gas phase show a lower energy by 0.27 eV for 

the above transition. 

 Between the energy regime of 4.5 to 5.2 eV, three ππ* electronic transitions at 4.53 (S7), 

4.81 (S9) and 5.12 eV (S10) are observed with oscillator strengths of 0.04, 0.80 and 0.09 

respectively. The third experimentally observed absorption band of LF can be assigned to the 

second one (S9 state) with an excitation energy of 4.807 eV, because this is the strongest 

transition with an oscillator strength of 0.803 which is much higher than the oscillator strengths 

of other two transitions. The M. O. picture in Fig 3.3 (a) shows that the transition is dominated 
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by one electron transition from H to L+1 (83%). Circular dichroism spectra
40

 and PPP/CI
19

 

calculations suggested that this absorption band is composed by two electronic transitions. A 

weak ππ* transition is predicted to the red energy site of the strong ππ* transition at around 265 

nm.  DFT/MRCI
14

 and SAC-CI
31

 calculations for LF molecule found two ππ* transitions of 

similar oscillator strengths in that region, both of which can contribute to this experimental band. 

Choe et al.
15

 using the TD-B3LYP method with aug-cc-pVDZ basis function have reported that 

this band is composed by three ππ* transitions computed at 4.52, 4.79 and 5.02 eV. The 

oscillator strength is computed to be 0.79 for the transition at 4.79 eV, whereas other two are 

found to be weak transitions. CASPT2
33

 results also show that three ππ* transitions can 

contribute to the absorption band at around 266 nm (see Table 3.3). So, we can suggest that the 

other two weak ππ* transitions obtained in our calculation can also contribute to that 

experimental band.   

The absorption band at around 222 nm can be compared with the ππ* transition found at 

5.66 eV (S13) with an oscillator strength of 0.546.  This state arises from a combination of two 

electronic transitions from H-1→L+1 (44%) and H→L+2 (39%). TDDFT calculations by Choe et 

al.
15

 predicted that the corresponding transition comes at 5.71 eV. 

3.3.2 UVRR Spectra and Experimental Raman Excitation Profile 

The UVRR spectrum of LF obtained with a laser excitation of 262 nm is shown in Fig. 3.4. The 

spectrum shows 22 UVRR bands of LF (607, 637, 684, 739, 787, 832, 1086, 1149, 1182, 1243, 

1288, 1355, 1374, 1423, 1438, 1466, 1504, 1555, 1585, 1632 and 1714 cm
-1

) between the 

spectral region of 600 to 1750 cm
-1

.  The observed UVRR band positions show good agreement 

within the experimental error with the RR and SERS spectrum of LF excited at 488 nm.
45–47

 

Here at 262 nm excitation, we have observed two new bands at 1182 and 684 cm
-1

. The UVVR 

band at 1182 cm
-1

 was seen at 1190 cm
-1

 in SERS spectrum
47

 and at 1169 cm
-1

 in IR spectrum of 

LF
48

, whereas 684 cm
-1

 band was observed in the IR spectrum of LF and also in the RR spectra 

of RF and FMN at UV and visible excitations (see Table 3.4).
49,50

  

Normal mode assignments of the observed UVRR bands of LF are described in Table 

3.4. All flavin compounds (LF, RF, FMN and FAD) exhibit similar Raman bands between the 

1300 to 1750 cm-1 region of spectrum.
45,46,49–53

 These bands do not show significant isotopic 
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Table 3.3 Vertical singlet excitation energies Evert in nm (in eV in parenthesis), oscillator strengths (f) 

and major orbital contribution to each transition of oxidized LF molecule computed using TD-

B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method and comparison with published computed and experimental transition 

energies are given in the table. 

 

aPercentages are calculated as 100x twice the squares of the coefficients in the CI expansion of TDDFT 

wave functions. H and L stand for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) respectively. bIn this work; c TD-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ in PCM solvent model 

to account for medium polarizations effect of water, oscillator strengths in parentheses, see ref. 15; dSAC-

CI method with D95V (d)) basis functions and solvation effect included through PCM model along with 

five explicit water molecules, see ref. 31; eTD-B3LYP/6-31G (d)/PCM, see ref. 32; fDFT/MRCI (TZVP) 

in gas phase, see ref.14; gCASPT2 method with 6-31G(d) basis functions on isoalloxazine structure (IA), 

oscillator strengths in parentheses, see ref. 33; hfrom ref. 16. 

 

Computed Experimental 

state 

order 

 

Type 
Major orbital 

contribution (%)a 

ΔEvert
b in 

nm (eV) 
f 

Published 

 

ΔEvert in eV 

ΔEexpt
h 

(λmax)  in 

nm 

εh (M-1 

cm-1) 

     LF IAg   

S1 (ππ*) H→L (96%) 
422.7 

(2.93) 
0.2338 

2.91(0.23)c, 

2.40d, 2.97 

(0.219)e,  2.94f 

 

3.09 

(0.239) 
444 10930 

S2 (nπ*) 
H-2→L (55%) 

H-3→L (43%) 

363.1 

(3.41) 
0.0008  

 
  

S3 (ππ*) 
H-1→L (92%) 

 

347.3 

(3.56) 
0.2602 

3.50 (0.28)c, 

3.54d, 3.64 

(0.242)e, 3.84f 

4.28 

(0.158) 369 8540 

S4 (nπ*) 
H-3→L (53%) 

H-2→L (41%) 

342.4 

(3.62) 
0.0000  

 
  

S5 (nπ*) H-6→L (92%) 
288.7 

(4.29) 
0.0000  

 
  

S6 (ππ*) H-4→L (82%) 
286.7 

(4.32) 
0.0096  

 
  

S7 (ππ*) H-5→L (84%) 
273.3 

(4.53) 
0.0429  

 
  

S8 (nπ*) H-7→L (94%) 
263.4 

(4.70) 
0.0004  

 
  

S9 (ππ*) 
H→L+1 (83%) 

H-4→L (11%) 

257.9 

(4.81) 
0.8033 

4.79 (0.79)
c
, 

4.56
d
, 4.95

d
, 

4.86 (0.775)
e
, 

4.77
f
, 4.91

f
 

4.69 (0.104), 

5.00 (0.337), 

5.37 

(0.641) 

265.5 32400 

S10 (ππ*) 
H→L+2 (51%) 

H-1→L+1 (44%) 

242.1 

(5.12) 
0.0897  

 
  

S11 (nπ*) 
H-3→L+1 (54%) 

H-2→L+1 (41%) 

235.6 

(5.26) 
0.0003  

 
  

S12 (nπ*) 
H-2→L+1 (53%) 

H-3→L+1 (40%) 

228.1 

(5.43) 
0.0000  

 
  

S13 (ππ*) 
H-1→L+1 (44%) 

H→L+2 (39%) 

219.0 

(5.66) 
0.5460 5.54 (0.56)c 

 
222.5 30300 
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Fig. 3.4  UVRR spectrum of LF of 100 µM concentration obtained at 262 nm excitation in phosphate 

buffer at pH7. 980 cm
-1

 is the internal standard (sulfate) band which is added to the sample solution. 

shifts upon N3-H/D exchange
45,46,49,52

  and we have followed the assignments suggested for RF 

using the same level of theory as we have used here, except the addition of four explicit water 

molecules.
54

 However, N3-H/D exchange in flavins largely affects the Raman bands within the 

1300 to 1000 cm
-1

 region and it has been assigned to uncoupling of N3-H bending vibration from 

these normal modes.
45,46,49,55,56

 For these bands and also for the bands below 1000 cm
-1

, the 

assignments are done according to the literature.
49,53

  Our assignments are also consistent with 

other DFT calculations.
57–60

 

Variation of the UVRR band intensities by tuning the excitation wavelength across the 

266 nm absorption band is shown in Fig. 3.5. The Raman band intensities in each spectrum are 

normalized against that of the sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

 which was added as an internal standard 

in the sample solution.  The substantial changes are observed in intensities for the bands at 1632, 

1585 and 1555 cm
-1

 with increasing the excitation wavelengths. The intensities of the bands at 

1632 and 1555 cm
-1

 decreases by going towards 274.8 nm excitation, whereas the intensity of the 

band at 1585 cm
-1

 at first increases with increasing the excitation wavelength and it shows 
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Table 3.4 Assignments of experimental UVRR bands of LF using B3LYP/TZVP//PCM level of theory, 

computed potential energy distributions (PED) and comparison with published experimental and 

computational results. 

Exp. 

UVRR 

in 

H2O 

(cm-1) 

Comp. 

in 

H2O
a 

(cm-1) 

RR 

(cm-1)c 

RR 

(cm-1)d 

SERS 

(cm-1)e 

IR 

(cm-1)f 

Comp. in 

gas 

phaseg 

(cm-1) 

PED in H2O 

(%)b 

Comp. 

after 

N3-H/D 

exchang

e (cm-1)a 

Comp. 

shift  

(cm-1) 

PED in D2O 

(%)b 

1714 1736 no no no 
1708 

(+2) 
1745 (-1) str C4=O (68) 1733 -3 

str C4=O (64) + str C2=O 

(13) 

no 1692 no no no 
1662 (-

14) 
1735 (-11) str C2=O (62) 1677 -15 

- str C4=O (17) + str 

C2=O (56) 

1632 1662 
1630 

(0) 

1628 

(+1) 

1630 

(+1) 
no 1617 (0) 

str C6-C7 (31) - str C8-

C9 (14) 
1661 -1 

str C6-C7 (30) - str C8-

C9 (13) 

1585 1599 
1585 (-

2) 

1584 (-

1) 

1578 

(+1) 

1583 (-

3) 
1574 (0) 

str N5-C4a (21) - str C8-

C9 (13) + str C5a-C9a 

(21) 

1599 0 

- str N5-C4a (21) - str 

C8-C9 (13) + str C5a-C9a 

(21) 

1555 1559 
1553 

(+2) 

1551 

(+5) 

1540 

(+4) 

1552 

(0) 
1537 (0) 

- str N5-C4a (21) + str 

N10-C10a (12) 
1559 0 

str N5-C4a (21) - str 

N10-C10a (12) 

1504 1525 
1503 

(0) 

1503 

(0) 

1508 

(0) 

1513 

(+7) 
1478 (0) 

- be C6-H (10) + be C9-H 

(19) 
1525 0 be C9-H (19) 

1466 1493 
1465 (-

3) 

1465 (-

3) 

1469 

(+1) 

1461 

(0) 
1457 (0) - be (H-C-H) 8-CH3 (10) 1493 0 be (H-C-H) 8-CH3 (11) 

1438 1458 no no no no  be (H-C-H) 10-CH3 (21) 1457 -1 
- str C8-C9 (10) + be (H-

C-H) 10-CH3 (21) 

1423 1445 weak sh sh 
1425 

(0) 
 

- str C6-C7 (14) + be (H-

C-H) 10-CH3 (22) 
1445 0 

- str C6-C7 (14) + be (H-

C-H) 10-CH3 (22) 

1407 1410 
1406 (-

) 

1405 

(0) 

1406 

(+2) 

1396 (-

5) 
 

- str N3-C4 (10) + be N3-

H (30) 
- - - 

1374 1376 sh no 
1370sh 

(0) 
no  

- str C8-C9 (15) + str N3-

C4 (12) 
1373 -3 

str C8-C9 (14) - str N3-

C4 (12) 

1355 1352 
1354 (-

2) 

1353 

(0) 

1349 

(0) 

1346 

(+3) 
1328 (-1) 

- str C9-C9a (20) + str 

N10-C10a (21) 
1352 0 

- str C9-C9a (20) + str 

N10-C10a (20) 

1288 1309 no 
1278 

(+4) 

1280sh 

(+2) 

1272 

(+20) 
1288 (0) str N10-C9a (12) 1309 0 str N10-C9a (13) 

1243 1237 
1243 

(+19) 

1240 

(no ) 

1264 

(+2) 
1238  

- str N3-C4 (10) + str C8-

CH3 (16) + str C7-CH3 

(10) + be C6-H (17) 

1229 -8 
str C8-CH3 (18) + be C6-

H (21) 

1182 1191   
1190 

(0) 

1169 

(+21) 
1174 (-) str N5-C5a (14) 1146 -45 

str N1-C2(10) - str N10-

C9a(10) + be N3H (16) - 

be C4=O (11) 

1149 1164 
1150 (-

10) 

1147 (-

5) 

1152 

(0) 
no 1119 (+1) 

- str C8-CH3 (15) + str 

C7-CH3 (21) + be C6-H 

(11) 

1164 0 

- str C8-CH3 (14) + str 

C7-CH3 (20) + be C6-H 

(13) 

1086 1091 
1085 (-

1) 

1084 (-

4) 

1096 

(0) 

1081 (-

7) 
1056(-7) tors  10-CH3 (22) 1085 -6 tors  10-CH3 (24) 

832 839 
835  (-

2) 
 838 (0) 

824  (-

1) 
837(-4) - be C9a-N10-C10a (12) 836 -3 be C9a-N10-C10a (11) 

787 793 
790  (-

20) 
  

785  (-

15) 
758(-22) 

be C4a-N5-C5a (10) + be 

N1-C10a-C4a (14) 
772 -21 

- str C7-CH3 (11) + be 

D3-N3-C4 (10) + be N1-

C10a-C4a (11) 

739 750 
741  (-

3) 
 744 (0) 

735 

(+1) 
725(0) 

str C9a-C5a (16) - be 

C5a-C6-C7 (13) - be C8-

C9-C9a (13) + be C9-

C9a-C5a (12) + be C9a-

C5a-C6 (10) 

749 -1 

str C9a-C5a (15) - be 

C5a-C6-C7 (12) - be C8-

C9-C9a (12) + be C9-

C9a-C5a (11) + be C9a-

C5a-C6 (11) 

684 682    
676  (-

16) 
647(-23) 

be C4-O (20) + be C2-O 

(28) 
661 -21 

be C4-O (19) - be C2-O 

(26) + be N5-C5a-C6 

(10) 

637 641 
638  (-

2) 
 646 (0) 627 614(-1) - be CH3-C7-C6 (11) 639 -2 - be CH3-C7-C6 (10) 

607 605 
608  (-

2) 
 

621 

(+1) 

604  (-

4) 
579(-4) be N5-C5a-C6 (12) 602 -3 be N3-C2-N1 (11) 
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aall frequency calculations are done using B3LYP/TZVP//PCM level of theory and no scaling factor for 

theoretical frequencies are used; no - not observed; sh - shoulder; str - stretching; be - bending; tors - 

torsional vibrations; bPEDs are computed using the VEDA 4.0 program; cRR spectrum of LF bound to 

riboflavin binding protein (RBP) excited at 488 nm, from ref. 45; d RR spectrum of LF in H2O and 10% 

Me2SO solution mixture excited at 488 nm, from ref 46; 
e
from ref 47; 

f
from ref 48; 

g
Computed 

frequencies of LF structure using B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, from ref 49; the numbers in the 

parenthesis for all literature values are the isotope shifts of the N3-H/D exchange.  

 

Table 3.5 Normal mode descriptions of UVRR bands of LF by B3LYP/TZVP level of theory using PCM 

as solvent model, PED, dimensionless displacements and mode specific internal reorganization energies. 

Experimental 

wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Computed 

wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

PED (%)a 

Dimensionless 

displacements 

Δ 

Mode specific 

reorganization 

energy (cm-1) 

1714 1736 str C4=O (68) 0.085 6 

1632 1662 str C6-C7 (31) - str C8-C9 (14) 0.195 31 

1585 1599 str N5-C4a (21) - str C8-C9 (13) + str C5a-C9a (21) 0.385 117 

1555 1559 - str N5-C4a (21) + str N10-C10a (12) 0.185 26 

1504 1525 - be C6-H (10) + be C9-H (19) 0.195 28 

1466 1493 - be (H-C-H) 8-CH3 (10) 0.145 15 

1438 1458 be (H-C-H) 10-CH3 (21) 0.08 5 

1423 1445 - str C6-C7 (14) + be (H-C-H) 10-CH3 (22) 0.085 5 

1408 1410 - str N3-C4 (10) + be N3-H (30) 0.05 2 

1374 1376 - str C8-C9 (15) + str N3-C4 (12) 0.175 22 

1355 1352 - str C9-C9a (20) + str N10-C10a (21) 0.165 19 

1288 1309 str N10-C9a (12) 0.175 20 

1243 1237 
- str N3-C4 (10) + str C8-CH3 (16) + str C7-CH3 (10) + be 

C6-H (17) 
0.23 34 

1182 1191 str N5-C5a (14) 0.12 8 

1149 1164 - str C8-CH3 (15) + str C7-CH3 (21) + be C6-H (11) 0.08 6 

1086 1091 tors  10-CH3 (22) 0.27 40 

832 839 - be C9a-N10-C10a (12) 0.11 5 

787 793 be C4a-N5-C5a (10) + be N1-C10a-C4a (14) 0.22 19 

739 750 
str C9a-C5a (16) - be C5a-C6-C7 (13) - be C8-C9-C9a (13) 

+ be C9-C9a-C5a (12) + be C9a-C5a-C6 (10) 
0.189 12 

684 682 be C4-O (20) + be C2-O (28) 0.189 12 

637 641 - be CH3-C7-C6 (11) 0.168 9 

607 605 be N5-C5a-C6 (12) 0.24 18 

 

aPEDs are computed using the VEDA 4.0 program; str.-stretching, be-bending  

maximum at 272.7, then it starts decreasing. Those three bands may be enhanced by more than 

one electronic transition. The two Raman modes at 1355 and 1374 cm
-1 

is observed to have 

reversed relative intensity on increasing the excitation wavelengths from 259.9 to 274.8 nm. We 
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have observed a new band at 1280 cm
-1

 at 265.9 nm excitation and onwards. This band was seen 

in the RR spectrum of LF excited at 488 nm. This band may be enhanced by the lower energy 

electronic transitions placed right to the resonant electronic state (see Fig. 3.3(b)) within the 265 

nm absorption band. Raman band positions show no appreciable changes with changing the 

excitation wavelengths. Most of the UVRR bands show their highest Raman cross sections at 

259.1 and 262 nm excitations. 

 

Fig. 3.5 UVRR spectra of 100 µM LF in pH7 sodium phosphate buffer obtained at 6 different excitation 

wavelengths. Variation in the UVRR band intensity can be seen as the excitation wavelength is tuned 

across the absorption band at 264 nm. All spectra are normalized with respect to the internal standard 

band at 980 cm
-1

 marked by an asterisk (*). 

The maximum of REPs of the bands at 1084, 1149, 1181, 1243, 1289, 1355, 1465, 1505, 

1554 and 1631 cm
-1

 are blueshifted with respect to the absorption band maximum at 264 nm 

(Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7). This kind of shift was observed earlier in the REPs of 6-ClGua 

nucleobase
61

 and tryptophan
62

, and it can be characterized as a vibronic coupling of these Raman 

modes with nearby electronic states. We have already mentioned in the preceding section that the 
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published experimental results and theoretical calculations predicted the existence of other two 

weak electronic states to both sides of the strong electronic state centered around 264 nm. The 

depolarization ratios of the UVRR bands of LF measured at 260 nm are close to 0.33 which 

indicates that the major contributions to the UVRR intensity result from a single electronic 

transition centered at 264 nm. So, the blueshift of the maxima of REPs arises due to the 

coupling of those UVRR modes with the higher energy electronic state placed left to the 

electronic state positioned at around 264 nm (see Fig. 3.3(b)). The experimental REPs of the 

bands at 1374 and 1585 cm
-1

 show their maxima at 265.9 and 272.7 nm excitations respectively 

(Fig 3.7). This is due to the strong coupling of those modes with the lower energy electronic state 

placed at the red edge of the 264 nm electronic state.   

3.3.3 Simulation of Absorption and Experimental REPs 

Self-consistent simulation of experimental REPs made with the normalized UVRR intensities 

and the absorption spectrum of LF was done by using a common set of parameters. Fig. 3.6 and 

Fig. 3.7 show the experimental and simulated REPs for the observed Raman bands and the 

deconvoluted absorption band of LF centered around 264 nm. The parameters corresponding to 

the best fit are shown in Table 3.6.  The dimensionless displacements (Δ) obtained from the best 

fit simulation and the internal reorganization energies for each Raman bands were depicted in 

Table 3.5. Overall, a good agreement is achieved between the experimental and simulated REPs. 

 We have observed a deviation in simulated and experimental REPs for the bands at 1373 

and 1585 cm
-1

. The UVRR cross sections at lower excitation wavelengths for those bands do not 

match with the simulated REPs. This is because of the method of simulation which is used here, 

is applicable only for single electronic excitation and does not take into account the interferences 

from other nearby electronic transitions. The electronic state at around 264 nm is coupled 

with the higher energy electronic state through the UVRR modes at 1373 and 1583 cm
-1

 

and these modes may assist the internal conversion between the above two electronic states. 

Experimental REPs of the bands at 1355, 1554 and 1631 cm
-1

 show small deviation with the 

simulated REPs at higher excitation wavelengths. This is due to the interference from the nearby 

lower energy electronic state located at the red edge of the resonant electronic state. 
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Fig. 3.6 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of LF for the 

transition at 264 nm. (a) Experimental (solid), deconvoluted (red) and simulated absorption (dash) 

spectrum. (b-i) Raman excitation profiles of eight UVRR modes of LF at 9 different excitation 

wavelengths. The best fit (solid) was obtained by using the parameters of Table 3.2. Set 1 (dash) and Set 2 

(dot) parameters are obtained by decreasing and increasing the best fit delta values by 10% respectively 

The structural changes in the excited state upon photoexcitation with respect to the 

ground state are determined from the dimensionless displacements, Δs, obtained from the best fit 

simulation. These Δs are converted into geometrical changes in terms of internal coordinates 

using normal mode calculations of LF by B3LYP/TZVP//PCM level of theory and applying eq. 

2.25.  The major changes along the bond lengths of LF upon photoexcitation are listed in Table 

3.7. The structural changes in excited state occur along all over the isoalloxazine ring 

bonds. The initial dynamics following excitation to the 264 nm excited state results in a 

contraction of ring II and III through C4a-N5 (-0.031), C9a-N10 (-0.127), N1-C10a (-0.013), C4-

N3 (-0.082), N10-C10a (-0.017), N5-C5a (-0.016) bonds. Elongation in the bond of C2-N3 

(0.03), N1-C2 (0.023) and C4-C4a (0.018) are observed in Ring III. The distortion is seen in  
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Fig. 3.7 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles (j-u) of other 12 UVRR modes of LF 

obtained by using the same set of parameters as in Fig. 3.6. 

Table 3.6 Parameters used in self-consistent fit of REP and absorption spectra for LF  

 
E0 

(cm-1) 

Λ 

(cm-1) 
  

(fs) 

θ 

(cm-1) 

M 

(Å) 
     

(cm-1) 

   

(cm-1) 

λ 

(cm-1) 

Best Fit 37719 140 37.9 750 1.12 472 1070 1542 

Set 1 37830 180 29.5 930 1.12 368 870 1238 

Set 2 37720 100 53.1 710 1.12 549 1130 1679 

 

Ring I by elongation in the C7-C8 (0.032), C9-C9a (0.01), C5a-C9a (0.024) bonds and 

contraction in the C5a-C6 (-0.057), C8-C9 (-0.036) bonds. So, upon photoexcitation to the 264 

nm excited state the maximum change along the ring coordinates of LF was observed in the 

contraction of C9a-N10 (-0.127) and C4-N3 (-0.082) bonds. Between the carbonyl (C=O) 

stretching modes, there is an elongation in the bond of C2=O (0.05), whereas a small contraction 
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is observed in the C4=O bond. All of the outer ring stretching coordinates show contraction in 

the bond lengths following photoexcitation.  

Table 3.7 Internal coordinate changes in LF upon excitation to 264 nm excited state. 

Internal Coordinates 

(bond length) 

Internal 

coordinates in 

ground state 

(Å) 

Internal 

coordinate 

change (Å) 

First singlet 

ππ* transition 

at 445 nm 

N1-C2 1.3632 0.023 0.016 

C2-N3 1.4096 0.03 -0.027 

C2=O 1.225 0.05 0.003 

C4a-C10a 1.4506 0.003 -0.052 

N1=C10a 1.3146 -0.013 0.014 

N10-C10a 1.3713 -0.017 0.031 

C4-C4a 1.4902 0.018 -0.038 

C4a-N5 1.2992 -0.031 0.067 

C4-N3 1.3722 -0.082 0.019 

C4=O 1.2193 -0.008 0.007 

C5a-C9a 1.4183 0.024 0.049 

C5a-C6 1.4093 -0.057 0.006 

N5-C5a 1.3572 -0.016 -0.04 

C9-C9a 1.4003 0.01 0.005 

C9a-N10 1.3835 -0.127 -0.025 

C9-H9 1.0794 0.004 0 

C8-C9 1.3864 -0.036 -0.005 

C7-C8 1.4261 0.032 0.017 

C8-CH3 1.5019 -0.009 -0.002 

C6-C7 1.3757 -0.04 0 

C7-CH3 1.5044 -0.037 -0.004 

C6-H6 1.0827 0.001 0 

N3-H3 1.0128 -0.004 -0.001 

N10-CH3 1.4713 -0.044 -0.002 
 

ataken from ref. 15, calculated using SAC-CI method. 

The geometry changes in the excited state can be understood from the nature of the MOs 

involved in the ππ* transition at 264 nm. Here the major contribution for this transition comes 

from H (π) to L+1 (π*) transition (see Fig 3.3(b)). The changes in the bond lengths follow the 

character of those orbitals. For example, H shows bonding character for C7-C8 bond while, it 

changes to anti-bonding in L+1, thus appears in an elongation of this bond. The contraction in 

the bond of C9a-N10 in excited state is a result of the more bonding character of this bond in 
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L+1 compare to H. The C4a-N5, C9a-N10, N1-C10a, C4-N3, C5a-C6 and C8-C9 bonds show 

contraction in excited state because they have more bonding character in L+1 with respect to H, 

whereas the bonds C7-C8, C9-C9a and C5a-C9a change the nature from bonding in H to anti-

bonding in L+1 and as a result these bonds elongate in the excited state. 

The structural changes detected in the S1 state using TDDFT
35

, SAC-CI 

calculations
63

 and ultrafast infrared (IR) spectroscopy
29

 on LF and RF molecules are 

different from the excited state at 264 nm (shown in Table 3.7). The major change was 

observed in the elongation of C4a-N5 bond in S1 state. Here we have found contraction in the 

bond of C4a-N5 in the excited state at 264 nm. The first ππ* transition happens from H to L. The 

H for this bond is bonding character while it changes to anti-bonding in L of S1. In S1 state, both 

the carbonyl stretching bonds show elongation in the bond length, but our finding at 264 nm 

excited state predicts that contraction happens in C4=O bond. So, these changes are because of 

the nature of different excited state MOs involved for those different electronic transitions as 

mentioned in preceding section. The angle of transition dipole moment
63,64

 for those transitions 

also changes which in turn results in the distinct geometry changes for the two excited states. 

The signs of dimensionless displacements are very important quantities that need to be 

computed for determination of the excited state geometry in terms of changes in internal 

coordinates. These signs are determined from the excited state gradients computed at the Franck-

Condon region on the PES of the relevant electronic state with TDDFT calculations. Now 

depending upon the specific functional and basis sets used in DFT calculations, the normal mode 

compositions may also vary slightly which can change the computed excited state geometry. 

Thus, mode specific reorganization energies are more accurate obtained from REP simulations 

because they do not rely on the signs of displacements. The mode specific internal reorganization 

energies can be determined from the best fitted Δs using Eq. 2.21b. The total internal 

reorganization energy (    ) measured over all the UVRR modes of LF is 472 cm
-1

. The 

maximum contribution (24%) to the total internal reorganization energy comes from the 

UVRR band at 1585 cm
-1

. All of the other intense UVRR modes also contribute 

significantly to the total     . The mode compositions obtained from PED for those modes 

demonstrate that the initial excited state dynamics lie over all the isoalloxazine ring 

structure in LF.  
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Solvent dynamics plays a significant role in condensed phase through line broadening of 

REPs and absorption spectrum. The spectral breadth of the absorption spectrum and REPs appear 

from two types of broadening mechanisms, homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. 

However, these two types of broadening affect the absorption spectrum and REPs differently. 

Analysis of absorption spectrum only cannot differentiate the two mechanisms, because they 

both broaden the absorption spectrum in a similar way. The homogeneous broadening arises due 

to the coupling of solute with solvent bath, and it affects the  RR intensity at the amplitude level 

on the ultrafast timescale. Whereas the existence of different microsolvated structures of solute is 

the cause to appear the inhomogeneous broadening that produces a distribution of cross sections. 

These microsolvated structures are static in nature in Raman process timescale. So, the self-

consistent simulation of absorption spectrum and RR cross sections can separate the two types of 

broadening. Here we have applied the Brownian oscillator model of Mukamel and 

Coworkers
37,65

 which incorporates physical parameters, solvent reorganization energy ( ) and 

dynamic solvent response timescale (τ) to account for the solute–solvent interaction on the 

ultrafast timescale. Using this model our simulation extracts a solvent reorganization energy 

of 1070 cm
-1

 with a dynamic solvent response timescale of  37.9 fs for LF within the 264 nm 

excited state. 

We compare the solvation characteristics obtained here from our simulation with the 

previous literature reports. The solvent reorganization energies measured for several natural and 

substituted nucleobases in the S1 state
61,66–68

 are in the same range with that obtained for LF. The 

amplitude of solvent response depends on the instantaneous charge reorientation in effect to 

electronic excitation of the solute (LF). So, this quantity is the inherent characteristic of the 

resonant excited state of that solute. As Raman is a scattering process, it happens within tens of 

femtoseconds. The excited state do not get populated significantly within this fast timescale. 

Thus the solvent reorganization energy obtained here is entirely due to the inertial response of 

solvent (water) which is found to occur in <100 fs.  

The fastest solvation response of water is observed to happen within 50 fs timescale by 

using ultrafast time-resolved experimental techniques
39,69,70

 and molecular dynamics 

simulations
39,71–73

 using different probe molecules. Jimenez et al.
39

 have found the solvation 

response time of water surrounding coumarin probe is bimodal with an initial ultrafast response 
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of 55 fs resulting from the inertial motions of water molecules, followed by a slower component 

corresponding to diffusive motions. Molecular dynamics study of 3-methylindole also showed 

that fastest response of water relaxation is a Gaussian in nature with a ~15 fs time constant, 

following a slower exponential decay of 400 fs.
71

 Time dependent Stokes shift measurements on 

tryptophan and organic dyes have reported a significant amount of Stokes shift always happens 

in tens of femtoseconds, much before the fluorescence mesaurement.
70,74,75

 Explicit measurement 

of the inertial component of solvent relaxation is beyond the time resolution of any fluorescence 

based techniques because of the slow internal relaxation processes in fluorescence emission 

spectroscopy. Our simulated result for the timescale of solvent response (37.9 fs) is in the same 

order as that obtained for chloro-Guanine
61

 and tryptophan
62

 molecules.  

Although it was reported earlier
62,76

 that simulated REPs are not much affected by 

the variation of Λ in the range of 50 cm
-1

, our simulation indicates an ultrafast timescale of 

solvent response within 50 fs. Effect of the solvent response timescale on the global fit to the 

REPs is shown in Fig. 3.8 and 3.9. If we decrease the Λ value by 50% (70 cm
-1

 corresponding to 

τ = 75.7 fs), the simulated absorption shows better agreement with the experimental absorption 

spectrum while the simulated REPs are much broader than the experimental ones. On the 

contrary, if Λ is increased by 50% ( 210 cm
-1

 corresponding to τ = 25.2 fs), the simulated REPs 

compress a little bit compared to the optimum values, whereas practically no change is observed 

in the simulated absorption spectrum. Therefore, for the best fit between simulated and 

experimental REPs, a solvent reorganization energy of 1070 cm
-1

 and a solvent response 

timescale of 37.9 fs are desired for our simulation. 

The inhomogeneous broadening (θ) requires to be large in our simulation to get the 

best agreement between simulated and experimental REPs. Our simulation results in a θ 

value of 750 cm
-1

 which arises due to the ensemble site effect of different microsolvated 

structures of solute. High θ value (900-1300 cm
-1

) for a number of natural and substituted 

nucleobases was reported using wave-packet dynamics simulations.
66–68,77–79

 All of those 

nucleobases contain amino (-NH2) and carbonyl groups (C=O) which can form hydrogen bonds 

with the surrounding water molecules and thus facilitates the formation of several microsolvated 

structures. LF also can form hydrogen bonds with the surrounding water molcules through the 

free electrons on nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) atoms (see the structure of LF). DFT calculations 
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on LF molecule with the addition of explicit water molecules also reported the formation of 

extensive hydrogen bonding between LF and those water molecules.
63

 Apart from the 

microsolvated structures, other slower components of solvation within 100 fs also contribute to 

the inhomogeneous broadening derived from our simulation. 

 

Fig. 3. 8 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of LF for the 

transition at 264 nm. (a) Experimental (solid), deconvoluted (red) and simulated absorption by decreasing 

Λ value by 50% (dash), simulated absorption by increasing Λ value by 50% (dot) spectrum. (b-i) Raman 

excitation profiles of eight UVRR modes of LF at 9 different excitation wavelengths by decreasing (dash) 

and increasing (dot) the Λ value by 50%.  
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Fig. 3.9 Raman excitation profiles of other UVRR modes of LF at 9 different excitation wavelengths by 

decreasing (dash) and increasing (dot) the Λ value by 50%. 

 It is possible to fit the absorption and REP simultaneously by a different set of 

parameters. Therefore, it is important to check the limits of variability of the parameters used in 

self-consistent simulation. In this effect, we have used two sets of deltas determined by 

decreasing and increasing 10% to the best fitted deltas, and then the zero-zero energy, the 

homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths were optimized iteratively to obtain the best 

possible fit. For the smaller set of deltas (Set1), we were able to obtain a good fit to the 

absorption spectrum but not in the REPs. The solvent reorganization energy had to be decreased 

to 930 cm
-1

 whereas the inhomogeneous broadening was required to be 870 cm
-1

. For the higher 

set of deltas (Set2), it was not possible to get a good fit either in the absorption spectrum or in the 

REPs. Here, solvent reorganization energy was required to be 1130 cm
-1

 and we had to decrease 

the inhomogeneous broadening (710 cm
-1

) to get an adequate fit for both. However, as our 
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simulation examines the Raman intensity analysis through modeling of the lineshape function, 

the resultant parameters depend on the choice of the model used. Here we have applied the 

simplest model that can partition the total spectral breadth into homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous broadening components. The simultaneous fit to the absorption and the REPs of 

several modes restricts the variability in the choice of the parameters used. 

3.4 Conclusion 

RR intensity analysis using wave-packet dynamics simulations can render insight into the initial 

excited state structural dynamics of  LF within 50 fs of excitation in UV region of the absorption 

spectrum. Structural distortion was observed along all over the isoalloxazine ring system 

following excitation within 264 nm absorption band. Primarily contraction in the bond 

lengths was observed in Ring II and Ring III with major contractions in the stretching 

mode of C9a-N10 and C4-N3 bonds. Upon excitation to the 264 nm excited state, the 

structural distortions are found to be different from that in the first ππ* excited state. 

Partitioning of the total spectral breadth into homogeneous and inhomogeneous 

broadening acquaints that a 71% contribution to the total reorganization energy (1498 cm
-

1
) originates from the inertial response of water. The fastest component of water solvation 

response was found in ~30 fs timescale for LF. This work has been extended into tother flavins 

(RF, FMN and FAD) to understand the role of different substituents in the dynamics of flavin 

molecules. 
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Chapter 4: Deep UV Initiated Excited State Dynamics of 

Riboflavin (RF) and Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) 
 

4.1 Introduction 

Flavins are the chromophores in blue-light photoreceptors and henceforth play pivotal role in various 

photobiological processes. These compounds are redox active coenzymes which consist of a 

heterocyclic isoalloxazine ring (7,8-dimethylisoalloxazine) with substitution at nitrogen 10 (Fig 4.1). 

flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin mononucleotide (FMN) are the two main light 

harvesting chromophores present in several enzymes such as DNA photolyase, cryptochromes, blue-

light-sensing -using-FAD (BLUF) and light-oxygen-voltage domains (LOV), phototropins etc.
1–3

 In 

these photoreceptors, FAD and FMN can undergo both one electron and two electron redox processes 

to carry out a number of key biological processes. Riboflavin (RF) known as vitamin B2, is the 

precursor of biologically important cofactors, FAD and FMN. RF is commonly present in our 

everyday diet, such as vegetables, milk, meat products and acts as an effective photosensitizer in food 

and biological systems.
4–7

 The deficiency of RF causes skin disease and growth retardation. 

 

Fig. 4.1. Optimized structure of 

riboflavin using B3LYP/TZVP basis 

set with PCM solvent model. The 

conventional atomic numbering for 

flavins is used in the above structure. 

The colors of the atoms are chosen 

as, O (red), N (blue), C (cyan) and H 

(grey). 
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 Flavins get excited following light absorption and initiate the signal processing in the blue 

light photoreceptors which are abundant in plants and microorganisms. Understanding the photo-

induced phenomenon in flavin family is fundamentally important to elucidate the role of these 

molecules in the context of their biological functions. Several groups have provided significant 

insight to both experimental
8–21

 and theoretical research
22–26

 in the area of flavin excited state 

photophysics. Flavins have four electronic excitations at ~ 220, 266, 375 and 445 nm, which are of 

ππ* character (Fig. 4.2 (c)). Time-resolved spectroscopic techniques having time resolution from 

femtoseconds (fs) to nanoseconds (ns) are routinely applied to examine excited state properties of 

flavins in solution 
8,10,12,14,16,18,20,21,27

 and inside the protein core
28–36

 in the lowest energy singlet (S1) 

excite state at ~ 445 nm. The S1 state in all flavins has excited state lifetime of several ns, except FAD 

which exhibits a faster decay in picoseconds (ps) time scale. This is attributed to the stacked 

conformation between the adenine and flavin ring in FAD.
37,38

 Femtosecond-infrared (fs-IR) 

spectroscopy of RF has probed vibrational cooling which is associated with downshifting to 

vibrational modes by 10-15 cm
-1

 within 4 ps of photoexcitation in S1 state.
10

  Weigel et al.
20

 studied 

the fs dynamics of RF in polar solvents (DMSO) after photoexcitation to S1 state using fs stimulated 

Raman, transient optical absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies. Their studies showed 10 fs 

lifetime for the Franck-Condon ππ* state. They also observed that the vibrational fine structure 

formed following photoexcitation, vanishes with a very fast time constant of 20 fs using transient 

absorption spectra. Weigel et al also noticed the characteristic feature of non-adiabatic coupling 

between the S1 state and nearby nπ* state and this coupling was found to depend on solvent polarity 

and temperature. 

Short-time dynamics of RF in the S1 state was studied employing mixed quantum classical 

non-adiabatic molecular dynamics simulation.
22

 The decay time of the Franck-Condon state was 

found to be 10 fs, in excellent agreement with experimental report. They found a longer time scale of 

80-100 fs compare to the above experimental report for the Intramolecular Vibrational energy 

Redistribution (IVR). The vibrational energy first spreads to the C-C stretching modes and then over 

the entire isoalloxazine ring vibrations include the low frequency in-plane modes. Time dependent 

density functional (TDDFT) calculations using TD-B3LYP/TZVP/PCM method revealed that a red 

shift occurs in the C2=O and C4=O stretching vibrations upon photoexcitation to the S1 state.
25

 They 

also observed the loss of double bond character of the C=N stretching vibrational modes above 1500 

cm
-1

 frequency upon photoexcitation.    
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  Other than the S1 state (~ 445 nm), flavins have strong ππ* transitions in the ultraviolet 

(UV) region of the absorption spectrum. A number of reports investigating photophysics of these 

heavily absorbing electronic states are limited. In this work, we employed Ultraviolet Resonance 

Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy to explore the initial excited state dynamics of RF and FMN 

within the 266 nm absorption band. Resonance enhancement of vibrational modes happens when 

the excitation wavelengths are chosen to lie within an allowed electronic absorption band of the 

molecule, and is known as resonance Raman (RR) effect. Strong fluorescence emission of a 

molecule masks the Raman spectra in visible excitations and to get rid of this, excitations near 

UV is preferred. Copeland and Spiro have reported the UVRR spectra of FMN and FAD with 

excitation wavelengths at 200, 218, 240, 266, 355 and 488 nm.
39

 Unique patterns of relative 

intensities of RR bands at the aforementioned Raman excitations suggest very different FC 

activity in each of the singlet excited states of these molecules.  

 The positions of the RR bands of a molecule reflect its ground state molecular structure, 

while the RR intensities encode information of the resonant vibronic state. Specifically, RR 

Fig. 4.2 Structures of (a) riboflavin 

(RF) and (b) flavin mononucleotide 

(FMN). (c) Experimental absorption 

spectrum of RF and FMN in pH7 

phosphate buffer labeled with the 
max 

values. 
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intensity of a band is directly proportional to the slope on the potential energy surface (PES) of 

the resonant electronic state along that vibrational coordinate. Thus, greater the molecular 

distortion in the electronic excited state compared to that in the ground state along the vibrational 

coordinate, higher the intensity of the resulting RR band. Therefore, RR vibrational band 

intensity is precisely indicative of the change in the molecular structure along each vibrational 

coordinate upon excitation to an electronic excited state. UVRR spectroscopy has been 

successfully applied to explore the excited state structural dynamics for a number of nucleic acid 

bases
40–46

 and bacteriorodhopsins
47

. In order to characterize the excited state centered at 266 nm, 

we have measured UVRR spectra of both the molecules throughout this absorption band at ten 

different Raman excitations. Now, distortions taking place within Raman scattering timescale 

(tens of femtoseconds) upon photoexcitation can be extracted from UVRR intensity analysis 

along each vibrational coordinate. Through comprehensive measurement and modeling of 

experimental Raman intensities, a number of parameters describing initial solvation process and 

excited state dynamics of RF and FMN molecule can be extracted.  

  Lee and Heller's time dependent wave packet theory (TDWP)
48

 was applied to simulate 

the Raman excitation profiles i.e. excitation wavelength dependence of RR cross-sections of all 

resonant modes and absorption cross-section of RF and FMN molecule in a self-consistent 

manner. We have determined the changes in the internal coordinates of both the molecules from 

respective ground state values following photoexcitation to the 266 nm centered excited state.  

Total reorganization energy determined on the fs timescale was partitioned into inter 

(vibrational) and intramolecular (solvent) reorganization energies. We have applied Brownian 

oscillator model to simulate the line shape of REPs accounting for fast solvent induced 

dephasing.
49

 The total linewidth broadening contributions to both REPs and absorption spectrum 

is partitioned into two components; (i) homogeneous broadening arising from the coupling of 

solute and surrounding solvent bath, and (ii) the inhomogeneous part resulting from the existence 

of numbers of distinct  microsolvated structures of solute formed by the solvent molecules. Time 

dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) was employed to compute excitation energies and 

other properties of the resonant electronic states.  
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4.2 Experimental and Computational Methods  

4.2.1 Sample Preparation 

RF and FMN were purchased from Sigma Chemicals Co. with greater than 95% HPLC purity 

and were used without further purification. Sample solutions were prepared in 50 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer of pH 7. Concentrations of sample solutions were determined from the known 

molar extinction coefficients of RF.
50

 300µL of 100 µM RF and 250 µM of FMN sample 

solutions were used for UVRR experiments. In all the samples 250 mM sodium sulphate 

(Na2SO4) solutions were added as internal standard. Acetonitrile, Dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), 

Dimethyl formamide (DMF), Cyclohexane, Isopropanol, Trichloroethylene and Indene solvents 

were purchased from Ranchem Chemicals and Sigma Co. and used for calibration of spectra 

obtained. UV/Vis absorption spectra were recorded using Perkin-Elmer (lambda 45) absorption 

spectrometer at pH 7 in phosphate buffer. 

4.2.2 UVRR Spectroscopy  

UVRR Spectra were recorded at 10 excitation wavelengths throughout the 266 nm absorption 

band of RF. The detailed experimental set-up for UVRR experiments has been given in method 

chapter.  

4.2.3 UVRR Cross-section Determination 

The detailed process of UVRR cross section determination has been given in method chapter. 

The depolarization ratio of RF and FMN (Table 4.1) are measured using the similar experimental 

technique as described earlier. 

 

Fig. 4.3 (a) Polarized and (b) 

depolarized spectra of 300 µM FMN 

in higher frequency region obtained at 

266 nm excitation wavelength.  
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Table 4.1 Depolarization ratios of UVRR bands of RF at 266 nm excitation 

Raman Band 

(cm-1) 
Depolarization Ratio 

609 0.42 

685 0.34 

742 0.21 

787 0.63 

828 0.41 

1065 0.27 

1163 0.44 

1228 0.21 

1302 0.28 

1356 0.35 

1382 0.32 

1464 0.33 

1505 0.47 

1549 0.33 

1583 0.38 

1632 0.36 

 

4.2.4 Computational Method - Simulation of Experimental REP and Absorption 

Spectrum 

The simulation of experimental REP and absorption cross sections was done using time 

dependent wave packet propagation theory and described in detail in method section. Initial 

parameters for starting the simulation were determined in the same way as described for LF. 

4.2.5 Deconvolution of the Absorption Spectrum 

Deconvolution of absorption spectrum for simulation was done in the similar way as done for LF 

in the previous chapter 

Fig. 4.4 (a) Polarized and (b) 

depolarized spectra of 300 µM FMN 

in lower frequency region obtained at 

266 nm excitation. 
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4.2.6 Quantum Chemical Computations 

RF and FMN are structurally different in only a phosphate group. Thus, RF structure serves as a 

good comparison for FMN as well. All quantum chemical calculations were done using density 

functional theory on the B3LYP/TZVP level of theory using the program Gaussian 09 software. 

Structure of RF molecule was optimized using B3LYP
51,52

exchange correlation functional along 

with TZVP
53

 basis set. Polarizable continuum model (PCM)
54

 was employed to simulate the bulk 

dielectric environment of water. For the assignment of experimental vibrational modes, we also 

computed the spectra of the deuterium labeled molecule. Isotopic shifts on deuterium exchange 

were calculated after replacement of the mass of N3-H proton by the mass of deuterium (D). 

Normal mode analysis was carried out on theoretical spectra and matched with the observed 

experimental frequencies in H2O and in D2O. No scaling factor was used for computed 

frequencies. TDDFT
55,56

 calculation was done using the same level of theory on the previously 

optimized structures. The absorption spectra were calculated from the vertical excitation energies 

at TD-B3LYP level of theory and by considering the fixed Gaussian band width of 2500 cm
-1

. 

Optimized structures, vibrational modes and molecular orbitals are visualized using the software 

Chemcraft v 1.6. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Electronic Structure 

RF and FMN, like other flavins have four strong experimental absorption peaks at around 222, 

266, 373 and 445 nm (Fig. 4.2 (c)). Among them, 266 nm peak is the most intense one. We 

excited both the molecules within this 266 nm absorption band using 10 different UV excitations 

at 257.6, 259.9, 263, 265.9, 268, 270.4, 272.9, 274.8, 277.4 and 280.1 nm. Theoretical 

calculations using various quantum chemical calculations
22,25,26,57–62

 have reported the molecular 

orbital's (MO) involved following excitation to the visible and UV excited states for different 

isoalloxazine derivatives. TDDFT calculations were done using B3LYP/TZVP/PCM method in 

DMSO on RF molecule to compute the vibrational spectra and excitation energies in S1 

state.
20,22,25

 Here, we have also applied this method in water (using PCM solvent model) on RF to 

identify the nature of MO's involved upon photoexcitation to the excited state inside the 266 nm 

absorption band. 
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Table 4.2 Coordinates of ground state optimized structure of RF 

Atom 

no. 
Atom X Y Z 

Atom 

no. 
Atom X Y Z 

1 C -3.634474000 -2.636017000 -0.224375000 25 H 5.878431000 -0.918629000 1.010259000 

2 C -3.848617000 -1.291216000 -0.409037000 26 O 1.476342000 -1.394846000 -0.827329000 

3 C -2.840878000 -0.334458000 -0.167759000 27 H 2.023721000 -1.316266000 -1.621553000 

4 C -1.561346000 -0.763169000 0.277844000 28 O 3.246069000 -1.375000000 1.676416000 

5 C -1.341991000 -2.136467000 0.449469000 29 H 3.153788000 -0.941013000 2.531266000 

6 C -2.344572000 -3.061847000 0.211177000 30 O 3.946700000 -0.194343000 -1.649148000 

7 C -0.865869000 1.533341000 0.317230000 31 H 4.707548000 -0.352561000 -2.224978000 

8 C -2.196863000 1.857546000 -0.148727000 32 O 6.540961000 -0.948426000 -0.975586000 

9 C -2.507871000 3.296814000 -0.371763000 33 H 7.408241000 -0.544211000 -0.861519000 

10 C -0.173176000 3.742218000 0.369702000 34 N -0.599277000 0.203966000 0.530073000 

11 H -4.807741000 -0.919602000 -0.747106000 35 N -3.124986000 0.976200000 -0.372084000 

12 H -0.369193000 -2.499326000 0.738382000 36 N 0.080355000 2.414810000 0.556407000 

13 H -1.595842000 5.117960000 -0.219576000 37 N -1.448430000 4.123942000 -0.093065000 

14 C 0.728616000 -0.147429000 1.073684000 38 C -2.060267000 -4.523952000 0.407515000 

15 H 1.003532000 0.651266000 1.757357000 39 H -2.220536000 -5.082620000 -0.518283000 

16 H 0.636772000 -1.069002000 1.637163000 40 H -1.034257000 -4.688203000 0.732756000 

17 C 1.799711000 -0.273977000 -0.004721000 41 H -2.730134000 -4.956068000 1.155616000 

18 H 1.797949000 0.637756000 -0.605368000 42 C -4.729627000 -3.633753000 -0.484684000 

19 C 3.198085000 -0.389970000 0.635769000 43 H -4.439786000 -4.351686000 -1.256215000 

20 H 3.451907000 0.595289000 1.040747000 44 H -4.964867000 -4.210080000 0.413774000 

21 C 4.252691000 -0.813443000 -0.392848000 45 H -5.639699000 -3.133525000 -0.813191000 

22 H 4.185878000 -1.902669000 -0.497090000 46 O 0.654329000 4.620199000 0.581108000 

23 C 5.661195000 -0.455743000 0.043750000 47 O -3.584366000 3.718488000 -0.759455000 

24 H 5.751898000 0.631311000 0.136841000 
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Computed orbitals of RF involved in the electronic transition observed in experiments at 266 

nm; H and L stands for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) respectively; (b) theoretical absorption spectra (above) was computed using TD-

B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method on RF molecule. Computed band positions are depicted with a Gaussian 

line shape of fixed line width (2500 cm
-1

) and deconvoluted experimental absorption (below) of RF 

labeled with the 
max

. 

 We assign the lowest energy experimental band at 445 nm to the computed ππ* 

transition at 2.93 eV with oscillator strength 0.2042 (Table 4.3). Previously reported excitation 

energies for the lowest energy absorption band using various quantum chemical methods agree 

well with our results (see Table 4.3). Saalfrank et al. have found the excitation energy at 2.94 eV 

of oscillator strength 0.2091 for this transition by using the same basis set in gas phase with four 

explicit water molecules placed near the polar atoms.
22

 Climent et al. computed the CASPT2 

energy at 3.09 eV for isoalloxazine ring.
58

 The vertical SAC-CI energy calculated for the 

transition at 2.40 eV for LF molecule, which is a slightly lower than our results.
59

 The absorption 

band at 373 nm is assigned to the ππ* transition obtained at 3.51 eV of oscillator strength 0.2667. 

TDDFT calculation using the same basis set (B3LYP/TZVP) in the gas phase for this transition 

was found at 3.54 eV with oscillator strength 0.2687
22

. For LF and isoalloxazine ring using 

DFT/MRCI
60

 and SAC-CI
59

 also show similar results whereas CASPT2
58

 results show higher 

vertical excitation energy for the same transition.        
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Table 4.3 Vertical singlet excitation energies Evert in nm (in eV in parenthesis), oscillator strengths (f) 

and major orbital contribution for electronic transitions of oxidized RF molecule by TD-

B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method and comparison with published computed and experimental transition 

energies were given in the table. 

Computed Experimental 

State 

order 

 

Type 
Major orbital 

contribution (%)a 

ΔEvert
b 

in nm 

(eV) 

f 

Published 

Evert in eV 

 

ΔEexpt
i 

(λmax) 

in nm 

ɛi (M-1 

cm-1) 

     RF IAe LF RF 

S1 (ππ*) 

H→L (95%) 

H-1→L (5%) 

 

423.0 

(2.93) 
0.2042 

3.04(0.1749)/ 

2.94(0.2091)c, 

3.04d 

3.09 

(0.239) 

2.40f, 2.94g, 

2.91(0.23)h,  
449 12100 

S2 (nπ*) 
H-4→L (32%) 

H-2→L (39%) 

365.4 

(3.39) 
0.0109      

S3 (ππ*) 
H-1→L (84%) 

 

352.9 

(3.51) 
0.2667 

3.76(0.1620)/ 

3.54(0.2687)c 

4.28 

(0.158) 

3.54f, 3.84g, 

3.50(0.28)h,  
374 10300 

S9 (ππ*) 

H-8→L (62%) 

H-6→L (19%)* 

(Ribityl chain)* 

274.2 

(4.52) 
0.0289      

S10 (ππ*) 
H-6→L (75%)* 

(Ribityl chain)* 

269.7 

(4.59) 
0.0051      

S11 (nπ*) H-11→L (83%) 
261.5 

(4.74) 
0.0681      

S12 (ππ*) 
H→L+1 (72%) 

H-7→L (11%) 

258.6 

(4.79) 
0.6925  

4.69 (0.104), 

5.00 (0.337), 

5.37 

(0.641) 

4.56
f
, 4.95

f
, 

4.77
g
, 4.91

g
 

4.79(0.79)
h
,  

 

268 31600 

S13 (ππ*) 
H-10→L (76%) 

H-1→L (15%) 

245.8 

(5.04) 
0.0436      

S14 (ππ*) 

H→L+2 (41%) 

H-1→L+1 (34%) 

H-10→L (20%) 

243.2 

(5.10) 
0.0519      

 

aPercentages are calculated as 100x twice the squares of the coefficients in the CI expansion of TDDFT 

wave functions. H and L stands for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) respectively. *Elctronic distributions involve within Ribityl chains. bIn this 

work; cVertical excitation energy of RF molecule calculated using TDB3LYP/TZVP method in gas 

phase/in addition with four explicit water molecules, oscillator strengths in parentheses, see ref. 22; 
dTDB3LYP/TZVP method with PCM model taking the dielectric constant of ε=46.68 for DMSO, see ref. 

25; eCASPT2 method with 6-31G(d) basis functions on isoalloxazine structure (IA), oscillator strengths in 

parentheses, see ref. 58; fSAC-CI method with D95V(d) basis functions and solvation effect included 

through PCM model along with five explicit water molecules see ref. 59; gDFT/MRCI(TZVP) in gas 

phase, see ref. 60; hTD-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method in PCM model to account for the solvent effect, see 

ref. 57; iAbsorption maxima (λmax) and molar extinction coefficients (ε) are taken from ref. 50. 

Our TDDFT calculations determined four ππ* transitions of considerable oscillator 

strengths at 4.52 (f = 0.0289), 4.79 (f = 0.6925), 5.04 (f = 0.0436) and 5.10 eV (f = 0.0519) 

within the energy regime of 4.5 to 5.1 eV (Table 4.3). The third experimentally observed band at 

around 266 nm can be assigned to the ππ* transition computed at 4.79 eV, because this is the 
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most intense transition with an oscillator strength of 0.6925 relative to the other weak transitions. 

The molecular orbitals (MO) involved (see Fig. 4.5(a)) in this transition clearly assign it as a ππ* 

transition. The largest contribution (72%) for the above transition is a one electron transition 

from H to L+1 orbital. However, we have discussed earlier for LF that this absorption band is 

composed by more than one ππ* electronic transitions, predicted by several experimental 

measurements and theoretical computations. For example, Circular dichroism spectra
63

 and 

theoretical computations using PPP/CI
64

, DFT/MRCI
60

 and SAC-CI
59

 methods suggested that 

two ππ* electronic transitions exist within this absorption band, whereas TDDFT
57

 and 

CASPT2
58

 computed results show that three electronic transitions can contribute to this 

absorption band (see Table 4.3). So, the other weak electronic transitions obtained from our 

calculation also contribute to the absorption band centered at 266 nm. 

4.3.2 UVRR Spectra and Experimental Raman Excitation Profile 

The UVRR spectra of RF and FMN obtained with 262.9 nm laser excitation are shown in Fig. 

4.6.  Both the molecules show very similar UVRR enhancement patterns having twenty UVRR 

bands (608, 685, 741, 787, 831, 1065, 1161, 1183, 1226, 1255, 1300, 1354, 1385, 1439, 1465, 

1505, 1550, 1583, 1632 and 1715 cm
-1

) in the 600 to 1750 cm
-1

 spectral region. These band 

positions are in good agreement with reported 266 nm excited UVRR spectra of FMN
39

 within 

the experimental error. The UVRR spectra of RF and FMN in the range from 1000 to 1300 

cm
-1

 are very different from that of LF obtained at a laser excitation wavelength of 262 nm. 

This may be due to the substitution of methyl (–CH3) group at the N10 position of LF by a 

ribityl chain (present in RF and FMN) which can form hydrogen bonds with the isoalloxazine 

ring atoms.
8
  

 The variation in resonance Raman band intensities of RF as a function of excitation 

wavelengths is shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 The intensities of RR bands in all spectra are 

normalized to the intensity of sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

 that was used as an internal intensity 

standard. No substantial change in the band positions are observed across the excitation 

wavelength values. We observed that the relative intensity of the bands at 1550, 1583 and 1632 

cm
-1

 bands change from 259.9 nm to 280.07 nm excitation. The intensity of 1550 and 1632 cm
-1

 

bands are drastically decreased on moving towards longer excitation wavelengths. The intensity 

of 1583 cm
-1 

band increases from 259.9 to 272.9 nm excitation and then slightly decreases upto 
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280.07 nm excitation. The Raman band at 1550 cm
-1

 almost disappeared at 280.07 nm excitation. 

This kind of feature for intensity changes of those bands with increasing the excitation 

wavelengths was seen in the UVRR spectra of LF following excitations within the absorption 

band at around 264 nm. It is supposed that these three bands at 1550, 1583 and 1631 cm
-1

 may be 

enhanced by more than one electronic transition. 

 

Fig. 4.6 UVRR spectra of (a) RF and (b) FMN of 100 and 300 µM concentrations respectively obtained at 

262.9 nm excitation in phosphate buffer at pH7. 980 cm
-1

 is the internal standard sulfate band which is 

added to the aqueous sample. 

 

  The Raman bands at 1354 and 1383 cm
-1

 show similar intensity change like the 

bands at 1355 and 1374 cm
-1

 in the UVRR spectra of LF with increasing excitation 

wavelengths. The relative intensity ratio of those bands becomes reverse by going towards 

higher excitation wavelengths. A new band appears at 1281 cm
-1

 with 270.43 nm and other 

higher excitation wavelengths. The Raman band at 1281 cm
-1

 for flavins was previously reported 

with UV and Visible excitations.
20,39,65,66

 So, this band is resonance enhanced by low energy 

electronic transitions centered around 280 nm within the examining absorption band. 
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Fig. 4.7 UVRR spectra of 100 µM RF in pH7 sodium phosphate buffer obtained at 6 different excitation 

wavelengths. Internal standard sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

 is marked by an asterisk (*). Variation in the 

UVRR band intensity with changing excitation wavelengths can be seen. All spectra are normalized with 

respect to the internal standard band at 980 cm
-1

. 

 

 Normal mode assignments of the observed UVRR bands of RF and the potential 

energy distributions (PED) of UVRR bands obtained using VEDA software have been shown in 

Table 4.4. A. Weigel et al.
20

 have done the assignment of RR bands of RF and FAD using the 

same B3LYP/TZVP/PCM model with the addition of four water molecules around the 

electronegative atoms. Our assignments of UVRR bands of RF are consistent with their 

assignment and also with other calculations.
8,10,25,65

  The vibrations which have less than 10% 

contribution have not been included in the assignment table. Hence, the assignments for the 

UVRR bands positioned at 1437, 1381 and 829 cm
-1

 are not given in the PED table. The proper 

theoretical frequency for the 1227 cm
-1

 band has not been found in our calculation and both the 

bands at 1253 cm
-1

 and 1227 cm
-1

 were assigned with the same theoretical frequency.
20

 The 

experimental Raman cross sections of each band were estimated using Eq. 2.30. Full table of 

assignments is given in Appendix I. 
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Fig. 4.8 UVRR spectra of 300 µM FMN in pH7 sodium phosphate buffer obtained at 6 different 

excitation wavelengths. Internal standard sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

 is marked by an asterisk. Variation in 

the UVRR band intensity with changing excitation wavelengths can be seen. All spectra are normalized 

with respect to the internal standard band at 980 cm
-1

. 

4.3.3 Simulation of Absorption and Experimental REPs 

Experimental and simulated REPs and absorption band of RF centered at 266 nm are shown in 

Fig 4.9, and Fig 4.10. These plots for FMN are depicted in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12. A good 

agreement between the experimental and simulated REP’s and absorption cross sections is 

observed for both the molecules. The parameters corresponding to the best fit are listed in Table 

4.5 (for RF) and Table 4.6 (for FMN). Table 4.4 shows the dimensionless displacements, Δ, and 

the internal reorganization energies for each UVRR bands. We have observed that most of the 

bands show their REP maximum between 266 and 268 nm. 
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Table 4.4. UVRR band assignments of RF using B3LYP/TZVP level of theory with PCM as solvent 

model, PED, dimensionless displacements and mode specific internal reorganization energies of 19 

UVRR modes. 

 

astr, be and tors are for stretching, bending and torsional vibrations respectively. *1227 and 1253 cm-1 

modes were assigned with the same theoretical frequency. aPEDs are computed using the VEDA 4.0 

program; the vibrations which have less than 10% contribution have not been included in the assignment 

table. 

Table 4.5 Parameters used in self-consistent fit of REP and absorption spectra for RF 

 
E0 

(cm-1) 

Λ 

(cm-1) 
  

(fs) 

θ 

(cm-1) 

M 

(Å) 
     

(cm-1) 

   

(cm-1) 

λ 

(cm-1) 

Best Fit 37500 200 26.5 880 1.14 594 1110 1704 

Set 1 37615 240 21.1 970 1.14 481 1000 1481 

Set 2 37450 140 37.9 760 1.14 691 1180 1871 

 

Experimental 

wavenumber 

(cm˗1) 

Computed 

wavenumber 

(cm˗1) 

PED (%)a 

Δ 

(Dimensionless) 

 

Mode specific internal 

reorganization energy 

   (cm˗1) 

RF FMN RF FMN 

608 594 be Ribityl chain(10) 0.26 0.24 20 17 

644 643 - 0.12 0.1 4 3 

685 682 be C4˗O (19) + be C2˗O (27) + be N5˗C5a˗C9a (12) 0.23 0.21 18 15 

741 748 
str C9a˗C5a(11) ˗ be C8˗C9˗C9a(10) ˗ be 

C5a˗C6˗C7(10) + be C9a˗C5a˗C6(15) 
0.24 0.22 20 18 

787 794 be N1˗C10a˗C4a (10) 0.26 0.24 27 23 

833 868 be N3˗C2˗N1  (13) 0.13 0.12 6 6 

1065 1095 
Ribityl chain def. 

 
0.22 0.21 26 24 

1160 1167 str C7˗CH3  (11) 0.28 0.25 44 36 

1182 1192 str N5˗C5a  (15) ˗ str N3˗C4  (14) 0.11 0.1 6 6 

1226 1232* str N1˗C2  (11) + str N3˗C4  (15) ˗ str N3˗C2  (12) 0.19 0.16 21 15 

1256 1232 str N1˗C2  (11) + str N3˗C4  (15) ˗ str N3˗C2  (12) 0.1 0.09 6 5 

1300 1320 tors Ribityl chain  (16) 0.15 0.13 15 11 

1353 1363 str N10˗C10a  (10) + be H˗C˗H (Ribityl chain)  (24) 0.19 0.17 24 19 

1381 1376 ˗ str C8˗C9  (18) + str N3˗C4  (12) 0.21 0.2 30 28 

1438 1457 ˗ 0.12 0.09 10 6 

1463 1491 be H-C-H (8-CH3)(46) 0.18 0.17 22 22 

1504 1520 - be C6-H(13) + be C9-H(24) 0.24 0.22 43 35 

1548 1555 ˗ str N5˗C4a  (17) + str N10˗C10a  (11) 0.21 0.19 34 28 

1584 1597 ˗ str N5˗C4a  (24) ˗ str C8˗C9  (15) + str C9a˗C5a  (19) 0.46 0.5 167 195 

1630 1663 str C6˗C7  (34) ˗ str C8˗C9  (15) 0.23 0.21 41 34 

1717 1736 str C4˗O  (67) 0.1 0.08 9 5 
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Table 4.6 Parameters used in self-consistent fit of REP and absorption spectra for FMN 

 

 The maximum of experimental REPs of the UVRR bands at 1437, 1463, 1505, 1549 

and 1631 cm
-1

 are blueshifted with respect to the absorption band maxima at 266 nm for both the 

flavins. It is attributed to the vibronic coupling of these UVRR modes with nearby higher energy 

electronic states which are not involved in resonance enhancement of UVRR bands. We have 

shown that there are two electronic transitions (one higher and one lower in energy) close to the 

electronic state centered around 266 nm (see Fig. 4.5(b)).  Resonance enhancements of most 

UVRR bands appear by tuning the excitation wavelength along this most intense deconvoluted 

band centered around 266 nm. The depolarization ratios of UVRR bands (Table 4.1) 

measured close to 0.33 are also indicative for resonance enhancement arising from a single 

electronic state excitation except the UVRR band at 787 cm
-1

 whose depolarization ratio 

obtained to be 0.59. So, the blueshifts of the REPs of above UVRR modes are due to the 

vibronic coupling of these modes with high energy electronic state which is at the left of the 

most intense one.  

 We also observe here like in LF that the REP of the band at 1583 cm
-1

 shows maxima 

at 272.9 nm excitation wavelength (Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.12). The redshift of the REP maxima of 

this band was previously explained that the Raman band is coupled with the low energy 

electronic states located right side to the electronic state at 266 nm. These type of shifts in 

experimental REP’s with respect to the absorption maxima are previously reported in 

Tryptophan
67

 and 6-chloroguanine
46

 molecules upon deep UV excitations. 

 We observed a good match between the simulated and experimental REP’s for 684, 

741 cm
-1

, 787 cm
-1

, 1065 cm
-1

, 1162 cm
-1

, 1353 cm
-1

, 1504 cm
-1 

and 1632 cm
-1

 bands. Our model 

of simulation of REPs applies for single excited state and omits the interference from nearby 

electronic states.  We have seen a deviation in simulated and experimental REPs at the high 

frequency regions for 1300 cm
-1 

and 1463 cm
-1

 bands and to some extent for the band at 1227 

cm
-1

 (for RF only). This is likely due to the coupling of these modes with high energy electronic 

 
E0 

(cm-1) 

Λ 

(cm-1) 
  

(fs) 

θ 

(cm-1) 

M 

(Å) 
     

(cm-1) 

   

(cm-1) 

λ 

(cm-1) 

Best Fit 37495 200 26.5 890 1.14 550 1080 1630 

Set 1 37590 245 21.7 960 1.14 453 990 1443 

Set 2 37450 140 37.9 770 1.14 657 1170 1827 
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states. We can see a complete disagreement between Experimental and simulated REPs at the 

high frequency region of REP’s at 1383 cm
-1 

and 1583 cm
-1

 bands for both RF and FMN (Fig. 

4.10 and Fig. 4.12). These two modes may be coupled with the high energy electronic state 

which is at the blue edge of the 266 nm centered electronic state. The simulated REP of the 

Raman band at 1549 cm
-1

 also shows a little deviation from the experimental Raman cross 

sections at low frequency region. This deviation indicates a possible coupling of the Raman band 

at 1549 cm
-1

 with the lower energy electronic state existing at the red edge of the resonant 

electronic state at 266 nm. 

 

Fig. 4.9. Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of RF for the 

transition at 266 nm. (a) Experimental (solid) and simulated absorption (dash) spectrum. (b-i) Raman 

excitation profiles of eight UVRR modes of RF at 10 different excitation wavelengths. The best fit (solid) 

was obtained by using the parameters of Table 4.5. Set 1 (dot) and Set 2 (dash dot) parameters are 

obtained by decreasing and increasing the best fit delta values by 10% respectively. 
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Fig. 4.10. Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles (j-u) of other 12 UVRR modes of RF 

obtained by using the same set of parameters as in Fig. 4.9. 

 The excited state structural distortions are governed by the dimensionless 

displacements; Δ. Δ’s obtained from best fit REPs are converted into geometrical changes in 

terms of changes in internal coordinates by using Eq. 2.25. Table 4.7 shows the internal 

coordinates enduring the major distortions in the bond lengths of RF molecule. Major changes 

in the bond lengths are found in all over the isoalloxazine ring system. We can consider the 

excited state structural changes for both RF and FMN are similar. The contraction in the 

bond length was observed in C6-C7 (-0.019), C5a-C6 (-0.086), N5-C5a (-0.073), C9-C9a (-

0.088), C9a-N10 (-0.073), C8-C9 (-0.071), C4a-C10a (-0.029), C10a-N1 (-0.082), C4-C4a (-

0.055), C10a-N10 (-0.06) and C4a-N5 (-0.052) bonds. There was an elongation in the C2-N3 

bond (0.063) following 266 nm excitations. Photoexcitation to the first singlet excited state using 
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ultrafast Infrared,
8,10

 Raman difference spectroscopy
68

 and TDDFT calculations
22,25

   was 

reported that the major changes happen in the loss of double bond character of C=N , C=C and 

C=O bonds. 

 

Fig 4.11 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of FMN for 

the transition at 266 nm. (a) Experimental (solid) and simulated absorption (dash) spectrum. (b-i) Raman 

excitation profiles of eight UVRR modes of FMN at 10 different excitation wavelengths. The best fit 

(solid) was obtained by using the parameters of Table 4.6. Set 1 (dash) and Set 2 (dot) parameters are 

obtained by decreasing and increasing the best fit delta values by 10% respectively. 
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Fig. 4.11 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles (j-r) of other nine UVRR modes of FMN 

obtained by using the same set of parameters as in Fig. 4.11. 

 Bastian Klaumu¨nzer et al
25

 have been shown the excited state structural changes in 

the first singlet excited state (S1) using (TD)-B3LYP/TZVP basis set. According to them, C4a-

N5 and C10a-N1 and C2=O bonds elongate which is opposite to our findings in UV excitations. 

This is due to the different orientations of transition dipole for the two different electronic 

transitions. The angle of the transition dipole moment for the two electronic states at 450 and 266 

nm are 75º and 120º respectively with respect to the short molecular axis.
69–71

  

 The internal coordinate changes determined for RF and LF following 

photoexcitation within the absorption band at around 266 nm are compared in Table 4.7. 

Although most of the similar isoalloxazine ring bonds show changes in bond lengths in the 

same directions for these two photoexcited molecules, we found that the changes for some 

of the bonds are in opposite directions. For example, the contraction was seen in the C7-C8, 

C9-C9a, C4-C4a, and C5a-C9a bonds for RF, whereas an elongation in those bond lengths was 
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observed for LF. The C4-N3 bond shows almost no change for photoexcited RF, but this bond 

shows a major contraction (-0.082) in case of LF. Therefore, we suggest that upon 

photoexcitation to the 266 nm ππ* excited state, different structural distortions occur for RF and 

FMN in comparison to LF. It can be explained from the UVRR spectra of LF and RF. We have 

seen that RF and LF show RR spectra with different enhancement patterns within the 

spectral region of 1000 to 1300 cm
-1

, reflecting to the differing molecular distortions at the 

Franck-Condon regions in the excited states of those two flavins.        

Table 4.7 Internal coordinate changes in RF and LF 

RF LF 

Internal 

Coordinates 

(bond length) 

Internal 

coordinates in 

ground state (Å) 

Internal coordinate 

change (Å) 

Internal coordinate 

change (Å) 

C6-C7 1.3742 -0.019 -0.04 

C7-C8 1.4265 -0.008 0.032 

C7-CH3 1.5042 -0.019 -0.037 

C5a-C6 1.4104 -0.086 -0.057 

C6-H6 1.0827 0.001 0.001 

C5a-C9a 1.4211 -0.003 0.024 

N5-C5a 1.3566 -0.073 -0.016 

C9-C9a 1.4013 -0.088 0.01 

C9a-N10 1.3873 -0.073 -0.127 

C8-C9 1.385 -0.071 -0.036 

C9-H9 1.0777 0.002 0.004 

C8-CH3 1.5024 -0.034 -0.009 

C4a-C10a 1.447 -0.029 0.003 

C10a-N10 1.3724 -0.06 -0.017 

C10a-N1 1.3151 -0.082 -0.013 

C4-C4a 1.4893 -0.055 0.018 

C4a-N5 1.2993 -0.052 -0.031 

C4-N3 1.3727 0 -0.082 

C4=O 1.2194 0 -0.008 

N1-C2 1.3642 -0.011 0.023 

C2-N3 1.4093 0.063 0.03 

C2=O 1.2249 -0.029 0.05 

N3-H3 1.0128 0.003 -0.004 
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 We have already discussed in the previous chapter that the mode specific 

reorganization energies are more accurate to determine the structural changes upon 

photoexcitation, because they do not depend on the sign of Δs. The total internal 

reorganization energies over all the modes is obtained to be 594 cm
-1

 and 550 cm
-1

 for RF 

and FMN respectively (Table 4.5 & 4.6). The Raman mode at 1584 cm
-1

 contributes 30% 

(36%) to the total reorganization energy obtained for RF (FMN). For LF, we also have 

observed that the major contribution arises from this band. So, we can suggest that major 

structural distortion happens along this mode for all of these three flavins following 

photoexcitation to the 266 nm excited state. The other modes which contributes significantly to 

the total reorganization energy are 741, 787, 1065, 1162, 1223, 1353, 1381, 1461, 1504, 1548 

and 1630 cm
-1

. Thus initial photochemistry of the photoexcited RF and FMN are expected to 

occur along these vibrational coordinates and maximum distortion can happen along the Raman 

mode at 1584 cm
-1

. 

 In condensed phase, solvent dynamics plays a crucial role to broaden the absorption 

and Raman line shapes through either homogeneous or inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms. 

We can separate the overall broadening into these two contributing components through self-

consistent simulation of absorption and REPs because these two types of broadening affect the 

absorption and Raman line shapes in distinct ways. The homogeneous broadening comes from 

ultrafast solute-solvent coupling which damps the RR scattering intensity. On another hand, 

inhomogeneous broadening results due to the existence of distinct micro-solvated structures of 

solutes. These solvated structures are static in nature in the time scale of Raman scattering 

process and lead to a Gaussian distribution of electronic transition energies. By using Brownian 

oscillator spectral density model of Mukamel and coworkers,
49,72

 our simulation yields two 

parameters τ, which is the dynamic solvent response timescale of 26.5 fs (for both RF and FMN) 

and    which is the solvent reorganization energy of 1110 cm
-1

 for RF and 1080 cm
-1

 for FMN. 

 The solvent reorganization energy of RF and FMN is comparable to the same obtained 

for several natural and substituted nucleobases.
40,42,45,73,74

 The solvent reorganization energy 

obtained for LF (1070 cm
-1

) is also within the same range as obtained here for RF and FMN. As 

Raman is a scattering phenomenon, happening within tens of femtoseconds after photoexcitation, 

the obtained solvent reorganization energy is solely due to the inertial response of water. So the 
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main contribution to the total reorganization energy (1704 cm
-1

 and 1630 cm
-1

 for RF and FMN 

respectively) from our simulation arises from the pure electronic dephasing between solute and 

surrounding solvent bath (water). The amplitude of the solvent response corresponds to the 

instantaneous change in the charge distribution of the solute following photoexcitation to an 

electronic excited state. Thus this quantity is expected to be a sole characteristic of the resonant 

excited state. Very similar solvent reorganization energy for RF and FMN reinforces the fact that 

their electronic structure is very much identical in the excited state studied.  

 The fastest component of the water solvation is associated with the instantaneous 

electronic rearrangement of solute molecules following photoexcitation. This ultrafast 

component of water dynamics was found to occur within 50 fs of photoexcitation by using 

numerous spectroscopic techniques
75–77

 as well as molecular dynamics simulations
78–81

 with 

different chromophores being used as probe molecules. The inertial solvent response time 

obtained in our simulation (26.5 fs) for RF and FMN is in the same order as obtained for 

LF (37.9 fs) and in earlier reports for 6-chloroguanine (~15 fs)
46

 and tryptophan (~8 fs).
67

  

We have used same solvent correlation time (26.5 fs) for both the molecules, as we have shown 

in earlier reports that our model is not very sensitive to the timescale of dynamic solvent 

response.
46,67

 

 The homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings required to be relatively large to 

accurately model the experimental absorption spectrum and REPs in our simulation. Our 

simulation yield almost same inhomogeneous broadening value (θ) for both RF (900 cm
-1

) 

and FMN (910 cm
-1

). The inhomogeneous broadening originates due to the different solvation 

structures of solute (RF and FMN) molecules which remain static on the resonance Raman 

timescale. The similar θ value indicates that although FMN might have in a distinct solvation 

shell around the anionic phosphate group which does not have any effect on the enhanced RR 

modes of the isoalloxazine ring.  The inhomogeneous linewidth contribution to the total solvent 

reorganization energy was reported to lie between 900-1300 cm
-1

 for several purines and 

pyrimidine Nucleobases.
40–43,45,73

 All of these nucleobases can form hydrogen bonds through 

their amino and carbonyl groups present outside the ring structure. These strong hydrogen 

bonding groups can thus assist the formation of several micro-solvated structures with 

surrounding water molecules leading to large inhomogeneous linewidths. RF also has carbonyl 
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group, nitrogen atoms which can form strong hydrogen bonds with the neighboring water 

molecules
22,82,83

 and hence support to the high value of θ. Although RF and FMN contain a 

ribityl chain substituent which also can form hydrogen bonds with the neighboring water 

molecules, we did not find a significant change in the value of θ determined for RF and  LF 

molecules (750 cm
-1

).   

4.4 Conclusion 

UVRR intensity analysis with time dependent wave packet theory can reveal the excited state 

structural dynamics of RF and FMN within 50 fs of photoexcitation to the UV region of 

absorption. We have observed that the excited state structural distortions following UV 

excitations are not similar to that of S0 to S1 transitions. The excited state distortions occur 

along all over the isoalloxazine ring modes through contraction in most of the bond lengths 

with an elongation along C2-N3 bond. We also observed that upon excitation to the 266 nm 

excited state, RF and LF show different molecular distortions. Partitioning of the total 

spectral breadth into homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening explored the contribution of 

the inertial response of water to the total reorganization energy and strong hydrogen bonding 

interactions of flavins with surrounding water molecules. The homogeneous and inhomogeneous 

linewidths obtained here for RF and FMN are similar. We have also measured an ultrafast 

inertial water response timescale at ~ 30 fs for both the molecules.  

 Determination of initial excited state parameters can be extended into FAD (which has 

a Ribityl chain with an adenosine 5’-monophsphate moiety). Therefore we may be able to extract 

the contribution of ribityl chain and adenine group to the excited state dynamics of isoalloxazine 

ring. Protein dynamics and hydration also play an important role during photoexcitation of the 

flavin chromophores in response to the biological processes. The excited state parameters 

obtained might change a little bit when flavin will be inside the protein core. So, flavin will be a 

good probe to study the dynamics and heterogeneity of proteins in UV excitations.   
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Chapter 5: Is the photophysics of Flavin and Adenine Rings of 

FAD Coupled? 

5.1 Introduction 

Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) is a photoactive chromophore found in all of the blue-light 

activated proteins of photolyase
1
 and cryptochrome

2
 family. Photolyases are enzymes which 

repair the pyrimidine dimers in damaged DNA, while cryptochromes regulate the circadian 

rhythms in plants and higher animals. Flavins can exist in three different redox states: oxidized, 

one-electron and two electron reduced states.
3
 These versatile redox active properties help them 

to participate in a variety of biological redox-processes in blue-light photoreceptors. For 

example, in DNA-photolyase, upon blue-light activation the fully reduced FAD molecule 

transfers an electron to the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) to break the bond between two 

pyrimidine Nucleobases.
1,4

 In cryptochromes, the photoexcitation of the semi reduced form of 

FAD triggers an intra or inter protein electron transfer to initiate a primary signaling state.
2,5

 

Another class of prominent blue light sensing FAD containing protein are blue light using FAD 

(BLUF) domain family.
6
 The BLUF proteins participate in light induced phototaxis and gene 

expression in bacteria.
7
 The decisive role of photoexcited FAD in these processes of light-gated 

proteins has instigated a considerable interest in elucidating the excited state properties and 

dynamics of FAD in solution. 

 Photophysics of FAD molecule in its oxidized and reduced forms in solution and inside 

the protein core has been extensively studied. Oxidized FAD (Fig 5.1. (a)) has four absorption 

bands similar to other flavin molecules (FMN, RF, LF) centered at around 212, 265, 375 and 450 

nm (Fig 5.1 (b)) which result due to ππ* electronic transitions.
8,9

 The excited state lifetime of 

first singlet excited state (S1 ) for FAD in solution measured are in picosecond (ps) timescale 

compare to the slower nanosecond (ns) lifetime for other flavins.
10–13

  This is because, in 

aqueous solution, the oxidized FAD can remain in two conformers: a closed conformer in which 

the adenine and isoalloxazine rings are stacked, and another one is the open conformer where 

those two moieties stay separated from each other.
14

 In solution at neutral pH range (4-8), the 

oxidized FAD molecule contains 80% of the closed conformer and 20% of the open 

conformer.
14,15

 The lifetime in S1  state was measured to be about 2.5 ns for the open conformer, 
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whereas the reported lifetime for the closed conformer lies between 1 and 20 ps.
10–13,16–18

 This 

fast excited state deactivation of the closed conformer has been attributed to an intramolecular 

photoinduced electron transfer from adenine to the excited isoalloxazine ring.
10,12

  Although 

some of the experimental studies
11,13,16–18

 proposed the evidence of electron transfer process but, 

the distinct spectroscopic signature for the intermediates (adenine cation and isoalloxazine anion) 

formed in this process has been lacking. 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 (a) Structure of FAD with the atom numbering of isoalloxazine ring and adenine 5'-

monophosphate (AMP). (b) Absorption spectra of 2.5 X 10-5 M FAD (black) and 4.4 X 10-5 M AMP 

(violet) in pH7 phosphate buffer with absorption maxima values in nm. 

Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopies, such as  femtosecond mid-IR and stimulated 

Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) has been employed to deduce structural changes in flavins 

following photoexcitation to S1 excited state in solution,
16,17,19,20

 and inside blue-light 

photoreceptors.
21,22

  The solvation dynamics in S1  excited state is detected as a dynamic Stokes 

shift of the emission band.
20

 Apart from the S1  excited state, no such studies have been done 

within the ultraviolet (UV) region of absorption where flavins have strong ππ* transitions. 

Copeland and Spiro
23

 reported the Resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy of FAD molecule with 

UV excitations at 266, 240, 218 and 200 nm. UVRR spectra of FAD contain contributions from 

both flavin and adenine moieties because both can absorb UV light. RR excitation within the 
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absorption band centered at 265 nm can selectively enhance the bands of FAD over the amino 

acid bands and thus make it as a useful probe to study the protein dynamics. 

The excess vibrational energy of a molecule in solution upon photoexcitation to the 

electronic excited state dissipates via the specific vibrational modes and through the 

intermolecular interaction with the surrounding solvent molecules. To understand the relaxation 

pathways of an electronically excited molecule, it is important to deduce this energy dissipation 

mechanism.The determination of instantaneous structural distortions in the Franck-Condon 

region upon photoexcitation is also very critical to know because these quantities affect the 

excited state photophysics in later timescales. RR spectroscopy is the only technique which can 

measure the vibrational mode-specific reorganization energies following photoexcitation to the 

electronic excited state. Here we have measured the short time excited state dynamics of 

oxidized FAD molecule within its 265 nm absorption band using RR spectroscopy. 

Vibrational frequencies of FAD are sensitive to the changes of hydrogen bonding, π-π 

stacking and ionic interactions with the neighboring amino acids and ligands in proteins. In 

addition to the Raman band positions, RR intensities contain information about dynamics of the 

resonant excited state. When Raman excitation is in resonance with an electronic excited state, 

the observed Raman band intensity is proportional to the square of structural distortions in the 

resonant excited state along that vibrational normal coordinate. So, greater the structural 

distortions in the excited state with respect to the ground state along the vibrational coordinate 

means higher the RR intensity of that vibrational mode. The structural distortions in the excited 

state determined along each vibrational coordinate are defined as dimensionless displacements 

(Δ). These Δ’s are proportional to the slope at the potential energy surface (PES) of the excited 

state along the vibrational coordinate. Moreover, the line shape analysis of the Raman excitation 

profile (REP), i.e., the excitation wavelength dependence of RR cross sections can reveal the 

response of the effect of solvent environments through line broadening. Through measurement 

and modeling of experimental REP, we can extract the parameters corresponding to the initial 

excited state structural dynamics of FAD molecule within tens of femtoseconds of excitation.    

Lee and Heller’s time dependent wave-packet propagation (TDWP) theory
24

 was used to 

simulate the experimental REPs and absorption spectrum of FAD. Through modeling of 

experimental REP, we have extracted the parameters describing the initial excited state structural 
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and solvation dynamics of FAD. Structural distortions upon photoexcitation to the excited state 

at 265 nm were obtained in terms of changes in internal coordinates of ground electronic state 

structure. Total internal reorganization energies along all RR active modes are partitioned in a 

mode-specific manner. We used Brownian oscillator model
25

 to account for fast solvent induced 

dephasing that originate from interaction of FAD with surrounding solvents. We have been bale 

to partition total line-width contribution to both REPs and absorption process in fast 

homogeneous, and static  inhomogeneous components. A detailed comparison of thus excited 

state parameters of FAD with those obtained for FMN and AMP brings out the nature of 

electronic coupling between the ring.  

5.2. Experimental and Computational Methods  

5.2.1 Sample Preparation 

FAD was purchased from Sigma Chemicals Co. with greater than 95% HPLC purity and used as 

supplied. Sample solutions were prepared in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer of pH 7. The 

concentration of sample solution was determined using the extinction coefficient (ε) value of 

11500 M
-1

 cm
-1

 at 450 nm.
26

 300µL of 450 µM FAD sample solutions were used for UVRR 

experiments. In all the samples 250 mM sodium sulphate (Na2SO4) solutions were added as 

internal standard. UV/Vis absorption spectra were recorded using Perkin-Elmer (lambda 45) 

absorption spectrometer at pH 7 in phosphate buffer. 

5.2.2 UVRR Spectroscopy  

UVRR Spectra of FAD were recorded at 10 excitation wavelengths throughout the 265 nm 

absorption band of FAD. The detailed experimental set-up was described in chapter 2.  

5.2.3 UVRR Cross-section Determination 

The methods of UVRR cross section determination have been described in chapter 2. 

Depolarization ratios of the observed UVRR bands were measured using a similar experimental 

set-up as used for other flavins. Table 5.1 shows the depolarization ratios for intense Raman 

bands of FAD. For the weak Raman bands, it is difficult to determine the ratios due to the very 

low signal to noise ratio of perpendicular polarized spectrum and we have taken the value of 0.33 

for those bands. 
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Polarized and (b) depolarized spectra of 450 μM FAD in high (left) and low (right) frequency 

regions obtained at 260 nm excitation wavelength.  

Table 5.1. Depolarization ratios of UVRR bands of FAD 

Raman band 

(cm-1) 

Depolarization 

ratio 

609 0.32 

685 0.32 

742 0.32 

787 0.64 

1065 0.23 

1163 0.27 

1182 0.37 

1228 0.30 

1300 0.34 

1336 0.30 

1356 0.29 

1482 0.21 

1505 0.32 

1549 0.31 

1583 0.34 

1632 0.23 

 

5.2.4 Computational Method - Simulation of Experimental REP and Absorption 

Spectrum 

Self-consistent simulation of absorption and experimental REPs were done using Lee and 

Heller’s time-dependent wave-packet theory of RR cross sections
24,27

 which was described in 

method chapter in detail. 
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5.2.5 Quantum Chemical Computations 

All quantum chemical calculations were done using density functional theory on the 

B3LYP/TZVP level of theory using the program Gaussian 09 software. FAD molecule was 

optimized using B3LYP
28,29

exchange correlation functional along with TZVP
30

 basis set. 

Polarizable continuum model (PCM)
31

 was employed to simulate the bulk dielectric environment 

of water. For the assignment of experimental vibrational modes deuterium exchange calculation 

was also done. The isotopic shifts on deuterium exchange were calculated after replacement of 

the mass of protons associated with nitrogen (N) atoms by the mass of deuterium (D). Normal 

mode analysis was carried out on the theoretical frequencies and matched with the observed 

experimental frequencies in H2O and in D2O. No scaling factor was used for theoretical 

frequencies. TDDFT
32,33

 calculation was done using the same level of theory on the previously 

optimized structures. The absorption spectra were calculated from the vertical excitation energies 

at TD-B3LYP level of theory and by considering the fixed Gaussian band width of 2500 cm
-1

. 

Optimized structures, vibrational modes and molecular orbitals (MOs) are visualized using the 

software Chemcraft v 1.6.   

 

Fig. 5.3 Optimized structure of FAD applying B3LYP/TZVP//PCM level of theory. Extensive hydrogen 

bonding can be seen between the phosphate groups and sugar moiety. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Electronic Structure 

The experimental absorption spectrum of FAD shows four absorption bands at around 212, 265, 

375 and 450 nm (Fig 5.1 (b)). The absorption band centered at 265 nm is the most intense one 

among the four bands. FAD contains adenine moiety which strongly absorbs 260 nm. Thus, the 

electronic transition of FAD at 265 nm arises from combination of both flavin and adenine. We 

have applied TD-B3LYP method in conjunction with TZVP basis set and PCM solvent model to 

determine the vertical transition energies for the electronic transitions involved in both visible 

and UV regions of FAD absorption spectrum. Table 5.2 describes the computed vertical 

transition energies, oscillator strengths and MOs involved in those transitions together with other 

reported theoretical and experimental results. 

 

Fig. 5.4 (a) Computed orbitals of FAD involved in the electronic transition following excitation within the 

265 nm absorption band of FAD, H and L stands for HOMO and LUMO respectively; (b) deconvoluted 

experimental absorption spectrum (above) of FAD  and theoretical absorption spectra (below) was 

computed using TD-B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method on FAD molecule. Computed band positions are 

depicted with a Gaussian line shape of fixed line width (2500 cm
-1

) and  

 The experimental absorption bands at 450 and 375 nm are assigned to the ππ* transitions 

computed at 2.90 and 3.54 eV respectively. The oscillator strengths calculated for those 

electronic transitions are 0.2273 and 0.2228. The calculated vertical transition energies for these  
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Table5.2 Vertical singlet excitation energies Evert in nm (in eV in parenthesis), oscillator 

strengths (f) and major orbital contribution for electronic transitions of oxidized FAD molecule 

by TD-B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method and comparison with published computed and experimental 

transition energies are given in the table. 

 

Computed Experimentall 

Computed 

state order 

 

Type 
Major orbital 

contribution (%)c 

ΔEvert in 

nm (eV)d 
f Published ΔEvert in (eV) 

λmax 

(nm) 

ɛ (M-1 

cm-1) 

FAD RFe LF Adenine FAD 

S1 (ππ*) H-1→L (95%) 
427.1 

(2.90) 
0.2273 

3.04 

(0.1749)/ 

2.94 

(0.2091) 

2.40f, 

2.94g, 2.91h 
 450 11500 

S3 (nπ*) 
H-10→L (56%) 

H-13→L (13%) 

368.2 

(3.37) 
0.0131      

S4 
(ππ*) 

 
H-2→L (86%) 

359 

(3.45) 
0.0115      

S5 
(ππ*) 

 

H-5→L (+43%) 

H-4→ L (40%) 

350.3   

(3.54) 
0.2228 

3.76 

(0.1620)/ 

3.54 

(0.2687) 

3.54f, 

3.84g, 3.50h 
 375 9300 

S19 (ππ*) 
H-21→ L (+36%)  

H-22→ L (+34%) 

274.6   

(4.52) 
0.0250      

S20 (ππ*) H-16→ L (+82%) 
272.2 

(4.55) 
0.0001      

S21 (ππ*)a H-17→ L (+56%) 
267.4 

(4.64) 
0.0138      

S22 (ππ*)a 
H-17→ L (+39%)  

H-19→ L (28%) 

265.8 

(4.66) 
0.0153      

S23 (nπ*) 
H-19→ L (+48%)  

H-28→ L (+24%) 

264.2 

(4.69) 
0.0280      

S24 (nπ*)b H-20→ L (+97%) 
260.2 

(4.77) 
0.0015      

S25 (ππ*)b H→ L+1 (+99%) 
259.8 

(4.77) 
0.0062      

S26 (ππ*) H-1→L+1(+73%) 
259.1 

(4.79) 
0.6618  

4.56
f
, 4.95

f
, 

4.77
g
, 4.91

g
 

4.79
h
 

 

   

S27 (ππ*) 
H-21→L (+52%)  

H-22→L (42%) 

256.8 

(4.83) 
0.0008      

S28 (ππ*)
b
 H→L+2(+84%) 

251.0 

(4.94) 
0.3065   

5.18
i
, 

5.20
j
, 

4.88
k
 

  

S29 (ππ*)a H-24→L (+89%) 
250.5 

(4.95) 
0.0015      

S30 (ππ*)a H-25→L (+86%) 
247.6 

(5.01) 
0.0031      

S31 (ππ*) 

H-1→L+3 (+48%) 

H-5→L+1 (+24%) 

H-4→L+1 (20%) 

244.0 

(5.08) 
0.0604      

 

Electronic transitions involved within the aribityl chain, badenine moiety and rest are between 

isoalloxazine ring.   cPercentages are calculated as 100x twice the squares of the coefficients in the CI 

expansion of TDDFT wave functions. H and L stands for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 
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and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) respectively. dVertical excitation energy in this work. e 

TDB3LYP/TZVP method in gas phase/in addition with four explicit water molecules, oscillator strengths 

in parentheses, see ref. 20. fSAC-CI(D95V(d)) method with PCM model along with five explicit water 

molecules see ref. 35. gDFT/MRCI(TZVP), see ref. 36. hTD-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//PCM, see ref. 38. 
iTD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)//PCM, see ref 39. jCASPT2, see ref 47. kTD-B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) see 

ref. 40, i lAbsorption maxima (λmax) and molar extinction coefficients (ε) are taken from ref. 26. 

transitions are close to that calculated for RF and LF in our calculations (shown in previous 

chapters) and also with the reported transition energies (see Table 5.2).
9,34–37

 

We find two adjacent strong electronic transitions at 4.79 and 4.94 eV with oscillator 

strengths of 0.6618 and 0.3065 respectively. MO representations in Fig. 5.4.(a) show that the 

orbitals involved in these transitions are π orbitals in nature.  The lower energy transition 

between them is dominated by a ππ* transition between H-1 to L+1. Fig. 5.4.(a) indicates that 

these two MOs are localized in isoalloxazine ring of FAD and so the electronic transition 

happens within isoalloxazine ring. On the other hand, the ππ* transition at 4.94 eV is dominated 

by a transition from H to L+2 (84%). The electronic transition from H to L+2 is shown to 

involve within the adenine moiety. The excitation energy computed for this transition of adenine 

are close to the that computed using TDDFT
38,39

 and CASPT2
40

 methods for N9-H tautomer.  

The experimentally observed absorption band at 265 nm of FAD is composed with the two 

above ππ* transitions. Along with these two strong transitions, we also find other weak ππ* 

transitions within the range of the experimental band at 265 nm as observed in TDDFT 

calculations of LF and RF.
9,35,41

 

5.3.2 UVRR Spectra of FAD and Adenine  

The absorption spectra of FAD and adenine (Fig. 5.1 (b)) suggest that flavin and adenine both 

absorb at UV-excitations. Therefore, the Raman bands of flavin and adenine both get enhanced 

by excitation within the 265 nm absorption band of FAD. UVRR spectra of FAD, FMN and 

adenosine 5’-monophosphate (AMP) obtained at an excitation wavelength of 263 nm are shown 

in Fig. 5.5. The UVRR band positions of FAD and AMP are in good agreement within the 

experimental error with the reported spectrum of both the compounds at 266 nm excitation.
23,42

 

Copeland and Spiro
23

 reported that adenine contributions are dominant at 266 nm excitation 

wavelength. They have marked the UVRR bands of FAD by F (flavin) or A (adenine) or F+A 

according to the enhancements originating from purely flavin or adenine or a combination of 
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both. As we can see in Fig. 5.5 that Raman bands of FAD at 1251, 1304, 1335, 1423 and 1482 

cm
-1

 arise due to the enhancement of adenine Raman modes. Flavin and adenine both contribute 

to the Raman bands at 1377, 1505 and 1582 cm
-1

. 

 

Fig. 5.5 UVRR spectra of (a) FAD (concentration - 450 μM), (b) FMN (concentration - 300 μM) and (c) 

AMP (concentration - 250 μM) obtained at an excitation wavelength of 263 nm. All spectra are 

normalized with respect to the intensity of Raman band of sulfate at 980 cm-1 which was added as an 

internal standard. Each Raman band of FAD was marked as F (flavin), A (adenine) or F+A by comparing 

all three spectra and also from Ref. 31. 

 However, the cross sections of FAD RR bands that have contribution from both the 

adenine and isoalloxazine rings are not the sum of that of the bands from AMP and FMN. 

We have calculated the ratios of the cross sections, RRFAD / RR(FMN+AMP) for the combined 

bands, and the ratios, RRFAD / RRFMN for the pure flavin bands. Table 5.3 indicates that the 

ratios vary from 1.41 to 0.48, most being less than unity. This variation of cross section 

ratios is a clear evidence for the electronic interaction between flavin and adenine rings in 

FAD. Similar effect of Raman hyprochromism was observed for nucleobases in stacked duplex 
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structure.
43,44

 It was also found that the absorption band of FAD is not those summing the 

absorption bands of FMN and adenine.
45,46

 Stacking interaction between flavin and adenine rings 

was also proved through the excited state electron transfer from adenine to flavin ring which 

eventually quenches the FAD fluorescence.
10,14,47

 

Table 5.3. UVRR cross section ratios of FAD with respect to FMN plus AMP 

UVRR bands 

(cm-1) 

Excitation wavelengths 

263 nm                    266 nm 

683 (F) 0.61 0.67 

741 (F) 0.86 0.71 

787 (F) 0.78 0.59 

1062 (F) 0.84 0.67 

1162 (F) 0.96 0.65 

1228 (F) 0.91 0.63 

1307 (A) 0.91 0.99 

1335 (A) 0.62 0.57 

1353 (F) 1.06 1.03 

1376 (F+A) 0.56 0.48 

1422 (A) 0.86 1.19 

1438 (F) 0.84 0.66 

1462 (F) 0.73 0.76 

1482(A) 0.72 0.69 

1505 (F+A) 0.79 0.74 

1548 (F) 0.83 0.63 

1582 (F+A) 0.75 0.60 

1630 (F) 0.94 0.77 

1715 (F) 0.77 1.41 

 

 Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 show the UVRR spectra of FAD obtained at six different excitation 

wavelengths across the absorption band at 265 nm. Each spectrum was normalized against the 

intensity of internal standard sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

. We can observe the variation of Raman 
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band intensity by moving towards higher excitation wavelength.  The intensity changes of 

UVRR bands of FAD are similar to that seen previously in the UVRR spectra of RF and LF. The 

intensity of Raman bands at 1548 and 1632 cm
-1

 show maxima at 262.9 nm excitation and then 

the intensity of those bands decrease rapidly on moving towards higher excitation wavelengths. 

The intensity change of the band at 1582 cm
-1

 on moving towards higher excitation wavelength 

is similar to that band of RF and LF and it shows a maximum at an excitation wavelength of 

274.7 nm. The intensity change of the bands at 1377 and 1353 cm
-1

 resembles the intensity 

changes of the Raman bands at 1354 and 1385 cm
-1

 of RF. On going towards higher excitation 

wavelengths, the intensity ratio of the bands at 1377 and 1355 cm
-1

 becomes reverse. Similar to 

the UVRR spectra of RF here also we have found a new band at 1281 cm
-1

 at higher excitation 

wavelengths. 

 

Fig. 5.6  UVRR spectra of 450 µM FAD in pH7 sodium phosphate buffer obtained at 6 different 

excitation wavelengths at high frequency regions. Variation in the UVRR band intensity with changing 

excitation wavelengths can be seen. All spectra are normalized with respect to the internal standard band 

at 980 cm
-1

. 
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Fig. 5.7 UVRR spectra of 450 µM FAD in pH7 sodium phosphate buffer obtained at 6 different 

excitation wavelengths at low frequency regions. Internal standard sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

 is marked by 

an asterisk. All spectra are normalized with respect to the internal standard band at 980 cm
-1

. 

  

Normal mode assignments of the observed UVRR bands of FAD using 

B3LYP/TZVP/PCM method have been shown in Table 5.4. A. Weigel et al.
20

 have done the 

assignment of RR bands of FAD using the same method with the addition of four water 

molecules around the electronegative atoms. Our assignments of UVRR bands of FAD are 

consistent with their assignments and with other reported assignments
48,49

. The assignments of 

adenine Raman modes in UVRR spectra of FAD agree with the reported assignments of adenine 

nucleobase.
50–52

 It was already discussed that three Raman modes of FAD at 1582, 1505 and 

1377 cm
-1

 appear because of Franck-Condon active transitions from both adenine and flavin ring 

coordinates. We find two adjacent computed frequencies associated with adenine and flavin ring 

vibrations respectively for each of those three modes of FAD from our DFT calculation. Thus  
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Table 5.4 Experimental and computed wavenumbers of FAD calculated using B3LYP/TZVP//PCM level 

of theory, dimensionless displacements (Δ) and mode specific internal reorganization energies of 23 

UVRR modes. 

Experimental 

wavenumber 

(cm˗1) 

Computed 

wavenumber 

(cm˗1) 

Mode typea 
Δ 

 

 

Mode specific 

internal 

reorganization 

energy 

   (cm˗1) 

607 (F) 596 
be C9a-N10-C10a, be C2-N3-C4, be H-C-H (Ribityl 

chain) 
0.23 15 

683 (F) 684 be O4-C4-N3, be O2-C2-N1, be N5-C5a-C9a 0.18 11 

741 (F) 750 str C9a-C5a, be C8-C9-C9a, be C5a-C6-C7 0.2 15 

787 (F) 791 be C4a-N5-C5a, be N1-C10a-C4a, be N3-H 0.22 19 

831 (F) 866/840* be N3-C2-N1, be C4-C4a-C10a, be C6-H 0.13 7 

1062 (F) 1054 be H-C-H (Ribityl chain) 0.19 19 

1162 (F) 1166 
str C7-Me, str C8-Me, str. N1-C2, str. C4-C4a, str. N10-

C10a, be C6-H, str. N10-CI* 
0.24 32 

1181 (F) 1190 str N5-C5a, str N3-C4, be N3-H, be C6-H, be C9-H 0.12 9 

1228 (F) 1235 str N3-C4, str N3-C2, str N1-C2, be C6-H, be C9-H 0.16 15 

1251 (A) 1263 (A) 
be H8’-C8’-N7’, str C5’-N7’, be C4’-N9’-C8’, be H2’-

C2’-N1’, 6’-NH2 (wag) 
0.11 7 

1307 (A) 1329 (A) str N1’-C2’, str C2’-N3’, str C5’-N7’, be N3’-C2’-H2’ 0.2 26 

1335 (A) 1356 (A) str N1’-C2’, str C5’-N7’, be N7’-C8’-H8’, be N1’-C2’-H2’ 0.25 40 

1353 (F) 1362 (F) str. N10-C10a, Ribityl chain vibration 0.18 22 

1377 (F+A) 

1376 (F) 
str C8-C9, str N3-C4 

, str C-C(I, II, III), str C-N(II, III), be H-C-H (10-CH2) 
0.17 19 

1387 (A) str N1’-C6’, be H2’-C2’-N3’, str C4’-N9’, be C4’-N9’-C8’ 

1422 (A) 1436 (A) 
str N9’-C4’, str. N7’-C8’, be C5’-N7’-C8’, str C6’-N6’, be 

C4’-N9’-C8’, be H2’-C2’-N3’ 
0.09 6 

1438 (F) 1455 7, 8-Methyl def., be C4a-N5-C5a 0.08 5 

1462 (F) 1491 
str N1-C10a, str C5a-C6, 7,8-Methyl def., be H-C-H (10-

CH2) 
0.15 16 

1482(A) 1495 (A) 
str N1’-C6’, str C2’-N3’, be H2’-C2’-N3’, be 6’-NH2, be 

H8’-C8’-N9’ 
0.18 24 

1505 (F+A) 

1521 (F) 
str C7-C8, str C9-C9a, str N5-C5a, str N10-C10a, 7, 8-

Methyl def., be C6-H, be C9-H 
0.22 37 

1521 (A) 
str N7’-C8’, str C6-N10, be H8’-C8’-N7’ (A), be 6’-NH2, 

be C4’-N9’-C8’ 

1548 (F) 1553 (F) 
str N5-C4a, str N10-C10a, str C7-C8, str. C9-C9a, str C5a-

C9a, 7,8-Methyl def., be H-C-H (10-CH2) 
0.15 18 

1582 (F+A) 

1598 (F) 
str N5-C4a, str C8-C9, str C5a-C9a, be C9-H, 8-Methyl 

def. 
0.43 144 

1599 (A) 
str N3’-C4’, str C4’-C5’, str N1’-C6’, be 6’-NH2, be N9’-

C4’-C5’ 
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1630 (F) 1662 (F) 
str C6-C7, str. C8-C9, be C9a-N10-C10a, str N5-C4a, be 

C6-H, be C9-H 
0.18 27 

1715 (F) 1735 (F) str C4-O, str C2-O, be N3-H 0.07 5 

 

astr - stretching, be - bending, def – deformation. F, A and F+A represent flavin, adenine and combination 

normal modes respectively. 

both the computed frequencies can contribute to each of those combined Raman modes (Table 

5.4). 

5.3.3 Simulation of Absorption and Experimental REPs  

The cross sections of each Raman band of FAD were determined by experimental measurements 

described in chapter 2. Experimental and simulated REPs and the absorption band of FAD 

centered at 265 nm are shown in Fig 5.8, and Fig 5.9. Simulation of experimental REPs using 

time-dependent wave-packet theory was carried out by iterating a set of parameters until a good 

agreement between the simulated and experimental REPs was attained. The parameters 

corresponding to the final best fit are reported in Table 5.5. Table 5.4 shows the dimensionless 

displacements, Δ, and the internal reorganization energies for Raman bands of FAD.  

 We find that the maxima of most of the REPs are either blueshifted or redshifted (Fig 

5.8 and Fig 5.9) compared to the absorption band maximum at 265 nm. This kind of shift of 

maxima was observed in the REPs of RF and LF (see previous chapters) and it is attributed to the 

interference coming from weak ππ* electronic transitions present to both lower and higher 

energy sides of the strong central ππ* transition within the experimental absorption band at 

around 265 nm. The computed vertical transition energies for FAD also suggest the existence of 

those weak electronic transitions to the both sides of the strong electronic state centered at 

around 265 nm (Fig 5.4(b)). A decrease in UVRR cross sections is observed in the REPs of most 

of the Raman bands at 259.9 nm. It was mentioned earlier that two strong electronic states exist 

for adenine and flavin rings within the absorption band at 265 nm. The decrease in cross section 

at that particular excitation indicates that most of the observed bands are vibronically coupled to 

both of these electronic states. But as we don’t know how much of these two states are 

electronically coupled, we consider these two electronic states as a single electronic state from 

which the resonance enhancement of UVRR modes occurs. The depolarization ratios measured 

for most of the UVRR bands are close to 0.33, also indicating that the enhancement is coming 
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from a single electronic state despite the existence of two electronic states within the absorption 

band. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of FAD 

obtained following excitations within 265 nm absorption band. (a) Experimental (solid) and simulated 

absorption (dash) spectrum. (b-l) Raman excitation profiles of 11 UVRR modes of FAD at 10 different 

excitation wavelengths. The best fit (solid) was obtained by using the parameters of Table 5.5. Set 1 (dot) 

and Set 2 (dash dot) parameters are obtained by decreasing and increasing the best fit delta values by 10% 

respectively. 
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Fig. 5.9 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles (m-x) of other 12 UVRR modes of FAD 

obtained using the same parameters as in Table 5.5. 

 The REPs of the UVRR bands at 1162, 1227, 1300, 1423, 1482, 1505, 1549, 1631 cm
-

1 
show maxima at an excitation wavelength of 263 nm. We have seen similar shifts in the 

maxima of REPs for the Raman bands at 1437, 1463, 1505, 1549 and 1631 cm
-1

 for RF and 

FMN and this was attributed to the interference from nearby electronic states. The REPs of the 

Raman bands at 1377 and 1583 cm
-1

 exhibits maxima at 270.4 and 272.9 nm respectively. For all 

other three flavins (LF, RF and FMN), we have observed similar redshift in the maxima of REPs 

for these two bands and those are because of the strong vibronic coupling of these two modes 

with nearby lower energy electronic states.  

 The simulated and experimental REPs for 1377 and 1583 cm
-1

 bands do not agree at 

high frequency regions, observed previously for all of the flavins for these two bands. This is 
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likely due to the coupling of these modes with high energy electronic states. The deviation of 

simulated and experimental REPs of the Raman band at 1549 cm
-1

 at low frequency region was 

also observed for LF, RF and FMN for that band.  

Table 5.5 Parameters used in self-consistent fit of REP and absorption spectra for FAD 

 

E0 (cm-1) Λ (cm-1)   (fs) θ (cm-1) M (Å)      (cm-1)    (cm-1) λ (cm-1) 

Best Fit 37490 210 25.2 870 1.22 543 1370 1913 

Set 1 37600 245 21.7 955 1.22 438 1275 1713 

Set 2 37450 160 33.2 770 1.22 659 1480 2139 

 

5.3.4 Structural Dynamics upon Photoexcitation  

As we know that the intensity of a RR band is roughly proportional to the dimensionless 

displacements (Δ), the excited state structural changes upon photoexcitation to the Franck-

condon region can be explained from the best fitted Δs. The higher value of Δ along a vibrational 

coordinate suggests greater distortion along that coordinate.  The Δ values for each mode 

obtained from our simulation are depicted in Table 5.4. We find a maximum value of Δ (0.43) 

for the Raman mode at 1583 cm
-1

. Since 1583 cm
-1

 band is a combined band coming from the 

enhancement of both flavin and adenine ring modes, major structural distortion occur in both 

isoalloxazine and adenine ring coordinates. Theoretical assignment (Table 5.4) of this band 

suggests that the N5-C4a, C8-C9, C5a-C9a bonds and H-C-H bond angles in 8-methyl group of 

isoalloxazine ring as well as the N3-C4, C4-C5, N1-C6 bonds and N9-C4-C5 bond angles in 

adenine ring show most structural changes in the 265 nm excited state. Major changes were 

observed previously in the isoalloxazine ring along the N5a-C4a and C8-C9 bonds for RF and 

LF in the same excited state. For FAD unlike other flavin molecules, we are unable to convert 

the Δ into the internal coordinate changes because of the crowding of atoms for such a big 

molecule which produces complexity in theoretical calculations.  

 It was found for photoexcited RF and FMN that the structural distortions occur along 

all over the isoalloxazine ring stretching coordinates. The UVRR bands of FAD arising from 

enhancements of only isoalloxazine ring and also the combination bands at 607, 684, 741, 787, 
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1062, 1162, 1353, 1377, 1505, 1630 cm
-1

 show relatively high value of Δ and thus the initial 

excited state dynamics of FAD also dominate along these internal coordinates. Mode 

assignments of these bands indicate that the isoalloxazine ring bonds C6-C7, C8-C9, C7-C8, N1-

C2, C4-C4a, C5a-C9a, N1-C10a, N5-C4a, and N10-C10a will be more affected in the excited 

state. For RF and FMN, we observed higher Δ values for the same Raman modes. So we can 

conclude that initial excited state structural distortion lies along the similar coordinates for 

all three flavins. The high values of Δ obtained for the combined bands at 1377 and 1505 

cm
-1

 indicate that the distortion in adenine ring happens along the N1-C6, C4-N9, N7-C8, 

C6-N10 bonds and H8-C8-N7, C4-N9-C8, H2-C2-N3 bond angles. 

 Along with the flavin Raman modes, we also find high Δ values for the adenine bands 

at 1303 (0.17), 1335 (0.20) and 1482 cm
-1

 (0.16). WPD simulations for free AMP also determine 

the high Δ values for these Raman bands (Table 5.6), although these values are higher as 

compared to that obtained for FAD. It indicates a smaller distortion of adenine in FAD in 

comparison to the free AMP upon excitation to the 260 nm excited state. The higher value of Δ 

for the three bands indicates that largest structural changes in adenine ring (FAD) in the excited 

state happen along the stretching coordinates of N1-C2, C2-N3, C5-N7 and N7-C8 bonds. The 

bond angles localized to N7, C8, N3 and C2 atoms also show strong excited state distortions 

according to the assignments of those three adenine bands. Mondal and Puranik
38

 have 

determined the structural changes for 9-Methyladenine by using the best fitted Δs from Loppnow 

and coworkers
53

 following excitation to its La excited state at ~ 260 nm. They have reported that 

the expansion and contraction occur in the excited state along N1-C2, C2-N3, C5-C6, N3-C4, 

C5-N7, C8-N9, N9-C4 and N7-C8 bonds for 9-Methyladenine. So, some of our predicted excited 

state changes agree with their structural dynamics for the methyl substituted adenine at N9 

position. 

  The distortions in the excited state along vibrational modes can also be explained by 

determining mode specific internal reorganization energies.  The internal reorganization energies 

determined along each normal mode are shown in Table 5.4. Adding up these reorganization 

energies results total internal reorganization energy of 543 cm
-1

. The Raman mode at 1583 cm
-1

 

contributes 26% to the total reorganization energy obtained and supports the strong 

structural distortion along this mode. We have obtained the similar result for all other flavins 
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(LF, RF and FMN) along this vibrational mode in the same excited state.  The other vibrational 

modes with significant contributions to the total reorganization energy are at 787, 1065, 1162, 

1303, 1335, 1355, 1377, 1481, 1505 and 1631 cm
-1

. These UVRR modes contribute 44% to the 

total reorganization energy and thus provide the influence of these vibrational modes in the 

excited state dynamics of FAD. 

5.3.5 Linewidth Broadening  

Wave-packet dynamics simulation of REPs and absorption spectrum allows us to separate the 

total spectral linewidth into homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings. Homogeneous 

broadening appears because of dynamic fluctuation of transition energies due to solvent induced 

dephasing, whereas inhomogeneous broadening originates from the site effect of distinct micro-

solvated structures of solute in different local environments. Here, we have used Brownian 

oscillator model of Mukamel and coworkers
25

 to account for the solute-solvent bath interaction 

which considers the effect of change of solute dipole moment upon excitation on the solvent 

coordinates. Our simulation determines homogeneous broadening component as solvent 

reorganization energy (λS) = 1370 cm
-1

 for FAD upon excitation to the 266 nm excited state. The 

solvent reorganization energy obtained for FAD is little bit higher as compared to that 

obtained for RF and FMN (1150 cm
-1

) in the same excited state. The higher value of solvent 

reorganization energy indicates an increase in coupling strength between the solute and 

surrounding solvent bath due to the larger dipole moment in the excited state as compared 

to that of RF and FMN. Addition of adenine moiety in flavin structure can alter the structure of 

first solvation shell surrounding the solute which in turn changes the magnitude of inertial 

solvent response of water for FAD. Addition of exocyclic substitutions with a hydrophilic group 

can significantly alter the structure of first solvation shell, and interaction of solute with 

surrounding solvent. For example, a twofold increase in the solvent reorganization energy (2500 

cm
-1

) was obtained for GMP in Bb state due to the presence of exocyclic oxygen (O) and 

ribophosphate group.
54

 

 As Raman is a scattering phenomena which happens within tens of femtoseconds 

following photoexcitation, the dynamic component of solvation obtained here is due to the 

inertial response of water. We have determined previously a dynamic ultrafast response of water 

solvation ( ) in ~ 30 fs for LF, RF and FMN in the 266 nm excited state. For FAD also, an 
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ultrafast solvent relaxation time of 25.3 fs is determined from our simulation associated with 

solvent reorganization energy of 1370 cm
-1

. The obtained solvent relaxation timescale for FAD is 

in good agreement with the reported experimental
38,55–60

 and molecular dynamics simulation
56,61–

63
 results that detect an ultrafast component of water solvation originating from the inertial 

response of water following photoexcitation. However it was shown earlier
58,59

 that the simulated 

REPs are not very sensitive to a change in Λ (Λ = 1/2πc ) and we estimate a lower and higher 

value of   by increasing and decreasing the best fitted Δs by 10 %. 

 Apart from the static microsolvated structures of solute, other processes occurring at 

longer timescales than RR process, such as interconversion between the rotational isomers also 

included in inhomogeneous broadening component (θ) obtained from our simulation. For RF and 

FMN, a large value of inhomogeneous broadening linewidth (900 cm
-1

) was determined in the 

266 nm excited state. For FAD, we obtain a similar inhomogeneous broadening linewidth to be 

870 cm
-1

. Although FAD has an additional AMP group as compare to the FMN, the obtained 

value of inhomogeneous broadening suggests the existence of an almost same number of 

microsolvated structures for all three flavins. 

5.4 Caveats and Future Prospects 

The simulation of RR intensities using the time-dependent wave packet theory of Lee and 

Heller
24

 in combination with DFT calculations has some limitations. Our method of simulation is 

considered the resonant electronic state at around 265 nm as a single, non-degenerate state and 

the potential energy surface is harmonic. Although the depolarization ratios measured for each 

Raman band of FAD are close to 0.33, we have discussed that two strong interfering electronic 

states exist within  265 nm absorption band of FAD. So, it would be more appropriate to use a 

two state model for these two excited states as applied for La and Lb excited states of guanine 

nucleobase.
64

 However, it will be a much complicated process to use this two state model here 

because of the involvement of a large number of parameters in the simulation.  Nevertheless, 

these first measurements within the excited states at 265 nm of FAD, reveal the mode-specific 

influence of coupling between the elctronic states. Our data will be of importance for developing 

theoretical methods and accurate physical models for more reliable informations of electronic 

excited states within the absorption band at 265 nm of FAD.   
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5.5 Conclusion   

Self-consistent simulation of REP and absorption spectrum together with DFT computations 

reveal the sub-100 fs excited state structural dynamics of FAD upon excitation to the excited 

state centered at around 266 nm. Raman hypochroism was observed for FAD, indicating 

electronic interactions (stacking) between flavin and adenine rings. It was found that initial 

excited state dynamics is dominated by 607, 684, 741, 787, 1062, 1162, 1303, 1335, 1353, 

1377, 1482, 1505, 1583 and 1630 cm
-1

 UVRR bands. The higher Δ values obtained along 

these bands indicate that major structural distortion happens in both flavin and adenine 

rings in the excited state. Here, we found a little higher solvent reorganization energy for 

FAD as compared to RF and FMN, suggesting existence of a stronger dipole interaction 

with the surrounding water molecules in FAD compared to that of RF and FMN. Despite 

the structural difference between FAD and FMN, inhomogeneous broadening values obtained for 

both the molecules are almost same.  Similar to other three flavins, we also determined that 

the first solvation shell of FAD inertially responds with an ultrafast timescale of around ~ 

30 fs. The excited state parameters obtained for FAD will impact studies on flavin containing 

proteins that use FAD as a probe of protein dynamics. 
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Figure and Tables of Wave-packet Dynamics Simulations of AMP  
 

 

 

Fig. 5.10 UVRR spectra of 250 µM AMP in pH7 sodium phosphate buffer obtained at 5 different 

excitation wavelengths. Internal standard sulfate band at 980 cm
-1

 is marked by an asterisk. Variation in 

the UVRR band intensity with changing excitation wavelengths can be seen. All spectra are normalized 

with respect to the internal standard band at 980 cm
-1

. 
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Fig. 5.11 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of AMP 

obtained following excitations within 260 nm absorption band. (a) Experimental (red) and simulated 

absorption (black) spectrum. (b-o) Raman excitation profiles of 14 UVRR modes of AMP at 10 different 

excitation wavelengths. The best fit (solid) was obtained by using the parameters of Table 5.6. Set 1 

(dash) and Set 2 (dash dot) parameters are obtained by decreasing and increasing the best fit delta values 

by 10% respectively. 
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Table 5.6. Experimental wavenumbers of AMP, dimensionless displacements (Δ) and mode specific 

internal reorganization energies of 14 UVRR modes 

Experimental 

frequency (cm-1) 
Δ 

Mode specific 

reorganization 

energy (cm-1) 

641 0.21 14 

727 0.2 14 

1010 0.12 7 

1173 0.14 11 

1220 0.08 4 

1251 0.15 14 

1308 0.25 42 

1337 0.49 161 

1373 0.18 21 

1424 0.16 19 

1484 0.36 95 

1509 0.21 33 

1583 0.21 34 

1605 0.17 22 

 

Table 5.7. Parameters used in self-consistent fit of REP and absorption spectra for AMP 

 

E0 (cm-1) Λ (cm-1)   (fs) θ (cm-1) M (Å) 

     

(cm-1) 

   

(cm-1) 

λ 

(cm-1) 

Best Fit 
37830 150 35.4 930 0.85 553 1050 1603 

Set 1 
37890 190 27.9 1040 0.85 361 970 1331 

Set 2 
37800 120 44.2 800 0.85 787 1100 1887 
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Chapter 6: Initial Excited State Dynamics of Lumichrome (LC) 

upon Ultraviolet Excitation 
 

6.1 Introduction 

Lumichrome (LC, 7,8-dimethylalloxazine, Fig. 6.1(a)), a prominent member of alloxazine 

family, is the product formed by photodecomposition of biologically relevant isoalloxazine 

molecules, specially flavins (LC, RF, FMN and FAD).
1–3

 Although alloxazines and 

isoalloxazines are structurally very closely related compounds, they exhibit a distinctly altered 

photophysical and photochemical properties. Notably, flavins have higher fluorescence intensity 

and longer excited state lifetime compare to the alloxazine molecules due to their slower 

radiationless relaxation in the excited state.
4
 The photophysics of LC and other substituted 

alloxazines have drawn much attention recently because of their essential roles in several 

biological systems.
5–9

 the photosensitizing ability of LC to generate singlet oxygen through 

biochemical activity triggers the oxidation of various biological system like enzymes, proteins 

and nucleic acis.
10,11

 It has been reported that LC may be used to inhibit flavin reductase in living 

Escherichia coli cells, the riboflavin uptake by human-derived liver cells Hep G2, colonic 

epithelial NCM460 cells and Caco-2 human intestinal epithelial cells.
5,7

 LC is also known to be 

used in the photodegradation of polyamidehydroxyurethane polymers in aqueous solution,
11

 

polymerization of 2-hydroxyehtyl methacrylate
12,13

 and as an optical transistor device
14

. 

Photophysical properties of isoalloxazine molecules in their first singlet excited states are 

well characterized
15–21

 whereas the photophysics of LC and other alloxazine molecules are fairly 

understood. The experimental absorption spectrum of LC in aqueous solution is shown in Fig 

6.1(b). The longest wavelength absorption band having a maximum at 353 nm along with a 

shoulder at 385 nm are assigned to two independent optically bright ππ* transitions which are 

associated with two closely spaced optically dark nπ* transitions.
4,22–24

 Experimentally, the 

overlap of each pair shows up as a broad band in solution. An internal conversion (IC) is 

expected between the first optically dark 
1
nπ* state and optically bright 

1
ππ* state, which may 

root a substantial radiationless decay of the 
1
ππ* population to the ground state and results in the 

quenching of fluorescence.
22–24
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Structure of LC with conventional atom numbering. (b) Experimental absorption spectrum of 

4.8 X 10-5 M LC in pH7 phosphate buffer labeled with the λmax values. 

The excited state proton transfer process from N1 atom to N10 atom of LC and other 

alloxazine molecules to form an isoalloxazine type structure are extensively studied using 

experimental and theoretical methods.
4,25–33

 This phototautomerization process in the excited 

state was shown to be promoted by intermolecular hydrogen bonding with acetic acid and 

pyridine derivatives.
4,25–27,31,32

 No phototautomerization was observed in neutral aqueous 

solution.
34–36

 It was also reported that solvent hydrogen bonding plays a significant role in the 

photophysics of LC.
4,33

 In polar protic solvents, the absorption and emission band maxima of LC 

were found to undergo redshifts and fluorescence quantum yield increases, if compared to polar 

aprotic solvents.
4
 

 Though these studies in the lower energy excited states are exceedingly valuable, it is 

important to know the excited state properties within the Ultraviolet (UV) region of spectrum to 

understand the overall photophysics of LC. LC has strong absorption bands in the UV regions 

with maxima at about 260 and 220 nm (Fig 6.1 (b)). Similar to other flavin molecules, LC 

absorbs light more efficiently in the UV regions rather than the near-UV regions because of 

higher absorption cross sections in former regions. Till date, no study is being carried out on the 

dynamics of LC molecule upon photoexcitation to an excited state in UV-region of absorption.  

Herein as a series of studies on flavin molecules we have investigated the initial excited state 

structural dynamics of LC molecule within its 260 nm absorption band. 
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 Resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy is the only experimental technique which can 

probe the vibrational mode-specific instantaneous structural dynamics upon photoexcitation to an 

electronic excited state. Raman frequencies contain information of electronic ground state of a 

molecule. Additionally, when Raman excitation wavelength is in resonance with an electronic 

excited state, i.e. RR spectroscopy, Raman intensities encode information of the resonant excited 

state. Intensity of a RR band is proportional to the slope at the excited state potential energy 

surface along that vibrational normal coordinate.  So, RR intensity is also proportional to the 

structural distortion happens in the electronic excited state with respect to the ground state 

structure and thus RR intensity analysis extracts the conformational distortion along each normal 

coordinates within tens of femtoseconds of photoexcitation. In solution, the line shape of the 

Raman excitation profile (REP), i.e. excitation wavelength dependence of intensities of RR 

vibrational bands, are also influenced by the solvation dynamics on the ultrafast timescale. 

Through comprehensive measurement and modeling of REPs, it is possible to extract the excited 

state parameters related to instantaneous structural distortions following photoexcitation. 

 We have applied Lee and Heller’s time dependent wave-packet propagation theory
37

 to 

simulate the experimental REPs and absorption spectrum of LC in a self-consistent manner. We 

determine the structural distortions in terms of changes in internal coordinates of the electronic 

ground state of LC following photoexcitation to the excited state at 260 nm. Total internal 

reorganization energies measured was distributed into each Raman active modes. Brownian 

oscillator model of Mukamel and coworkers
38

 was used to incorporate the effect of surrounding 

solvent molecules on the initial excited state dynamics. Total line-width of REPs can be 

partitioned into two broadening components: dynamic homogeneous and static inhomogeneous 

effects through simultaneous modeling of REPs of multiple modes and absorption spectrum. 

6.2 Experimental Methods  

6.2.1 Sample Preparation 

LC (≥99% HPLC pure) was purchased from Sigma Chemicals Co. and used as supplied. The 

sample concentration for Raman experiments was 350 μM. All samples were prepared in 50 mM 

phosphate buffer. Concentrations of LC sample solutions were determined 

spectrophotometrically from the published molar extinction coefficients.
25

 250 mM sodium 
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sulfate (Na2SO4) was used as an internal standard. UV/Vis absorption spectra were measured 

using Perkin-Elmer (lambda 45) absorption spectrometer at pH 7 in phosphate buffer. 

6.2.2 UVRR Spectroscopy  

UVRR Spectra of LC were obtained by using a tunable Ti: sapphire laser with Raman excitations 

between 257 to 275 nm and the experimental set-up has been described in experimental method 

section in chapter 2. The UVRR spectra of LC were recorded at nine excitation wavelengths of 

257.6, 259.1, 262, 264, 265.9, 269, 271.1, 272.7 and 274.8 nm. For Raman experiments, 400 μL 

sample solutions were illuminated by a laser excitation of power less than 500 µW. The average 

width of each Raman band was taken and it was decided by deconvoluting the UVVR spectra 

using Lorentzian fit in each excitation wavelengths independently.    

6.2.3 UVRR Cross-section Determination 

The method of UVRR cross section determination has been described in detail in method 

chapter. The depolarization ratios of Raman bands of LC are determined using the same 

experimental technique as described earlier. The depolarization ratio of all the Raman bands was 

obtained to be one-third (0.33) except for the band at 617 and 1580 cm
-1

 (Table 6.1). The 

depolarization ratios for low intense modes of LC are difficult to measure due to the weak signal 

to noise ratio of the depolarized spectrum. So, it was assumed that the depolarization ratios for 

these bands are also one third. 

 

Fig. 6.2 (a) Polarized and (b) depolarized spectra of 350 μM LC in high (right) and low (left) 

wavenumber region obtained at 260 nm excitation wavelength. The internal standard band is marked with 

an asterisk (*). 
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Table 6.1. Depolarization ratios of UVRR bands of LC obtained at 260 nm excitation 

Raman band (cm-1) Depolarization ratio 

608 0.30 

617 0.43 

661 0.27 

689 0.38 

738 0.36 

810 0.28 

836 0.34 

991 0.32 

1214 0.28 

1260 0.34 

1292 0.26 

1361 0.26 

1383 0.32 

1427 0.26 

1468 0.29 

1500 0.23 

1567 0.35 

1581 0.15 

1630 0.28 

 

6.2.4 Computational Method - Simulation of Experimental REP and Absorption 

Spectrum 

We have used time-dependent wave packet propagation theory to simulate the experimental REP 

and absorption spectrum in a self-consistent manner described in detail in chapter 2. Initial 

parameters for the simulation were obtained in the similar way as that obtained for previous 

studies. 

6.2.5 DFT Calculations 

All quantum chemical calculations on LC molecule were carried out using density functional 

theory (DFT) using the software Gaussian09. The ground state structure of the molecule was 

optimized using B3LYP hybrid functional
39,40

 and TZVP
41

 basis set. Polarizable continuum 

model (PCM)
42

 was applied to take into account the dielectric environment of bulk water. The 

coordinates of the optimized ground state structure are given in Table 6.2. The frequency 

calculation was done on the optimized structure. To assign the experimental UVRR modes, the 
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deuterium exchange calculation was also performed after replacing the N1-H and N3-H proton 

by the mass of deuterium (D). The calculated frequencies were compared with the recorded 

UVRR spectra of LC in H2O and D2O for the assignment of vibrational modes. No scaling factor 

was used for the calculated frequencies.   

To calculate the excitation energies and molecular orbitals (MOs) involved in electronic 

transitions, TD-DFT calculations were done by using B3LYP method in conjunction with the 

same TZVP basis set and in PCM solvent model.
42

 The absorption spectrum was calculated from 

the vertical excitation energies obtained from TDDFT calculation and by taking the fixed 

Gaussian band width of 2500 cm
-1

. The visualization of the optimized structure, molecular 

orbitals (MOs) and vibrational modes were performed using Chemcraft v 1.6 software. 

Table 6.2. Coordinates of the optimized ground state structure of LC using B3LYP/TZVP/PCM method 

Atom 

no. 
Atom X Y Z 

Atom 

no. 
Atom X Y Z 

1 C -3.382035000 0.661877000 0.000053000 15 N 2.532185000 -1.436626000 -0.000179000 

2 C -2.188738000 1.339695000 -0.000038000 16 N 3.733254000 0.553310000 -0.000046000 

3 C -0.950201000 0.654813000 -0.000122000 17 C -4.672764000 -1.535258000 0.000295000 

4 C -0.945140000 -0.776079000 -0.000144000 18 H -5.276363000 -1.286830000 -0.876602000 

5 C -2.179634000 -1.457969000 -0.000022000 19 H -4.497499000 -2.610041000 -0.000390000 

6 C -3.375239000 -0.776803000 0.000071000 20 H -5.275387000 -1.287833000 0.878162000 

7 C 1.325328000 -0.763053000 -0.000295000 21 C -4.684980000 1.413650000 0.000062000 

8 C 1.328552000 0.661610000 -0.000295000 22 H -5.287318000 1.166874000 -0.878128000 

9 C 2.624190000 1.388621000 -0.000732000 23 H -5.287891000 1.165967000 0.877590000 

10 C 3.766405000 -0.836839000 0.000072000 24 H -4.512403000 2.489082000 0.000653000 

11 H -2.164922000 2.422506000 -0.000032000 25 O 4.812244000 -1.459631000 0.000517000 

12 H -2.161378000 -2.540723000 -0.000018000 26 O 2.745932000 2.598057000 0.000637000 

13 N 0.219614000 -1.468583000 -0.000223000 27 H 2.513143000 -2.448128000 -0.000077000 

14 N 0.207904000 1.347699000 -0.000165000 28 H 4.639449000 1.005541000 0.000473000 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Electronic Structure 

The experimental absorption spectrum of LC in aqueous solution (Fig 6.1(b)) shows two 

absorption bands in the UV regions having maxima at around 260 and 218 nm. These two 

absorption bands are more intense than the longer wavelength bands. The absorption band at 260 

nm is not symmetric and a small shoulder can be seen in its high energy site. It was observed that 

in less polar solvents (Ethanol, Dioxane, Dioxane-cyclohexane mixture) this band splits into two 

with a new peak at 248-250 nm.
4,25

  Alloxazine and its methyl derivatives also exhibit similar 

feature for the band at around 260 nm which separates into two bands in methanol.
43

 This kind of 

feature indicates that more than one electronic transition exists within the 260 nm absorption 

band. 

 

Fig. 6.3 (a) Computed orbitals of LC involved in the electronic transition observed in excitation within 

the third 1ππ* excited state. H and L stand for HOMO and LUMO respectively; (b) theoretical absorption 

spectrum (above) was computed using TD-B3LYP/TZVP//PCM method on LC molecule. Computed 

band positions are depicted with a Gaussian line shape of fixed line width (2500 cm
-1

) and deconvoluted 

experimental absorption (below) of LC labeled with the 
max

. 

The first two experimental bands have been well reproduced using diverse theoretical 

methods in the gas phase and different solvents.
4,22–24,31,33,35,44–48

 However, the agreement 

between the theoretical and experimental transition energies is poor in the UV region. To 

calculate the nature of MOs involved in the transitions at around 260 nm, we have calculated the 

excitation spectrum using TD-B3LYP/TZVP/PCM method. Table 6.3 compiles the calculated 

vertical transition energies and corresponding orbital contributions compared with the recent 
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theoretical and experimental results. The calculated energies for the first two absorption bands 

are close to the reported results by DFT/MRCI/COSMO,
22

 TD-B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p)
33

 and 

TD-B3LYP/6-31G*/MM computations,
23

 whereas CASPT2 results
23

 are little bit higher in 

energies. 

Table 6.3. Vertical singlet excitation energies, E, in nm (eV in paranthesis), oscillator strengths (f) and 

major orbital contribution for each transition of oxidized LC molecule by TD-B3LYP/TZVP//PCM 

method and comparison with published computed and experimental transition energies are given 

 

aIn this work. bPercentages are calculated as 100x twice the squares of the coefficients in the CI expansion 

of TDDFT wave functions. H and L stands for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) respectively. cDFT/MRCI/COSMO, from ref. 22; dTD-B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p)/SCRF-PCM, oscillator strengths in parenthes, from ref.33; e'TD-B3LYP/6-31G*/MM, e''MS-

CASPT2/6-31G*/MM, e'''MS-CASPT2/cc-pVTZ/MM, from ref. 23; fFrom ref. 4; gFrom ref. 25. 

 

Our TDDFT calculation determines four ππ* transitions at 4.87, 4.98, 5.12 and 5.19 eV 

within the energy regime of 4.5 to 5.2 eV. Among them, the two transitions at 4.87 and 5.12 eV 

with oscillator strengths of 0.3302 and 0.8237 respectively are stronger than the other two 

transitions with low oscillator strengths (see Table 6.3). We have discussed in the preceding 

section that the 260 nm absorption band splits into two bands in less polar solvents. The 

LCa LC Alloxazine LC (Experimental) 

 

State 

 

Type 
Major orbital 

contribution (%)b 

ΔEvert in 

nm (eV) 
f ΔEvert in eV ΔEvert in eV 

ΔEexp 

(λmax) in 

nm (eV) 

ɛ (l mol-1 

cm-1)g 

S1 1ππ* H→L (+94%) 
376.4 

(3.29) 
0.0665 

3.23c, 3.23 

(0.0626)d 

3.41e', 3.57e'', 

3.53e''' 

385f 

(3.22) 
4400 

S2 1nπ* H-2→L (+97%) 
350.5 

(3.54) 
0.0017 

3.72c, 3.53 

(0.0019)d 

3.48e', 3.90e'', 

3.35e''' 
  

S3 1ππ* H-1→L (+89%) 
329.9 

(3.76) 
0.3318 

3.66c, 3.70 

(0.3398)d 
 

353f 

(3.51) 
6000 

S4 1nπ* H-3→L (+90%) 
295.4 

(4.20) 
0.0001 4.18 (0.0001)d    

S5 
1
ππ* 

H→L+1 (+43%)  

H-5→L (+30%) 

H-4→L (23%) 

254.8 

(4.87) 
0.3302   262

g
 19800 

S6 1ππ* 

H-4→L (+53%)  

H-5→L (+22%) 

H-1→L+1 (21%) 

248.8 

(4.98) 
0.0821     

S7 1nπ* H-2→L+1 (+78%) 
246.4 

(5.03) 
0.0001     

S8 1nπ* H-6→L (+77%) 
243.3 

(5.10) 
0     

S9 
1
ππ* 

H→L+1 (+42%)  

H-5→L (40%) 

242 

(5.12) 
0.8237   ~ 252

g
 17900 
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experimental band at around 260 nm can be assigned to the third 
1
ππ* transition obtained at 4.87 

eV (254.8 nm). The orbital contributions for this transition along with the computed absorption 

spectrum are shown in Fig 6.3 (a). This transition is dominated by a contribution of three mixed 

ππ* excitations: H→L+1, H-5→L and H-4→L. The absorption band at around 248-250 nm is 

assigned to the fifth 
1
ππ* transition calculated at 5.12 eV (242 nm). Two ππ* transitions, 

H→L+1 and H-5→L contribute dominantly in this transition. The other two weak transitions 

with low oscillator strengths may be hidden under the two neighboring strong ππ* transitions in 

experiments. The deviation obtained here between the calculated transition energies and 

experimental λmax values are within the average accuracy (~0.2 eV) achieved in transition energy 

calculations using TDDFT method.
49

 

6.3.2 UVRR Spectra  

UVRR spectrum of LC obtained with a laser excitation of 262 nm wavelength is shown in Fig. 

6.4. We find 22 UVRR bands of LC between the spectral region of 600 to 1750 cm
-1

. The Raman 

band positions are in good agreement within the experimental error with the FT-Raman and 

SERS spectra of LC (Table 6.4).
50,51

  The UVRR spectrum of LC is completely different 

compared to the UVRR spectrum of isoalloxazine molecules (LF, RF, FMN, FAD) obtained at 

an excitation wavelength of 263 nm. The most intense band observed for LC is the overlapping 

band of two at 1567 and 1581 cm
-1

. We have seen another doublet in the LC spectrum at 608 and 

617 cm
-1

.  

Normal mode assignments of all the observed Raman bands using B3LYP functional in 

conjunction with TZVP basis set in PCM solvent model are described in Table 6.5. It is difficult 

to assign the LC bands by comparing the experimental H2O and D2O spectra, because LC bands 

show large shifts upon deuterium (D) exchange at N1-H and N3-H positions. So, we have done 

the assignment based on the theoretical frequencies in H2O and D2O and followed the 

assignment done for LC in ref. 50. Full assignment table was given in Appendix II. 
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Fig. 6.4 UVRR spectrum of 350 μM LC obtained at the Raman excitation wavelength of 262 nm. 980 cm-

1 band is the SO4
2- band which was added as an internal standard. 

The spectra of LC acquired using 6 different excitation wavelengths within the red 

energy site of the absorption band at 260 nm are compared in Fig. 6.5. The intensity of Raman 

bands of each spectrum was normalized against the intensity of internal standard sulfate band at 

980 cm
-1

. We observe that the intensity of vibrational bands decreases by moving towards higher 

excitation wavelengths. The frequency and the relative intensity of Raman bands remain 

unchanged as we tune the excitation wavelengths across the red energy region of 260 nm 

absorption band, indicating that the enhancement of the Raman bands arises from a single 

electronic transition, i.e., the third 
1
ππ* transition computed using TDDFT.  The depolarization 

ratios measured at 260 nm excitation for the Raman modes are close to 0.33 which too 

supports the contribution from a single electronic transition. 

6.3.3 Simulation of Absorption and Experimental REPs  

Experimental REPs of each Raman bands of LC constructed using Eq. 2.30 with the normalized 

UVRR spectra, simulated REPs and the absorption band at 260 nm are shown in Fig. 6.6 and 

Fig. 6.7. An excellent agreement between the simulated and experimental REPs was achieved 
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Table 6.4 Experimental UVRR bands of LC in comparison with the FT-Raman, FT-IR and SERS spectra 

UVRR Bands 

(cm-1) 

FT Ramana 

(cm-1) 
FT-IRa (cm-1) SERSb (cm-1) 

no 1723 1725 no 

1717 1718 sh no 

no 1697 1700 no 

no vw 1641 no 

1630 1620 1623 1629 

no vw 1598 no 

1580 1576 1578 1573 

1567 1558 1561 1548 

1500 1496 vw 1525 

no 1484 1484 1481 

no sh 1471 sh 

1468 1458 1461 1460 

sh 1441 1447 no 

1427 sh 1420 no 

1396 1386 1384 1377 

1383 1380 vw 1377 

1361 1356 1357 1348 

no vw 1339 1322 

1292 1288 vw no 

no 1279 1281 no 

1260 1261 1261 no 

sh sh 1253 no 

1215 1213 1214 1212 

no vw 1185 1185 

1137 vw 1144 1155 

no 1026 1024 no 

991 vw 1006 no 
 

asee ref. 53; bsee ref. 54. 

using self-consistent simulation. The parameters corresponding to the best fit to the Experimental 

REPs are tabulated in Table 6.6. The dimensionless displacements, Δ, obtained from the best fit 

and the internal reorganization energies measured using Eq. 2.21b, are listed in Table 6.5. 

We find that the maxima of simulated REPs for some Raman bands are shifted with 

respect to the experimental REPs. The simulated absorption spectrum shows discrepancy at the 

blue edge of the experimental spectrum. This is because of the method used in our simulation 

incorporates a single electronic excited state and does not consider the interference coming from 
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the nearby electronic states. We have already discussed that there exists a strong electronic 

transition at the blue energy site of the third 
1
ππ* electronic state (see Fig 6.3(b)). It is also 

observed that at shorter excitation wavelengths, the simulated REPs of some modes, in particular 

for the bands at 1630, 1360, 1291, 991, 617 and 608 cm
-1

, do not agree well with the 

experimental REPs. The disagreement between the simulated and experimental REPs at shorter 

Raman excitations is due to the coupling of those modes with the higher energy electronic state 

situated at around 252 nm. The Raman band at 617 cm
-1

 is the most affected one among them 

from the interference of higher energy transition, consistent with the high depolarization ratio 

(0.43) obtained for that band. This kind of effect at shorter excitation wavelengths from nearby 

electronic states was previously observed in the REPs for the bands at 1585 and 1383 cm
-1

 of LF 

and RF molecules. However, we use a global fit to all of the observed UVRR modes using a   

 

 

Fig. 6.5 UVRR spectra of 350 μM LC obtained at six different excitation wavelengths within the 260 nm 

absorption band. The Raman band of internal standard SO4
2- is marked with an asterisk (*). All the 

spectra are normalized against the intensity of the internal standard band. Change in intensity of Raman 

bands is visible with increasing excitation wavelengths. 
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Table 6.5 Assignments of all observed UVRR bands of LC with the dimensionless displacements and 

mode specific internal reorganization energies.  

Experimental 

wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Computed  

wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

PED (%) 

Dimensionless 

displacements 

(Δ) 

Mode specific 

internal 

reorganization 

energies (cm-1) 

1718 1756 str C2O2(42) + str C4O4(36) 0.117 12 

1630 1666 - str C7C6(27) + str C8C9(23) 0.108 9 

1580 1600 str N10C10a(21) - str C4aC10a(12) 0.21 35 

1567 1583 
- str N5C4a(11) - str N10C9a(11) + 

str C4aC10a(14) 
0.285 64 

1500 1523 str N10C9a(13) 0.195 29 

1468 1467 str C7C6(13) + str C4aC10a(11) 0.225 37 

1443 1439 
- str C2OC2(10) - str N5C4a(12) + be 

N1H(13) + be N3H(20) 
0.117 10 

1428 1420 be N3H (35) 0.108 8 

1397 1394 - str C8C9(14) - str N1C2(14) 0.111 9 

1383 1372 - str N10C10a(15) + str C9C9a(17) 0.222 34 

1361 1340 
str N5C4a(15) - str N1C10a(14) + be 

N1H (20) 
0.18 22 

1293 1291 
- str N5C5a(12) + str N10C9a(14) - 

be C8C9C9a(12) 
0.177 20 

1261 1283 - be C6H (27) + be C9H (32) 0.12 9 

1215 1234 
str N10C10a(11) + str N3C4(14) - str 

N3C2(10) 
0.183 20 

1137 1146 
- str C8-Methyl(20) + str C7-

Methyl(17) 
0.057 2 

1122 1138 - str C4aC10a(10) + str N3C4(18) 0.078 3 

993 1041 
- tors (H-C-H) 8-Methyl(26) - tors 

(H-C-H) 7-Methyl(30) 
0.15 11 

836 842 
be C9C9aN10(10) - be 

C2N1C10a(10) 
0.108 5 

805 801 str C7Me (12) + be N1C10aN10(14) 0.102 4 

739 744 

be C9aN10C10a(10) - be 

N10C10aC4a(11) - be 

N5C4aC10a(11) + be C9C9aN10(10) 

0.228 19 

689 687 
be C9aN10C10a(14) + be 

C5aN5C4a(11) 
0.156 8 

659 655 - be O2C2N3(27) + be O4C4N3(18) 0.129 5 

618 611 
- be C8C9C9a(12) + be 

C5aN5C4a(16) 
0.186 11 

608 601 
tors N1H (19) + out 

N1C4aN10C10a(35) 
0.135 6 

 

aComputed using B3LYP/TZVP/PCM level of theory; busing VEDA 4.0; str: stretching, be: bending, tors: 

torsional vibrations. 

 

common set of parameters; it is acceptable that these effects will have a little influence on the 

excited state parameters derived for the absorption band at 260 nm. 
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Fig. 6.6 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles and absorption cross section of LC 

obtained using nine different excitation wavelengths within the third computationally found 1ππ* excited 

state. (a) Experimental (solid), deconvoluted (red) and simulated absorption (dash) spectrum. (b-i) Raman 

excitation profiles of eight UVRR modes of LC at nine different excitation wavelengths. The best fit 

(solid) was obtained by using the parameters of Table 6.3. Set 1 (dash) and Set 2 (dot) parameters are 

obtained by decreasing and increasing the best fit delta values by 10% respectively. 

The dimensionless displacements, Δs, obtained from the best fit to the REPs are used to 

determine the structural changes in the excited state in terms of the internal coordinates of 

ground state using Eq. 2.25. Raman band intensity is proportional to Δ
2
, rather than Δ. That is 

why the simulated REP values do not depend on the sign of Δ.  However, this sign is necessary 

as expected from Eq. 6 to calculate the change in the excited state geometry in terms of the 

internal coordinates of the molecule. Here the signs of the displacements were taken from the 

signs of the gradients computed at the Franck-Condon region of the relevant potential energy 

surface using TDDFT calculations. Major changes in the internal coordinates following 

photoexcitation to the 260 nm excited state of LC are listed in Table 6.7. 
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Fig. 6.7 Experimental and simulated Raman excitation profiles (j-r) of other nine UVRR modes of LC 

obtained by using the same set of parameters as in Fig. 6.6. 

Table 6.6 Parameters used in self-consistent fit of REP and absorption spectra for LC 

 
E0 

(cm-1) 

Λ 

(cm-1) 
  

(fs) 

θ 

(cm-1) 

M 

(Å) 
     

(cm-1) 

   

(cm-1) 

λ 

(cm-1) 

Best Fit 38210 230 23.1 730 0.84 393 470 863 

Set 1 38250 190 27.9 790 0.84 318 420 738 

Set 2 38160 260 20.4 655 0.84 475 490 965 

 

The initial excited state structural changes in response to instantaneous charge 

redistribution upon photoexcitation were observed over all along the alloxazine ring system. The 

changes in the bond lengths were found to be less than 0.05 Å. In ring I, the major changes 

were observed through elongation in the bonds of C5a-C6 (0.023), C5a-C9a (0.13) and a 

contraction in the bond of C9-C9a (-0.046). The outer ring coordinates, C7-Me (0.016) and C8-

Me (-0.037) bonds follow elongation and contraction respectively. In Ring II, elongation in the 
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bonds of N5-C5a (0.017), N10-C10a (0.042) and C4a-N5 (0.009) was detected. The distortions 

in Ring III were found through elongation in the C4-C4a (0.015) and C2-N3 (0.011) bonds and 

contraction in the N1-C2 (-0.029) and N3-C4 (-0.007) bonds. Among the two carbonyl stretching 

frequencies, C4=O (0.04) bond gets elongated whereas contraction was seen in the C2=O (-

0.029) bond.  

Table 6.7 Internal coordinate changes of LC structure following excitation to the third 
1
ππ* 

excited state 

Internal 

coordinates 

Internal 

coordinates in 

ground state 

(Å) 

Internal 

coordinate 

changes (Å) 

C6-C7 1.3724 0.002 

C7-C8 1.4387 0.004 

C7-CH3 1.5043 0.016 

C5a-C6 1.4153 0.023 

C6-H 1.0831 -0.001 

C5a-C9a 1.4309 0.013 

N5-C5a 1.3496 0.017 

C9-C9a 1.4103 -0.046 

C9a-N10 1.3551 -0.004 

C8-C9 1.376 -0.006 

C9-H 1.0829 -0.002 

C8-CH3 1.5029 -0.037 

C4a-C10a 1.4247 0.017 

N10-C10a 1.3116 0.042 

N1-C10a 1.3821 0.004 

C4-C4a 1.4857 0.015 

C4a-N5 1.314 0.009 

N3-C4 1.3884 -0.007 

C4=O 1.2155 0.04 

N1-C2 1.3722 -0.029 

C2-N3 1.3905 0.011 

C2=O 1.2172 -0.029 

N1-H 1.0117 -0.003 

N3-H 1.0128 0.002 

  

In the first singlet 
1
ππ* excited state, the deviation for some of the bond lengths 

relative to the ground state structure was found to be more than 0.05 Å for alloxazine 
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molecules using MS-CASPT2/CASSCF
23

 and DFT/MRCI
22

 methods in gas phase and in 

aqueous solutions. For example, the largest deviation was computed for the C6-C7 bond length 

which changes by more than 0.1 Å using CASSCF/6-31G*/MM method.
23

 The C8-C9 and C9-

C9a bond length also show deviation of more than 0.5 Å in the first 
1
ππ* state at the same level 

of theory. This is may be due to the greater charge redistribution following excitation in the first 

1
ππ* excited state compared to that in the third 

1
ππ* excited state.  

Comparing the internal coordinate changes between LF and LC, we found that LC 

experiences a different molecular distortion in the 260 nm excited state as compared to RF 

and LF in their 266 nm excited state. The C5a-C6 and N5-C5a bonds show contraction for 

both RF and LF, whereas for LC we find that these two bonds elongate for photoexcited 

LC. Similarly, lengthening in the C9-C9a and N1-C2 bonds are observed for LF, but for LC the 

change in these two bond lengths are found to be in opposite directions. For LF and RF, the 

changes in some of the bond lengths obtained within the isoalloxazine ring are more than 

0.05 Å, indicating alloxazines are more photostable than isoalloxazines following UV 

excitations.  

Another feasible way to support our results is to determine the mode specific 

reorganization energies along each specific mode. The total internal reorganization energy (     

obtained over all the observed UVRR modes is 393 cm
-1

. Nine modes corresponding to the bands 

at 738 cm
-1

, 1215 cm
-1

 , 1292 cm
-1

 , 1361 cm
-1

 , 1383 cm
-1

, 1468 cm
-1

 , 1500 cm
-1

 , 1567 cm
-1

 

and 1581 cm
-1

 contribute 71% to the total reorganization energy.  The mode compositions 

obtained from PED (Table 6.5) for those Raman bands indicate that major structural 

distortions happen within ring stretching coordinates localized in ring II and III. A 

relatively low value of     was determined for LC than that for RF, FMN (594 cm
-1

) and 

LF (472 cm
-1

) molecules at their 260 nm excited state is reasonable that a less relative 

distortion may happen between ground and excited states upon photoexcitation for the 

photoproduct LC in comparison to its parent molecules. 

In the simulation, the Δ values which are used to calculate the    , are dependent on the 

width of the absorption band of the resonant electronic state and intensity of UVRR bands. A 

relatively low value of     is expected with a narrow absorption band of the resonant electronic 

state of LC (FWHM of 2300 cm
-1

) compared to the other flavin molecules (~ 3200 cm
-1

) in the 
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same wavelength region. We have also shown that there are two closely spaced ππ* excited 

states exist within the 260 nm absorption band of LC. So, ultrafast population transfer is possible 

via conical intersections within these two states. This ultrafast state crossing decreases the 

Resonance Raman cross sections obtained upon excitation within the third 
1
ππ* excited state and 

hence a lower internal reorganization energy. For, other flavin molecules (RF, FMN and LF), 

there also exist two electronic states in both sides of the absorption band at 266 nm, but the 

ultrafast population decay might be small compared to the LC excited state. This kind of ultrafst 

population transfer is observed for Nucleobases, e.g., 9-methyladenine and 6-chloro-guanine.
52,53

 

 Photoexcitation results in an instantaneous change in the induced dipole moment of the 

solute (LC). The second component of reorganization energy parameters from our simulation is 

the solvent reorganization energy,  , which corresponds to the response of the solvent (water) to 

that change in the solute (LC). As Raman is a scattering phenomenon which completes within 

tens of femtoseconds (fs), the solvent reorganization energy determined from Raman intensity 

analysis corresponds to the inertial response of water. Here we employed the Brownian oscillator 

spectral density model of Mukamel and Co-workers
38

 to account for the solute and solvent bath 

interactions on ultrafast timescale. This model introduces the dynamic solvent response timescale 

(τ) and solvent reorganization energy ( ) as the parameters to include the ultrafast water 

relaxation process in effect of solute charge redistributions. From our simulations, we find a 

solvent response timescale of 23.1 fs and solvent reorganization energy of 470 cm
-1

 following 

excitation to the third 
1
ππ* excited state of LC. However, we have shown earlier

53,54
 that the 

model is not sensitive to the solvent response timescale.  

The solvent reorganization energy obtained for LC in the third ππ* excited state is 

lower than that obtained for parent flavin molecules (1070 cm
-1

 for LF, 1110 cm
-1 

for RF) 

within their 266 nm excited state. The amplitude of solvent response is dependent on the 

magnitude of instantaneous change in the charge distribution and consequent induced dipole 

moment of the solute. Hence, solvent reorganization energy is expected to be an intrinsic 

property of the resonant excited state. So the inertial response of water contributes 54% to the 

total reorganization energy (863 cm
-1

) obtained from our simulation. The lower value of solvent 

reorganization energy compare to the isoalloxazine structures indicates a smaller dipole moment 

in the resonant excited state of LC. 
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 The fastest component of water solvation dynamics in response to an instantaneous 

change in the charge redistribution is reported to be less than 50 fs by using molecular dynamics 

simulations,
55–58

 time-dependent Stokes shift measurements
59,60

 and fluorescence up-conversion 

experiments
55,61,62

 using different probe molecules. However, the determinations of the fastest 

water solvation response are beyond the time-resolution of fluorescence emission experiments 

because of slower vibrational relaxation in fluorescence processes. Nonetheless, time-resolved 

Stokes shift measurements for Tryptophan and organic dyes found that a fast inertial response of 

water solvation occurs within tens of femtoseconds.
59–61

 The fastest response of water solvation 

dynamics derived from our simulation is in the same order as obtained for other flavin 

molecules. It is expected that the timescale of solvent response is characteristic of the solute 

molecule rather than the excited electronic state itself. So, this response time will be similar for 

all other electronic states of LC.  

The other components of water solvation response contribute to the inhomogeneous 

broadening linewidth (θ) in our model. The inhomogeneous broadening arises due to the 

ensemble site effect of different micro-solvated configurations of solute which remain static 

within Raman scattering timescale. These static micro-solvated configurations contribute to the 

distribution of Raman cross sections. We have required a large inhomogeneous broadening 

value of 730 cm
-1

 to achieve the best agreement between simulated and experimental REPs. 

The inhomogeneous broadening linewidth determined in the third ππ* excited state of LC is in 

the same range as that obtained for RF, FMN (900 cm
-1

) and LF (750 cm
-1

) using similar 

excitation wavelengths. The alloxazine ring can also form hydrogen bonds with the surrounding 

water molecules through the lone pairs of ring nitrogen (N) and oxygen atoms (O), similar to the 

isoalloxazine ring. The ability to form hydrogen bonds with solvent molecules produces a 

number of micro-solvated structures and consequently a high value of inhomogeneous 

broadening. The other slower components within the 100 fs timescale apart from the micro-

solvated structures also contribute to the inhomogeneous broadening value determined from our 

simulation.  

6.4 Conclusion  

We have successfully applied the self-consistent simulation of absorption and Resonance Raman 

cross sections using time-dependent wave packet theory to probe the initial excited state 
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structural dynamics of LC using UV excitations. It has been found that major structural 

distortions happen in ring II and ring III of the alloxazine structure following 

photoexcitation to the third ππ* excited state. The homogeneous broadening linewidth 

determined for LC is lower in comparison to the isoalloxazine molecules within similar 

excitation wavelengths, whereas the inhomogeneous broadening values obtained are 

comparable. The fastest response of dynamic water solvation within 23.1 fs timescale was 

detected due to the inertial response of water. Our TDDFT calculation results show an 

existence of a strong ππ* electronic state in the higher energy site of the theoretically computed 

third 
1
ππ* electronic state within the 260 nm absorption band of LC. So, to get an entire picture 

of initial excited state dynamics within the absorption band at 260 nm, it is important to explore 

the dynamics within the higher energy electronic state.  
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7. Conclusion and Future Perspective 

7.1 Conclusion 

Sub-100 fs excited state structural dynamics of flavin molecules (LF, RF, FMN and FAD) 

including LC (alloxazine) were investigated in this thesis following photoexcitation to their 

absorption band centered at around 266 nm. We have used time-dependent wave packet theory to 

simulate the intensities of Resonance Raman bands of different flavins, Brownian oscillator 

model to account for the effect of ultrafast solvation dynamics, DFT and TDDFT calculations to 

determine the internal coordinate changes within the isoalloxazine and alloxazine rings following 

excitation. Total spectral breadth was partitioned into homogeneous and inhomogeneous 

broadenings contributing to both absorption and Raman line shapes. We found that the 

partitioning of internal reorganization energy among different vibrational modes is influenced by 

the change in the charge redistributions following photoexcitation.    

 We have observed that RF and FMN show similar UVRR intensity patterns 

following excitation within the 266 nm absorption band, whereas LF shows UVRR spectra 

with very different enhancement patterns within the spectral region of 1000 to 1300 cm
-1

 

(see Fig. 7.1). It can be inferred to the different excited state distortions for LF in 

comparison to RF and FMN upon excitation to the 266 nm excited state. FAD has two 

absorbing chromophores at UV excitations, and thus we found both flavin and adenine Raman 

bands in the UVRR spectra of FAD. We have observed significant Raman hypochroism in 

FAD, consistent with stacking interaction between flavin and adenine rings. Although 

isoalloxazine and alloxazine (LC) structures are structurally very close, they show very 

distinct RR spectra upon UV excitations. 

Upon excitation, excited state structural changes were observed along all over the 

isoalloxazine ring system for all of the flavins. We found that the structural changes observed 

following  excition to the first singlet excited state (S1) are different than excitation to the 

266 nm excited state of flavins. Internal coordinate changes in the excited state relative to 

the ground state determined from best fitted Δs support the different excites state 

distortions for LF than that of the other flavins following photoexcitation to their 266 nm 
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excited state (see Fig. 7.2). For FAD, it was found that the excited state structural changes 

happen in both the flavin and adenine ring coordinates. Upon excitation to the 260 nm 

excited state, LC shows a very different geometry change than that of flavins. Mode specific 

reorganization energies determined along each observed Raman modes indicate that for all 

of the flavins, major structural distortion occurs along the Raman band at 1583 cm
-1

  upon 

photoexcitation. All of the other intense Raman modes also contribute significantly to the 

total internal reorganization energy. 

 

 

Fig. 7.1 UVRR spectra of (a) LF obtained at an excitation wavelength of 262 nm. The other spectra of (b) 

RF, (c) FMN, (d) FAD and (e) AMP are obtained at 263 nm excitation wavelength. 
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Fig. 7.2 Internal coordinate changes obtained along the isoalloxazine ring coordinates for LF (violet) and 

RF (red) following photoexcitation to their 266 nm excited state. R refers to the substituent at N10 

position. 

We found that the major contribution to the total reorganization energy comes from the 

inertal response of water which corresponds to the solvent reorganization energy derived from 

our simulation. The solvent reorganization energy obtained for LF, RF and FMN are almost 

same, indicating identical coupling strength between the solute and solvent bath. A Little 

bit higher solvent reorganization energy was obtained for FAD in comparison to the other 

flavins (Table 7.1) by excitation to the 266 nm excited state suggests a greater amplitude of 

response of solvent due to the larger dipole moment of the excited state structure of FAD. 

For LC, we have obtained a lower solvent reorganization energy than flavins indicates a 

weaker interaction between solute and solvent bath for alloxazines due to the smaller 

dipole moment in the ππ* excited state at around 260 nm. We find upon excitation, the first 

solvation shell inertially responds with an ultrafast timescale of < 30 fs for all of the flavins. 

 The ensemble site effect of slightly different static microsolvated structures of solute 

together with other processes occurring longer than 100 fs timescale contribute to the 

inhomogeneous broadening derived from our simulation. For all of the flavins including LC, we 

have determined almost similar inhomogeneous broadening values in spite of different 

substitutions for different flavins. RF and FMN which has ribtyl chain and also a phosphate 
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group (for FMN) which can form more number of microsolvated structures compared to that 

methyl (CH3) substituent for LF, but the similar inhomogeneous broadening values obtained 

indicate that they do not affect in our simulated values. Adenine substitution in FAD also do not 

result in a significant change in the inhomogeneous broadening value for FAD. So, we can 

conclude that the dynamics of flavin molecules are more complex than that obtained from our 

work and further investigation is required to understand the processes responsible for the 

dynamics at different timescales and evaluate the precise role of water in these relaxation 

processes.  

Table 7.1. Parameters obtained from the best fit simulation 

 E0 (cm
-1

) Λ (cm
-1

) 𝜏 (fs) θ (cm
-1

) M (Å) λint (cm
-1

) λS (cm
-1

) λ (cm
-1

) 

LF 37719 140 37.9 750 1.12 472 1070 1542 

RF 37500 200 26.5 880 1.14 594 1110 1704 

FMN 37495 200 26.5 890 1.14 550 1080 1630 

FAD 37490 210 25.2 870 1.22 543 1370 1913 

LC 38210 230 23.1 730 0.84 393 470 863 

 

7.2 Future perspective 

Initial excited state parameters measured in the current study proclaims to the foundation for 

future studies to extract the properties of excited state for flavin and flavin related compounds 

following UV excitations. The limitations of our method which neglects interference from 

nearby electronic states, and ambiguity in the accuracy of DFT and TDDFT calculations 

regarding the mode compositions and sign of displacements claim more experimental and 

theoretical investigations. More advanced experimental techniques such as fs stimulated 

resonance Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) or pump-probe experiments with sub-ps time resolution 

can be useful to study the short time dynamics within the UV absorption band of flavins. In 

combination with these experiments, the use of relevant theoretical methods would be able to 

produce a general methodology to study the excited states within the UV absorption regions for 

flavins and other biomolecules. 
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 RR scattering of flavins are strong at UV excitations compare to the visible excitations, 

and also UVRR spectra are free from fluorescence. So, our data can be useful in flavoprotein 

studies, although protein residues of tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine can interfere 

in the UVRR spectra since they also absorb at UV regions. However, it has been reported 

that at 266 nm excitation, tryptophan scattering is weaker compared to the flavins and the 

contributions from tyrosine and phenylalanine are negligible. Therefore, by exciting flavins 

within their 266 nm absorption band, it can be used as a probe to determine the structure 

and dynamics of flavoproteins.   
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Appendix I 
 

A.I.1 Assignments of UVRR bands of RF 
The UVRR bands of RF molecule are assigned (Table A.I.1) based on the comparisons of 

experimental and theoretical frequencies. Assignments of the experimental UVRR bands 

between 1300 to 1100 cm
-1

 in H20 and D2O solution were taken from Schimdt et al.
1,2

 According 

to the literature
1
 1256 cm

-1
 band upshifts to 1293 cm

-1
 in D2O, but here we did not find any 

match of this band in D2O spectrum. 1207 cm
-1

 band observed in D2O spectrum was predicted 

due to the downshift of a band at 1277 cm
-1

 observed at 488 nm excitation. Raman bands in the 

lower frequency regions are assigned according to the assignment done for FMN.
2
 Our 

assignments are consistent with other DFT calculations.
2–6

 

 

 

Fig.A.I. 1 UVRR spectra of 100 μM RF obtained at 260 nm excitation in H20 (a) and in D2O (b) prepared 

in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution. Dotted line indicates the shift of the bands in D2O solution. 
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Fig.A.I.2 UVRR spectra of 100 μM RF in lower frequency region obtained at 260 nm excitation in H20 

(a) and in D2O (b) prepared in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution. 

 

Table A.I.1. UVRR band assignments of Riboflavin by B3LYP/TZVP level of theory using PCM as 

solvent model 

In H2O In D2O 

Exp. 

UVRR 

(cm-1) 

Comp.a 

(cm-1) 

Comp. 

freq.c 

Published, 

Computed 

in H2O
b 

(cm-1) 

PED in H2O
b 

(%)c 

Exp. 

UVRR 

(cm-1) 

Comp. 

after N3-

H/D 

exchangea 

(cm-1) 

Comp. 

shifts 

PED in D2O
b 

(%)c 

1718 1736 1717 1745(-1) str C4-O(67) 1703 1734 -2 
str C4-O(63) + str C2-

O(14) 

- 1692 1675 
1735 (-

11) 
str C2-O(62) - 1678 -14 

- str C4-O(17) + str C2-

O(55) 

1630 1663 1664 1617 (0) 
str C6-C7(34) - str C8-

C9(15) 
1630 1663 0 

str C6-C7(33) - str C8-

C9(14) 

1584 1597 1593 1574 (0) 
- str N5-C4a(24) - str C8-

C9(15) + str C9a-C5a(19) 
1584 1597 0 

- str N5-C4a(24) - str C8-

C9(15) + str C9a-

C5a(18) 

1548 1555 1550 1537 (0) 
- str N5-C4a(17) + str 

1548 1554 -1 
str N5-C4a(17) - str N10-
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N10-C10a(11) C10a(10) 

1504 1520 1517 1478 (0) 
- be C6-H(13) + be C9-

H(24) 
1505 1520 0 

- be C6-H(12) + be C9-

H(23) 

1463 1491 1488 1457 (0) be H-C-H (8-CH3)(46) 1462 1491  be H-C-H (8-CH3)(49) 

1438 1457   - 1436 1456 -1 - 

1381 1376   
- str C8-C9(18) + str N3-

C4(12) 
1380 1373 -3 

- str C8-C9(17) + str N3-

C4(12) 

1353 1363 1362 1328 (-1) 
str N10-C10a(10) + be H-

C-H (Ribityl chain)(24) 
1351 1364 +1 

str N10-C10a(11) + be 

H-C-H (Ribityl 

chain)(25) 

1299 1320  1304 tors Ribityl chain(16) 1301 1321 +1 

- be C4a-N5-C5a(10) + 

be C6-H(10) + tors 

Ribityl chain(11) 

1256 1232 1252 1266 (+3) 
str N1-C2(11) + str N3-

C4(15) - str N3-C2(12) 
- 1269 +37 

- str N3-C4(21) + str N3-

C2(16) + be N3-D(15) 

1226 1232* 
under 

1252 

1195 (-

10) 

str N1-C2(11) + str N3-

C4(15) - str N3-C2(12) 
1142 1269 +37 

- str N3-C4(21) + str N3-

C2(16) + be N3-D(15) 

1182 1192 1205 1174 (-) 
str N5-C5a(15) - str N3-

C4(14) 
1231 1218 +26 str N5-C5a(12) 

1160 1167 1166 1149(+12) str C7-CH3(11) 1168 1167 0 
str C7-CH3(11) + be C6-

H(10) 

1065 1059 1069 1056(-7) Ribityl chain def.(23) - 1056 -3 Ribityl chain def. (55) 

833 840  837(-4) - 830 836 -4 - 

787 794  758(-22) be N1-C10a-C4a (10) 772 775 -19 - 

741 748  725(0) 

str C9a-C5a(11) - be C8-

C9-C9a(10) - be C5a-C6-

C7(10) + be C9a-C5a-

C6(15) 

736 747 -1 

- be C8-C9-C9a(10) - be 

C5a-C6-C7(10) + be 

C9a-C5a-C6(16) 

685 682  647(-23) 

be C4-O(19) + be C2-

O(27) + be N5-C5a-

C9a(12) 

686 661 -21 

be C4-O(18) + be C2-

O(25) + be N5-C5a-

C9a(13) 

645 643  614(-1) - 641 643 0 - 

607 594  579(-4) be Ribityl chain(10) 607 594 0 - 

 

str: stretching, be: bending vibrations;
 a

All frequency calculations are done using B3LYP/TZVP/PCM 

level of theory and no scaling factor for theoretical frequencies are used; bPEDs (potential energy 
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distributions) are calculated using the software VEDA; cOptimization and frequency calculations of LF 

structure were done using B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) method in gas phase, parentheses are the isotope effect of 

N3-H/D exchange, from ref. 2; cOptimization and frequency calculation of RF structure were done by 

B3LYP/TZVP/PCM level of theory with addition of four explicit water molecules, from ref. 3.  
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Appendix II 
 

A.II.1 Assignments of UVRR bands of Lumichrome (LC) 

Normal mode assignments of all the observed Raman bands using B3LYP functional 

in conjunction with TZVP basis set in PCM solvent model are described in Table 

A.II.1. Most of the UVRR bands for LC were previously observed in SERS,
1
 FT-IR 

and FT-Raman spectra.
2
 Normal mode compositions corresponding to UVRR bands of 

LC drastically changes in D2O spectrum upon deuteration (D) at N1-H and N3-H 

positions.  So, it is difficult to assign the LC bands by comparing the experimental 

H2O and D2O spectra, because LC bands show large shifts in D2O solution, specially 

between 1450 to 1200 cm
-1

 regions of spectrum. So, we have done the assignment 

based on the theoretical frequencies in H2O and D2O and followed the assignment 

done for LC in ref. 2. Raman bands below 1000 cm
-1

 are done according to the 

previous RF and LF assignments. 

 

Fig.A.II.1 UVRR spectra of 350 μM LC obtained at 259 nm excitation in H20 (a) and in D2O 

(b) prepared in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution. Dotted line indicates the shift of the bands in 

D2O solution. 
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Table A.II.1 UVRR band assignments of Lumichrome (LC) by B3LYP/TZVP level of 

theory using PCM as solvent model 

Exp. 

UVRR 

in H2O 

(cm-1) 

Comp. 

in 

H2O 

(cm-1)a 

FT 

Rama

nc 

FT-

IRc 

SERS
d 

PED (%)b 

Exp. 

UVRR 

in D2O 

(cm-1) 

Comp. 

after 

replacing 

the H by 

D at N1 

and N3 

position  

(cm-1) 

PED (%)b 

1718 1756 1723 
172

5 
no 

str C2O2(42) + str 

C4O4(36) 
1710 1753 

str C2O2(35) + str 

C4O4(45) 

no 1730 1697 
170

0 
no 

- str C2O2(29) + str 

C4O4(44) - be 

N3H(11) 

no 1709 
str C2O2(45) - str 

C4O4(39) 

1630 1666 1620 
162

3 
1629 

- str C7C6(27) + str 

C8C9(23) 
1631 1665 

- str C7C6(29) + str 

C8C9(23) 

1580 1600 1576 
157

8 
1573 

str N10C10a(21) - str 

C4aC10a(12) 
- 1589 

str N10C10a(18) + 

str N5C5a(10) - str 

C4aC10a(13) + be 

N5C4aC10a(10) 

1567 1583 1558 
156

1 
1548 

- str N5C4a(11) - str 

N10C9a(11) + str 

C4aC10a(14) 

1566 1583 

str N5C4a(14) + str 

N10C9a(12) - str 

C4aC10a(11) + be 

N10C10aC4a(10) 

1500 1523 1496 vw 1525 str N10C9a(13) 1493 1516 
be (H-C-H) 8-

Methyl(10) 

Fig.A.II.2 UVRR spectra of 350 μM LC in lower frequency region obtained at 259 nm 

excitation in H20 (a) and in D2O (b) prepared in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution. 981 cm-1 band 

is the internal standard sulfate band. 
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1468 1467 1458 
146

1 
1460 

str C7C6(13) + str 

C4aC10a(11) 
1461 1460 

str C8C9(15) + str 

C4aC10a(15) 

1443 1439 1441 
144

7 
no 

- str C2OC2(10) - str 

N5C4a(12) + be 

N1H(13) + be 

N3H(20) 

- - 
 

1428 1420 sh 
142

0 
no be N3H (35) - - 

 

1397 1394 1386 
138

4 
1377 

- str C8C9(14) - str 

N1C2(14) 
- 1387 

str N5C4a(11) - str 

C6C5a(13) + str 

N1C2(16) 

1383 1372 1380 vw 1377 
- str N10C10a(15) + 

str C9C9a(17) 
- 1371 str C9C9a(17) 

1361 1340 1356 
135

7 
1348 

str N5C4a(15) - str 

N1C10a(14) + be 

N1H (20) 

1359 1404 
- str N5C4a(18) + 

str N1C10a(17) 

1293 1291 1288 vw no 

- str N5C5a(12) + str 

N10C9a(14) - be 

C8C9C9a(12) 

- 1297 

- str N5C5a(12) + 

str N10C9a(15) - be 

C8C9C9a(10) 

1261 1267 1261 
126

1 
no 

- str N5C5a(10) - str 

N10C9a(11) - str 

N3C4(12) 

- 
1279/ 

1258* 

str N3C4(24) + be 

C6HC6C5a(12) - be 

C9H (10)/ - str 

N10C10a(17) + str 

N5C5a(16) 

1215 1234 1213 
121

4 
1212 

str N10C10a(11) + 

str N3C4(14) - str 

N3C2(10) 

- 1204 
be N3H(12) + be 

C2N1C10a(15) 

1137 1146 vw 
114

4 
1155 

- str C8-Methyl(20) 

+ str C7-Methyl(17) 
1132 1143 

str N10C9a(11) - str 

C8-Methyl(23) + str 

C7-Methyl(19) 

1122 1138    
- str C4aC10a(10) + 

str N3C4(18) 
1162 1171 

str N5C5a(12) - be 

C6HC6C5a(14) + 

be N1H(13) 

993 1041 vw 
100

6 
no 

- tors (H-C-H) 8-

Methyl(26) - tors (H-

C-H) 7-Methyl(30) 

1002 1045 

- tors (H-C-H) 8-

Methyl(20) - tors 

(H-C-H) 7-

Methyl(22) 

993* 1019    

- tors (H-C-H) 8-

Methyl(28) + tors 

(H-C-H) 7-

Methyl(22) 

1002 1021 

- tors (H-C-H) 8-

Methyl(32) + tors 

(H-C-H) 7-

Methyl(24) 

836 842    
be C9C9aN10(10) - 

be C2N1C10a(10) 
832 813 be N1H(15) 

811 801    
str C7Me (12) + be 

N1C10aN10(14) 
805 779 

str C7Me (12) + be 

N3H(11) 

739 744    

be C9aN10C10a(10) 

- be 

N10C10aC4a(11) - 

be N5C4aC10a(11) + 

be C9C9aN10(10) 

738 744 

be 

C9aN10C10a(11) - 

be 

N10C10aC4a(12) - 

be N5C4aC10a(10) 

+ be C9C9aN10(10) 

689 687    
be C9aN10C10a(14) 

+ be C5aN5C4a(11) 
686 684 

be 

C9aN10C10a(17) + 

be C5aN5C4a(11) 

659 655    
- be O2C2N3(27) + 

be O4C4N3(18) 
649 625 

- be C4N3C2(10) - 

be O2C2N3(29) + 

be O4C4N3(17) 

618 611    
- be C8C9C9a(12) + 

be C5aN5C4a(16) 
618 607 

- be C8C9C9a(12) + 

be C5aN5C4a(14) 
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608 601    
tors N1H (19) + out 

N1C4aN10C10a(35) 
606 603 

- tors 

N5C4aC10aN10(10

) - tors 

C8C9C9aC5a(11) + 

out 

N1C4aN10C10a(37

) 

 

aComputed using B3LYP/TZVP/PCM level of theory; busing VEDA 4.0; str: stretching, be: 

bending, tors: torsional vibrations; n.o.- not observed, *these bands can be assigned with both 

the frequencies, the dash sign (-) are given where it is difficult to assign the Raman bands; csee 

ref. 2; dsee ref. 1. 
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Appendix III 
 

Correction for Spectrometer Response  
 

Procedure of intensity correction for wavelength dependent response of spectrometer and detector  

(i) Take the sample spectrum, Iλ at a particular excitation wavelength, say λ. Note down 

position of both ends of the spectrum in wavelength, say λ1 and λ2 nm. 

(ii) NIST calibrated standard D2O lamp (Ocean Optics Inc, Dunedin, FL, USA) spectrum 

is recorded at whole wavelength range (255-290 nm) of the spectrometer detection by 

changing grating position corresponding to each experiment at the different excitation 

wavelength. Interpolate this spectrum from  λ1 nm to λ2  nm, in 1024 points to obtain 

standard lamp response, Dλ. 

(iii) Linearly interpolate the true spectrum of the lamp (expressed as irradiance in 

µw/cm
2
/nm unit) from λ1 nm to λ2 nm, in 1024 points to obtain true lamp output, Tλ. 

(iv) Calculate the correction factor at current excitation wavelength, λ as  Sλ = Dλ/Tλ 

(v) Now, correct the sample spectrum by taking into account spectrometer and detector 

response as, 

          ( )   
 ( )

 ( )
 

(vi) Repeat this method for spectra recorded at each excitation. 
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Appendix IV 

Relations between Einstein’s coefficient of absorption, transition dipole 

moment and experimentally measurable quantities, such as, molar 

extinction coefficient and absorption cross-section 

A.IV.1 Einstein’s coefficient and transition dipole moment 
The relation between Einstein’s coefficient for spontaneous absorption (B21) and 

transition dipole moment,  ⃗    for a randomly oriented molecule,
[1]

 

    
   ⃗    

 

      
 
                                                                                                                          

where,  ⃗      ⃗⃗⃗    is transition electric dipole moment operator.  ⃗⃗⃗    is matrix element 

of the transition length operator  ⟨      ⟩.   ⟩ and   ⟩ are initial and final eigenstate 

of the absorbing molecule,    is position operator and   ⃗    
  is the transition probability. 

Transition dipole moment   ⃗     characterizes single photon absorption or emission by 

a molecule. This vector describes in which direction the charge distribution will move 

in a molecule with respect to that of ground electronic sate (S0) following an 

absorption of photon to reach a particular excited state (SN).  

A.IV.2 Absorption cross-section and extinction coefficient 
In spectroscopy, strength of an absorption band can be related to experimentally 

measurable quantities like absorption cross-section,     . 

     can be determined from molar absorptivity,   , of a molecule via following 

equation
[1]

, 

     
                 

  
                                                                                                   

Where, if        molar extinction coefficient is expressed in L mol
-1

 cm
-1

 and NA is 

Avogadro number = 6.023 x 10
23

, unit of      would be Å
2
/molecule. Extinction 

coefficient can easily be determined by fitting measured absorbance of a molecule 

with their concentrations according to Beer-Lambert’s law. 
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A.IV.3 Transition dipole length or dipole strength 

Transition dipole moment can be related to measurable integrated      using 

following equation
[1]

, 

  ⃗    
  

      

    
 ∫                                                                                                          

Where, ∫         = area under the gaussian fitted absorption spectrum in Å
2 

molecule
-1

 cm
-1

. 

   = reduced Planck constant = 1.054 x 10
-34

 J.s 

  = refractive index of water = 1.33 

   = permittivity of vacuum = 8.85 x 10
-12

 F.m
-1

 

  = speed of light = 2.99 x 10
8
 m.s

-1 

   = transition frequency or peak of the absorption band in cm
-1 

 ⃗      ⃗⃗⃗   , where   = charge of electron = 1.60 x 10
-19

 C and  ⃗⃗⃗    ⟨   ⃗   ⟩ is electric 

dipole moment operator and              , position operator. 

Magnitude of  ⃗⃗⃗   , | ⃗⃗⃗   |
 
     is transition dipole length expressed in Å.  

 

The transition probability is proportional to the square of the length of the vector.  The 

transition moment vector can be resolved in three cartesian coordinates, 

 ⃗⃗⃗   
     

         
          

     

where         ⟨      ⟩,    being the x component of dipole moment vector. 

A.IV.4 Oscillator strength 
Another quantity to express the strength of photon absorption by a molecule in state 

  ⟩  to reach state   ⟩ is oscillator strength,    . In classical theory it is the probability 

of an electronic transition induced by interaction of electrons in a molecule with 
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incident electromagnetic radiation. Oscillator strength is the popular choice to express 

strength of absorption line in computational chemistry. Classically     means, ratio of 

the intensity of the measured transition (absorption or emission) by a molecule to the 

intensity of a ‘harmonically oscillating’ electron in a three˗dimensional harmonic 

potential well. Such an electron is considered a perfect harmonic oscillator or an 

oscillating dipole with      . 

This dimensionless quantity is defined in terms of dipole strength (or induced 

transition dipole moment) of a transition
[1]

 as,   

    
      

    
  ⃗    

                                                                                                                   

where  ⃗    is transition electric dipole moment,     is the transition frequency. 

Derivation of this relation is well documented in many text books
[3]

.   

Substituting equation A.II.iii in A.II.iv and converting unit of   from Hz to 

wavenumber,     becomes   

                ∫   ̃   ̃                                                                                          

where  ̃ is wavenumber in cm
-1

 and    ̃  is in cm
2
/molecule instead of Å

2
/molecule (1 

Å
2
 = 10

-16
 cm

2
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